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1. INTRODUCTION. 
The work reported here arose from an interest in automatic symbol 
manipulation in pure mathematics. The commutator calculus of group 
theory was chosen as the specific area of study because of its apparent 
suitability and its interest to local mathematicians. 
One of the main problems is that of converting expressions for group 
elements into a canonic form. This is normally called a collecting 
process. 
The first stage of the work consisted in producing an intuitively 
based set of computer procedures for executing the collecting process. 
This was followed by an investigation, using a recursive formalism, of 
the theoretical foundations for the procedures. The relationship between 
the formal description and the computer procedures is close. However 
the former sometimes avoids, in the interests of clarity, details of the 
computer procedures which are aimed at increased efficiency. 
While gaining its inspiration and motivation from group theory this 
work is not on group theory but rather about the meta-problems which 
are accentuated by an attempt to automate the collecting process. 
The theory of the commutator calculus has been given by Magnus, 
Karrassand Solitar [MAGNW660]^ and Ward [WARDM650] but detailed knowledge 
t 
The code numbers appearing in brackets refer to entries in the list of 
references in Section 15. The first four letters of the code are the 
first four letters of the leading author's last name, the fifth letter 
of the code is the first letter of his first name. The first two 
digits indicate the year of publication. The final digit is used to 
distinguish multiple publications in the same year. This convention 
is that used in the Annotated Descriptor Based Bibliography on the 
Use of Computers for Non-numerical Mathematics [SAMMJ661]. 
2. 
of this is not necessary to appreciate the resulting problem in symbol 
manipulation. 
The relevant theorem of commutator theory is the Basis theorem of 
P. Hall [HALLP340]. This states: 
In a free group F(r) on r generators there exists an infinite 
sequence of commutators = 1,2,3,...) of non-decreasing weights 
in the generators such that for n = 1,2,3,... and for every element 
W of F(r), 
w = ... v^^ 1 2 k(n) n+1 
where ^ ^n+1 (n+l)*"^  group of the lower central series of 
F(r)) and where the integers > • • • ^ n + 1 ^^^ uniquely 
determined by W. The number k(n) is the number of C^ of weight _< n. 
The collecting process is the algorithm for transforming the element 
W to its unique form. 
While W is referred to as an element of a group it is more useful 
for purposes of manipulation to regard it as an expression which is 
interpretable to a group element. Then the expressions are elements of 
a free universal algebra in the sense of Cohn [C0HNP650]. This is 
essentially the approach taken here but it has been found desirable in 
part to take the abstraction one level further and regard the expressions 
as strings (or equivalently words, sentences or phrases) of a formal 
language with the single operation of concatenation and with a set of 
rules which select or generate the valid strings from the set of all 
strings on the alphabet. 
3. 
The alphabet denoted by S' of this formal language is the set 
la,. .. ,z,0,. .. ,9,+ ,-,'^ , I ,/,: , (,) ,v} and the symbol . With this 
set as generators and the operation of concatenation the semigroup 5'* 
is formed. The language is a certain subset of S'*. It is defined 
using another subset J' of S'* - the set of rational expressions. 
The subset J' is defined formally in Section 2. Briefly and 
without mention of the use of parentheses they may be described as follows: 
(a) z and the rational numbers are rational expressions, 
(b) if and X^ are rational expressions then X^ + X^, X^ - X^. 
^^^ rational expressions. 
Of these operations the first three are the common rational 
operations of addition, subtraction and multiplication. The symbol ' 
is the combination operator and is the binomial coefficient and 
is equivalent to the more common 
'a. 
C, or 
which are unsuited to the restricted expression style of present day line 
printers. While unary negation is included in the computer procedures 
it is excluded from the formal description of the grammar. 
The subset of rational expressions is used to define the (disjoint) 
subset of S'* referred to above. This is the formal language of group 
expressions and is denoted by G'. It is defined formally in Section 2 
and briefly as follows: 
(a) a,...,k,v are group expressions, 
(b) if Y-j^  and y^ are group expressions and X^ is a rational 
4. 
expression then y-j^ Y^ ' "''I'^ l ^^^ gi^ o^ P expressions. 
Here juxtaposition of two group expressions denotes the group 
product operation on the two expressions. 
The operation ':' is the exponentiation operator and the expression 
is equivalent to times) and Y^^:-! denotes the 
inverse of the expression y^. The symbol v is the group identity. 
Commutation is denoted by the operator and Y2^ »Y2 is called a 
commutator and is defined to be ^ 2 ' notation departs 
from the conventional practice which, regardless of precedence requirements, 
surrounds commutators with parentheses or brackets. In this text 
parentheses will be used only when it is necessary to override the defined 
precedences. 
For more complex commutators the left norming convention is used so 
that (Y3^»Y2)>Y3 may be written Y]^,Y2.Y3. 
A common convention for avoiding use of parentheses in Y T J C Y T J Y O ) 
-L -D 
is to use the semicolon operator. Then becomes 
In this text however the semicolon is replaced by two commas. This has 
the advantage that it is easily generalised to more complex cases and 
that the additional separation of the operands assists the eye in assessing 
the correct structure of the expression. 
For theoretical and manipulative convenience S' is augmented 
by the symbols and ' ,, ' , ',...,', ' where a is an -L ^ Qi 
arbitrarily large but finite integer. The symbol becomes an 
5. 
explicit group product operation, the symbol ' an explicit 
concatenation operator between digits in the formation of integers 
and the symbol ' » example, is a replacement symbol for a string 
of n juxtaposed commas. The augmented alphabet is denoted by S and 
the semi-group generated by S is denoted by S*. 
Associated with the augmented semi-group S* is a set J of 
modified rational expressions and a set G of modified group expressions. 
These sets have the property that they are unambiguous context-free phrase 
structured languages and as such the expressions may be generated and 
decomposed unambiguously. This is pursued in Section 2 where the language 
is defined by a grammar in the computationally useful formalism called the 
Backus-normal-form. The grammar is useful for determining if any string 
of symbols on the alphabet is valid or well formed and also for providing 
a basis for the unique parsing or parenthesising of a grammatical 
expression. 
The conversion of group expressions to the canonic form proceeds 
in two stages. In the first stage the expression is transformed to 
a fully parenthesised form which is then converted to the canonic form. 
This is described in Section 3. 
The process of fully parenthesising an expression is essentially 
the same as the process of analysing an expression. It is a useful 
process in that it provides an intermediate form which is structurally 
and grammatically simpler and which is the basis of many proofs and 
definitions in the commutator calculus. 
The process is described in Section 3 in a formalism due to 
6. 
McCarthy [MCCAJ630]. This formalism is called a recursive conditional 
expression and in its own area of application, namely that of computability 
it follows the trend towards more expressive computer languages. It 
was proposed by McCarthy as a more convenient, but still theoretically 
well founded, algorithmic formalism than that of either Turing machines 
[HERMH650, DAVIM580] or Markov Normal Algorithms [MARKA620]. The 
means for manipulating recursive conditional expressions are available 
as the programming languages LISP [MCCAJ650] and CPL [FOXL660] and can 
be simulated to some extent in PLl. 
The parenthesising process transforms the sets J and G to their 
fully parenthesised equivalents J^ and G^. 
A further pair of subsets of J^ and G^ are then defined in 
Section 4 where selection processes for determining membership of canonic 
subsets are given. The canonic subset of G^ is referred to by Ward 
as the set of basic expressions. In the case where only group products, 
inverses and commutators are admitted. Ward has proved that a group 
expression may be converted to the canonic or basic form by a finite 
application of the transformations. It seems reasonable to expect that 
a similar result would hold in the situation discussed here but this has 
not been proved. 
Sections 5, 6 and 7 define the extended collecting process. The 
consequences of the extension are that the number of necessary 
transformations is approximately doubled and transformations for 
where A is a rational expression are 
required. These present the difficulty that it does not appear possible 
to obtain the required transformation without a specific upper limit on 
weight. While it is believed that the inductive techniques used for 
7. 
deriving these transformations could be specified algorithmically for any 
given upper limit on weight this has not been done. Rather, transformations 
which are valid for a modulus £ 7 have been calculated by hand and 
inserted into the procedures. 
The PLl procedures written to implement the collecting process bear 
a very close resemblance to the recursive conditional expressions and deviate 
significantly only in the interests of efficiency. The most significant 
difference is that in the computer implementation the role of the fully 
parenthesised expression is taken by an equivalent tree structure. This 
leads to rapid access to parts of an expression and very efficient modification 
of expressions. These procedures are discussed in Section 8 and are listed 
in Section 13. 
It is not possible to make a generally valid statement about the 
effectiveness of the computer procedures. In fact the time required to 
collect the expression (ab)'^  is very much less than the time to collect 
the square of the collected value of (ab)^. However the results leave 
much to be desired for while there are some computations which can be 
performed very much faster by machine than by hand there are other 
computations where the reverse is true. 
To a great extent the reasons for this are understood and solutions 
are available and are discussed in Section 9. At the same time there 
is the ever present and imprecisely defined combinatorial expansion 
problem which will always make the heaviest demand on the ingenuity of the 
algorithm. 
2, FOEMAL GRAMMAR OF GROUP EXPRESSIONS 
2.1 Introduction, 
In this section the sets of rational expressions, group expressions 
and expressions will be defined as languages or subsets of words on an 
alphabet. The formal description of language is given in Section 10.4. 
The definitions of the various types of expressions will be given in 
terms of grammars which are also described formally in Section 10.4 but 
may be regarded informally as the information necessary either to 
generate all words or expressions of the language or to decide if some 
word on the alphabet is an element of the language. 
It will be established that the group expressions form a context-free 
phrase structured language and that the grammar of this language is 
unambiguous, 
2.2 The Backus-normal-form. 
The formalism used to describe the alphabet and grammatical rules 
of the language is the Backus-normal-form otherwise known as the 
Backus-Naur-form or simply BNF. This notation was popularised by its 
use in the definition of the syntax of ALGOL-60 [NAURP600]. It gives 
special meaning to the following four meta-symbols; 
The first two are sometimes called diamond brackets and when they 
enclose a sequence of characters the sequence including the brackets is 
called a meta-variable. 
9. 
The symbol '::=' separates the left and right parts of a rule. 
When parsing a sentence an occurrence of the left part may be replaced 
by the right part. The left and right parts of the rule are the 
components of the ordered pair described in Section 10.4. 
The symbol '|' is a meta-connective and separates the right part 
of a rule into alternatives. 
If any other symbol appears with these sjmibols but not enclosed in 
diamond brackets then that symbol stands for itself. Thus the rule 
<term> ::= <factor> | <term>*<factor> 
means that a <term> may be a <factor> or a <term> followed by the 
symbol followed by a <factor>. 
2.3 The grammar of rational expressions. 
The expressions to be formalised consist of two disjoint parts. 
These consist on the one hand of expressions made up of the rational 
numbers and certain variables representing these numbers. On the 
other hand there are expressions whose elements or operands are group 
expression generators. The former expressions may appear only on the 
right hand side of the exponentiation symbol ':' while the latter may 
appear only on the left hand side unless surrounded by parentheses. 
Corresponding to the first mentioned part there is the grammar of 
rational expressions. 
1. <rational expression generator> ::= t m n 0 P 
u V w X y 
10. 
2. <dlgit> ::= 0 11i2 13|41516i7j8j9 
3. <integer> : := <digit> j <lnteger'^<dlglt> 
"'rational number> ; := <integer> | <integer>/<integer> 
5. <primary- ::= <rational expression generator> | <rational number> 
(<rational expression>) 
6. "factor> ::= 'primary> | <factor><the symbol '|'><integer> 
7. <term> ::= <factor> \ <tenn>*<factor> 
8. <rational expression> ::= <term> | <rational expression>+<term> 
<rational expression>-<term> 
This grammar defines the language or set of rational expressions 
which is denoted by the symbol J'. 
It may be noted that because of the dual use of the symbol '|' 
as an operator and also as a meta-symbol it has been described in its 
role as an operator informally inside the meta-brackets. It will also 
be noted that the number and period which precedes each rule is not part 
of the rule but merely serves to identify it. 
2.4 The grammar of group expressions. 
The grammar of group expressions is now given and it can be seen 
that in rule 11 the grammar of rational expressions is incorporated 
to the right of the symbol ':'. 
9. <group expression generator> : : = a | b c d | e f g h i j k v 
10. <g-primary> ::=• <group expression generator> j (<group expression>) 
11. <g-factor> ::= <g-primary> | <g-factor>:<rational expression> 
12. <g-term> : := <g''factor> | <g-'term"><g-factor> 
11. 
13. '^ Cq^  ^'g-tenn> 
i=a-l 
lA. <c > ::= U {{<c >, <c.>} U {<c.>, <c >}} (see below) a „ „ a a 1 i a a-1 
1 = 0 
15. <group expression> : := <g-term> ] foJ^  a > 0. 
This grammar denoted by G' defines the language or set of group 
expressions which is denoted by the s3mibol G'. It closely resembles 
the grammar actually used by the computer implementation for communication 
with the mathematician. In particular it may be noted that the generators 
are single symbols and in the definition of <g-term> the product 
operator is implicit. 
Rule 14 of the grammar which defines the structure of commutators 
is unusual in that it uses the non-standard meta-sjmibols 
i=a-l 
In group expressions as used by the mathematician the symbol ' 'QJ' 
actually a string of a juxtaposed commas. 
It should also be noted that in more conventional BNF notation 
the rule for » commutator of depth a, is really an infinite 






<C3>, ,,<C2> <C2>,,,<C2> 
12. 
For this reason the grammar is not strictly of the context-free 
type. In practice a finite limit can be placed on a which is adequate 
for the finite expressions encountered in any specific case. 
The mathematical notation defined by the rule for <c > is, as 
^ a 
mentioned in the introduction, also slightly unconventional. It embodies 
the common left norming convention which states that when precedence of 
operations is not defined by either the precedence of operators or the 
use of parentheses then the leftmost operator has precedence. So, for 
example a,b,c,d is to be read ((a,b),c),d. However the conventional 
';' operator has been replaced by ',,' so that the expression 
(a,b),(c,d) is normally written a,b;c,d while here it is written a,b,,c,d, 
This has the advantage that it can be easily generalised to arbitrarily 
many commas in more complex cases and also that it assists the eye in its 
parsing of an expression. 
It may be noted in the examples just given that while commutators 
are conventionally surrounded by either parentheses or brackets this 
is not necessary here unless the grammatically defined precedences have 
to be overridden. In fact the grammar specifies a precedence for all 
operators so that the visual obscurity associated with full parenthesisation 
may be avoided. 
2.5 Parsing of expressions and ambiguity. 
For the purposes of manipulation the expressions in J' U G' are 
inconvenient because the formal processes of mathematical manipulation 
and the associated proofs are usually given only for a subset of J' U G' -
13. 
the subset of fully parenthesised expressions. The process of fully 
parenthesising, which is the subject of the next section, is closely 
related to that of parsing of a sentence in a language or transforming 
the sentence into an explicitly structured form. 
It is important to have a grammar for which there is a unique 
parsing process so that for any element of the language there is a 
unique fully parenthesised form. This unique parsing property is not 
achieved without care in formulation of the grammar. Suppose that the 
previously given definition of <c > is replaced by the following BNF ot 
rules. 
<commutator operator> ::= , | <commutator operator>, 
<commutator> ::= <g-term> | <commutator> 
<commutator operator><g-term> 
<commutator><commutator operator><commutator> 
Using the obvious abbrevations these rules become 
<co> ::= , <co> , 
<c> ::= <gt> <c><co><gt> <c><co><c> 
This grammar will always generate valid commutators although they 
may possibly be supplied with a redundant number of commas. However 
as the example below shows it is not possible to parse or fully parenthesise 
a commutator unambiguously using this grammar. See Section 10.5 for a 
summary of the relevant theory. Ginsburg [GINSS660] gives a full discussion. 
Applying this new grammar to the commutator a,,b,c yields two left-
most derivations. (The use of is in accord with Ginsburg's usage.) 
14. 
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<c> <co> <gt; 
a,, (b,c) 
16. 
The ambiguity of the grammar just given is caused by the presence 
of juxtaposed meta-symbols in one of its rules. The existence of a 
unique parse structure for certain types of grammars has been proved by 
Floyd [FLOYR620, FLOYR621, FLOYR630] who has also established criteria 
for detecting ambiguity in grammars and has described algorithms for 
performing the parsing. A summary of these grammars is given in Section 10. 
Inspection of the group expression grammar shows that there are two 
rules which do not conform to the restrictions of operator grammars 
because they contain Juxtaposed meta-symbols. These are 
3. <integer> ::= <integer><digit> 
and 
12. -g-term> ::= -g-term><g-factor> 
The following simple modifications can be made to produce rules 
which do conform to the restrictions. 
<integer> ::= <integer> <digit> 
and 
<g-term> ::= <g-term> . <g-factor> 
The symbols and may be understood as concatenation 
operations. 
There is one other problem with the group expression grammar and 
it is associated with multiple commas. The difficulty arises when the 
Floyd process for generating a precedence table is being applied and is 
resolved by replacing all strings of a juxtaposed commas by the 
subscripted symbol ' w h i c h must be understood as a single symbol. 
17. 
It is evident that a simple transformation exists for conversion from 
one form of group expression to the other. 
Formally these processes of modification of the input/output 
grammar G' to the internally useful grammar which will be denoted by 
G consist of extending the set S' of generators of the semigroup 
S'* with the symbols ' and ',2', ' 
where n is finite but arbitrarily large. The new set of generators 
is denoted by S and the semigroup generated by S is denoted S*. 
Corresponding to this change in the grammar the set J' is transformed 
to a set denoted by J and the set G' is transformed to a set denoted 
by G. 
As the set J U G is frequently referred to in the text it will be 
denoted by the symbol E. The set J' U G' is denoted E'. 
With these difficulties removed it is possible to build a precedence 
table in accord with Floyd's algorithm and to verify that the group 
expression grammar is a precedence grammar and may be uniquely parsed. 
The resulting precedence table follows but proofs are omitted. 
18. 
) 
( a : • '1 '2 '3 I 0 / * + - ) 
• > • > • > •> • > • > • > • > • > 
a • > • > • > • > • > • > 
• < • • > • > • > • > • > < • < • < • < • < • < • < • < • • > 
• < • < • < • • > • > • > • > 
'1 <• < • < • < • • > • • > • > 
'2 < • < • < • <• <• • > • > • > 
'3 < • < • <• < • < • • > • > 
I • > • > • > • > • > 
0 • > • > • > • > • > • > • > 
< • • > • > • > • > • > • > • > 
/ < • < • • > • > • > • > • > 
< • < • < • • > • > • > • > • > 
* < • < • < • < • < • < • • > • > • > • > 
+ < • < • < • < • < • < • < • • > • > • > 
- < • < • < • < • < • < • < • • > • > • > 
( < • < • < • < • < • < • <• < • < • < • < • <• < • < • < • 
Precedence table for group expression grammar. 
19. 
It should be noted in connection with this table that some rows 
and columns are only representative of a class of S5mibols. In 
particular: 
a is a representative row or column for the letters a,...,k,v 
Z is a representative row or column for the letters z 
0 is a representative row or column for the digits 0,...,9 
and are the first three rows or columns of an arbitrarily 
large set. 
20. 
3. THE PARENTHESISING PROCESS. 
3.1 Introduction. 
The group expressions defined in the previous section are in a form 
which is unsuited to efficient automatic manipulation. In this section 
functions are defined which enable the grammatically specified structure 
of an expression to be exposed. 
The link between the grammar and the functions of this section is 
established by a function dlt ('dot less than'). With the use of this 
link three partitioning functions are defined and it is shown that the 
original expression may be reconstituted by appropriate concatenation 
of the values of the three functions. 
Following this a parenthesising process is defined. It cannot be 
proved that this process does fully parenthesise except by reference to 
some other definition which must of necessity be equally precise. The 
given definition m a y , however, be checked for conformity with the intuitive 
notion. It is shown that the process can be performed in a finite number 
of steps and that it parses the expression in accord with the grammar. 
The symbols y and cj) are used extensively in this section. The 
domain of y is the set W of natural numbers and the domain of cj>, 
/V ^ 
possibly subscripted, is the set E. E is the set of all expressions 
in E together with all words derived from expressions by deletion of 
one or more symbols from either end of the expression together with the 
set {A}. More precisely E is defined as follows: 
/N 
(P e E <=> ()) e E U {A} ^ (3ip:ip e E a (cj) = lv[i>] v <j, = rr[4;])) 
21. 
where l_r and £ £ are defined below. 
The null word A has the role of an identity element in E with 
the operation of concatenation and so 
<t)A = H and AA = A 
It will always be assumed that expressions submitted for processing 
do not contain the null word. Either it is unnecessary in an expression 
or the expression itself is null in which case no useful computation can 
be performed on it. The usefulness of the null word is internal to the 
functions to be defined. The convention that the leftmost or rightmost 
symbol of the null word is the null word will be adopted. 
3.2 The partitioning functions. 
Four primitive partitioning functions are defined to take the 
values of the single symbols at either end of a word cj) or to take 
the values of the remaining words after the end symbols have been deleted. 
A brief mnemonic is used as the name of each function but an explanatory 
name is associated with the definition and appears on the right hand side 
of the page. As their domain and range these functions have the set E. 
ls[(})] = - left symbol 
the leftmost symbol of (}) 
rs[(j)] = - right sjnnbol 
the rightmost symbol of (J) 
lr[(()] = - left remainder 
(j) with the rightmost symbol deleted 
rr[<})] = - right remainder 
(J) with the leftmost sjnnbol deleted 
22. 
Of the four functions, ^ and Ir are most frequently used and 
it is convenient to have the following shorter notation. 
IrU] a / 
rs[(t)] = c^^ 
A length function t from E to W is defined by: 
= - length 
= A ^ 0; 
+ Ij 
This definition has been given in the recursive conditional expression 
notation of McCarthy [MCCAJ630] which is summarised in Section 10.8. 
The definition states that if (j) = A then -£[<!)] has the value zero. 
Otherwise it takes the value £[(}) ] +1. 
The level of parenthesisation of a word in E is the number of 
pairs of parentheses surrounding that word. In the word (a.b).(c.(c.b)).d 
the level of parenthesisation of d is zero while ab is at level 1 and 
cb at level 2. The element y is used to indicate level of parenthesisation 
in the functions which follow. In these it is sometimes necessary when 
processing a word to ignore those parts which are enclosed in parentheses. 
This corresponds in Floyd's algorithm to the replacement of prime phrases 
by non-terminal symbols. To facilitate this type of operation the function 
/s /s 
ski is defined with domain E x M and range E. This function repreatedly 
replaces rightmost symbols by A while incrementing and decrementing y in 
accord with changes in the level of parenthesisation. The process stops 
when y has the value 0 and then the function takes the value of the 
word remaining. 
22. 
Of the four functions, rs and Ir are most frequently used and 
it is convenient to have the following shorter notation. 
Irlcj)] = / 
rs[(t)] = (P^  
A, 
A length function t from E to W is defined by: 
-^ ["f] = - length 
= A > 0;" 
l[/] + 1_ 
This definition has been given in the recursive conditional expression 
notation of McCarthy [MCCAJ630] which is summarised in Section 10.8. 
The definition states that if (}> = A then £[())] has the value zero. 
£ Otherwise it takes the value l[4> ] +1. 
ys 
The level of parenthesisation of a word in E is the number of 
pairs of parentheses surrounding that word. In the word (a.b).(c.(c.b)).d 
the level of parenthesisation of d is zero while ab is at level 1 and 
cb at level 2. The element y is used to indicate level of parenthesisation 
in the functions which follow. In these it is sometimes necessary when 
processing a word to ignore those parts which are enclosed in parentheses. 
This corresponds in Floyd's algorithm to the replacement of prime phrases 
by non-terminal sjrmbols. To facilitate this type of operation the function 
/s /s 
ski is defined with domain E x M and range E. This function repreatedly 
replaces rightmost symbols by A while incrementing and decrementing y in 
accord with changes in the level of parenthesisation. The process stops 
when y has the value 0 and then the function takes the value of the 
word remaining. 
23. 
skl[<j);y] = - skip level 
(t) = A -> A; 
y = 0 -> (t); 
(!>''=)- skl[/;y+l]; 
d)'' = ( ^  skl[/;y-l]; 
_skl[/;w] 
The operation of this function may be demonstrated by applying it 
to the element a,(b,(c,d) of E. If this element were encountered 
during the analysis of a group expression, y would have the value 1 
corresponding to the presence of an unmatched left parenthesis. 
skl[a,(b, (c,d) 1] 
skl[a,(b. (c,d 2] 
ski[a,(b, (c. 2] 
skl[a,(b. (c 2] 






The function dlt (dot less than) is now defined. This has domain 
/N A 
E X E and its range is the set T of truth values. In the definition 
the grammatical relation '<•' is used and is to be understood as follows. 
If 4) and e 5 then (i)]^  <' <i>2 ^^ o^^y if the entry in the precedence 
table in Section 2 corresponding to the row indexed by and the column 
24. 
indexed by (f)^  contains the symbol '<•'. 
It may be noted that A <- cj)^  for all cfi^  e S . For strings of 
arbitrary length d U takes the value T if there exists a symbol in (j)^  
at zero level of parenthesisation which <• some symbol of (J)^  at zero 
level of parenthesisation. 
dlt[(J)^ ;<{)2] = 
<1)^  = A T; 
- dot less than 
= A F; 
A (jj^ eS A T; 
^ j S A (dlt[(|)^ ;(t>2] ^ dlt[4.^;(f)2]) 
Provided (p e E the next three functions l£'> and define 
three unique subwords of the word <j) such that 
lp'[(l)]op'[(f)]rp'[(f);0] = (J). 
While these functions are intended to partition members of E their 
A A 
domains are E or E x M because in the process of evaluation they may 
recursively reference themselves with words which are not in E. 
It should be noted that !?'[((())] = A, rp'[((}));0] = (tj)) 
and op'[(({))] = A. In other words the functions Ip' and rp' do not 
remove redundant external parentheses. 
25. 
O p ' [ ( | ) ] = 
cj) = A -> A; cfieS A; 
= ) o p ' [ s k l [ / ; l ] ] ; 
- operator' 
lp'[<^] = 
= A ^ A; (t)eS (p; 
= ) ^ l p ' [ s k l [ / ; l ] ] ; 
.1 
- left part' 
rp'[(f);y] = - right part' 
(t> = A ^ A; (t>eS ^ A; 
= ) ^ r p ' [ / ; y + l ] ) ; 
cf>^  = ( ^ r p ' [ / ; y - l ] ( ; 
U > 0 V 
A 
It should be emphasised again that the words to be partitioned must 
be members of E . In this case all parentheses will be matched and 
invalid function references such as rp'[(;0] cannot occur since when 
counting parentheses from the right there can never be an excess of 
opening parentheses over closing parentheses. 
The uniqueness of the partitioning and its conformity to the structure 
defined by the grammar result from the use of the function dlt together 
with right to left processing. 
26. 


































lp'[skl[());y]]op'[skl[(j);y]]rp'[^;y] = <P 
for all <j) £ E and all y e M. 
Proof: 
The theorem is proved by induction on the length of (f>, that is 
-^ [(j)]. When = 0 the theorem is obviously true. Let n be greater 
A 
than 0 and suppose that it is true for all ip e E such that < n . 
/N 
It is to be shown that It is true for all (j> e E such that £[(j)] = n. 
The conditions stated for the various cases below are not necessarily 
mutually exclusive and it is assumed that case i implies not case j 
where j < i. This conforms with the conditional expression definitions. 
27. 
Case 1. y = 0 A (})e,5 









Case 3. y = OA(j) = ( 
This cannot occur. 
I r 











C a s e 6 . y > 0 a (j)^ = ( 
l p ' [ s k l [ ( l ) ; y ] ] o p ' L s k l [ ( | ) ; y ] ] r p ' [ < J ) ; y ] 
= I p ' [ s k l [ / ; u - l ] ] o p ' [ s k l [ / ; y - l ] ] r p ' ( 
= 
I r C a s e 7. y > 0 A d l t [ ( ) ) ;((> ] 
I p ' [ s k l [ c f , ; y ] ] o p ' [ s k l [ ( J ) ; y ] ] r p ' [ 4 . ; y ] 
= I p ' L s k l [ / ; y ] ] o p ' [ s k l [ / ; y ] ] r p ' [ / ; y ] ( j ) ' ' 
= 
= 4' 
C a s e 8 . 
l p ' [ s k l [ ( } . ; y ] ] o p ' [ s k l [ 4 . ; y ] ] r p ' [ < } ) ; y ] 
= l p ' [ s k l [ / ; y ] ] o p ' [ s k l [ ( t ) ^ ; y ] ] r p ' [ ( t ) ' ' ; y ] < ^ ' ' 
I I 
= cj) 
C o r o l l a r y : 
l p ' [ ( j ) ] o p ' [ ( j ) ] r p ' [ < | ) ; 0 ] = (|) i f (}> e E 
P r o o f : 
l p ' [ < t ' ] o p ' [ ( f ) ] r p ' [ < | ) ; 0 ] 
= I p ' [ s k l [ ( l 3 ; 0 ] ] o p ' [ s k l [ ( l ) ; 0 ] ] r p ' [ ( J ) ; 0 ] - b y d e f i n i t i o n s 
= (J) - b y t h e t h e o r e m 
N o t e t h a t t h e r e s t r i c t i o n on cf) i s n e c e s s a r y t o e n s u r e m a t c h e d 
p a r e n t h e s e s f o r s k i and r p ' and a l s o t o e n s u r e a g r a m m a t i c a l s t r u c t u r e 
f o r d l t i n c a s e 4 o f t h e t h e o r e m . 
29. 
3.3 The parenthesising function. 
A function is now given for fully parenthesising, in a 
non-redundant fashion, any expression in E. This function ^ has as 
/S /N 
its domain the set E x E x M. When ^ is first referenced cj)^  must be 
a member of E, 4)^  = A and y = 0. The range of f^  is denoted by E^ 
and is the union of two disjoint subsets J^ and which are 
respectively the fully parenthesised rational and group expressions. 
- fully parenthesise 
(1)^  = A A (f)^  = A A; 
cf)^ eS A (j)^  = A -> (f)^ ; 
cf)^  = A A c},^  = ) A IsLcf.^] = ( ^ f[rr[cj)2] ;A;0] ; 
if[c(,^;A;0])c!)^(f[<i)2;A;0]) 
Note that because of the action of lines 3,4 and 5 of the definition 
the fully parenthesised expressions are free of redundant parentheses. 
The fully parenthesised form of ((a)) is a. 
As mentioned in Section 2 the multiple commas of E' are replaced 
in E by a subscripted comma which is interpreted as a single symbol. 
30. 
In the computer procedures the process of fully parenthesising is 
followed by a function which deletes the subscripts from the commas. 
To assist in the description of certain properties of ^ the 
words computation and terminate are defined. 
A computation of a function is a sequence of steps in the evaluation 
of the function. Each step consists of the replacement of one function 
reference by the appropriate value obtained from the definition. A 
computation is said to terminate if there exists a step for which there 
is no further function to be evaluated. The function is said to 
terminate finitely if the number of steps in the computation is finite. 
The techniques and language of computability theory [DAVIM580, HERMH650] 
are appropriate here but have not been used as their range of application 
in the text is too limited to justify the extensive theoretical modificat-
ions necessary. Changes would appear desirable since the domains and 
ranges most frequently encountered are subsets of E rather than the 
set of positive integers used in conventional computability theory. 
McCarthy [MCCAJ630] has given an informal presentation of a suitable 
approach. 
That a computation of the parenthesising process when applied to 
an expression in E does terminate in a finite number of steps may be 
seen by observing that if a function reference f [c})^ ; tfi^  is evaluated 
in any one step of a computation as ip^f ''^ 2 
are any elements of S* then + is always less than 
+ — ^^^ previously defined length function. 
Apart from showing that _f terminates it is necessary to show 
31. 
that It does parenthesise in accord with the grammar. This will be 
demonstrated for the operation of exponentiation. Other cases can be 
treated similarly. 
Suppose that a <g-factor>, a and a <ratlonal expresslon> 
are concatenated as specified by rule 11 of the grammar: 
<g-factor>:<ratlonal expresslon> 
and let this resulting expression be denoted by (j). It will be shown 
that the parenthesising function partitions 4) about the (rightmost) 
colon as required by the grammar. 
First note that ^ inspects s3rmbols in a right to left scan 
skipping over parenthesised expressions and when y = 0 (i.e. when 
at zero level of parenthesisation) seeking out the first (and therefore 
rightmost) symbol which is less than (i.e. <•) all symbols to the 
left of it at zero level of parenthesisation. 
Now it will be seen by reference to the precedence table in Section 
2 that is dot less than any of the symbols z , 0 , . . . , 9 | , / 
which, apart from parentheses, are the only symbols appearing in rational 
expressions. It will also be noted that f_ does scan past parentheses 
when determining the manner of partitioning at zero level of 
parenthesisation. 
Finally, it will be seen that all the symbols which can appear 
in a <g-factor> at zero level of parenthesisation, namely a,...,k,v,:, 
are not dot less than ':'. 
32. 
Therefore the rightmost colon will be taken by f^  as the point 
for partitioning of (p or as the 'outermost' operator of (f) and this 
Is the type of structure generated by the grammatical rule: 
<g-factor> ::= <g-factor> | <g-factor>:<ratlonal expresslon> 
The following sample computations Illustrate the effect of ^ 
(a) fla,2b,c;A;0] 












4. CANONIC EXPRESSIONS. 
4.1 Introduction. 
In Section 3 the method for converting expressions in E into 
f 
the fully parenthesised form E was described. In this section and 
those to follow the set E^ will be of major interest. The functions 
of this section serve to define a subset of E^ the expressions of 
which will be called canonic. 
There are two distinguishable aspects to the definition. The 
first is associated with the structure or relationship of operators 
of expressions while the second is associated with the relationship 
of operands to one other. Structurally, canonic expressions take the 
form of products of powers of commutators. That is, the innermost or 
first executed operators must be commutator operators and the outermost 
operators must be product operators. A similar type of structure is 
required of the exponents themselves. The second aspect of the 
definition is concerned with the ordering of expressions and cannot be 
simply described. 
The following extracts from Section 10 are relevant here. 
(a) '[' and ']' are meta-brackets 
(b) Greek lower case letters, possibly subscripted, are used 
as variables. 
(c) Roman upper case script letters denote sets 
(d) ';' is the meta-delimiter 
(e) When referred to in text non alpha-numeric symbols are 
surrounded by single quotes. 
34. 
The set notation {<x>} used here is intended to denote the set 
of all derivations of the meta-variable <x>. 
Set Name Description 
M' (<integer>} U 
Q_ {^'rational number>} 
B {<rational expression generator>} 
R {S U 
J {<rational expression>} 
J^ fully parenthesised subset of J 
L {<group expression generator>} 
G {<group expression>} 
G^ fully parenthesised subset of G 
E {G U J) 
E^ fully parenthesised subset of E 
n { . . / . . * . + • _ . . . r N } 
T {T;F} 




The following additional conventions and notations are used, 
(f) •>' and '=' are relations on the integers or 
rational members and have the normal meaning. 
35. 
(g) '=' is assumed to have an obvious meaning in comparing 
any expressions. 
A A 
(h) '<' and '>' are standard alphabetic orders. 
4.2 Preliminary functions. 
In many cases the functions to be defined are mutually recursive 
and for this reason it is not always possible to avoid reference to a 
particular function before it is defined. The definitions begin with 
three functions of basic importance. These are the operator function 
and the left and right part functions. These functions have for their 
domain the set of fully parenthesised expressions and they divide such 
expressions into the three obvious parts. They are defined in terms 
of the previously given functions o2_' , and r£' and differ from 
them in that the unprimed functions remove the pair of external parentheses 
if they are present. These functions are defined in the notation of 
recursive conditional expressions described in Section 10.8. 
o p [ T ] = o p ' [ T ] 
lp[r] = 
Is[lp'[T]] = ( A rs[lp'[T]] = ) -> lr[rr[lp'[T]]]r 
lp'[T] 
- operator 
- left part 
rp[x] = - right part 
ls[rp'[T;0]1 = ( A rs[rp'[T;0]] = ) ^ Ir [rr[rp' [T;0]]];" 
[rp'[T] 
36. 
length[o] = - length 
"oeR 1; 
2ength[lp[a]]+length[rp[o] ] 
The domain of this function is the set J^ and its range is the 
set W, It determines the number of operands in a rational expression. 
The function prd (product) has range T and takes the value T if and 
only If the expression a is free of operators other than or 
Function rat (rational) also has range T and takes the value T if 
and only if the argument is a rational number or has imbedded within it 
a rational number. 
prd[aj - product 
oeR ^ T; 
(op[aJ = * V op[o] = ) A prd[lp[a]] A prd[rp[a]] T; 
F 
rat[a] = - rational 
aed ^ T; 
^at[lp[o]] V rat[rp[0]X 
Functions (left operand) and £o (right operand) have for their 
domain the set E^ x 0 and their range is the set E^. They select 
respectively the leftmost operand and the rightmost operand of an 
expression with respect to an operator. If, for example, 
T = ((a,b)E (c,d)).((e,f).g) then 1O[T ;.] = a,b and ro[T;.] = g. 
37. 
- left operand 
- right operand 
lo[T;Xj = 




TeRUL T; ~ 
op[T]^X T; 
ro[rp[T];X]_ 
The next two functions to be given are complementary to and 
ro. Thus if T has the value given in the example above then 
le[T;.] = ((a,b).(c,d)).(e,f). These functions differ from all 
previous functions in that they produce the desired value by composition 
or concatenation while the previous functions have used decomposition 
only. 
le[T;X] = - left expression 
rp[T]eRUL V ^ IpLi]; 
l^p'[T]X(le[rp[T];X]) 
re[T;X] = - right expression 
op[r]^X - T; 
lp[T]eRuL V op[lp[T]]f^X ^ rp[TJ ; 
L(re[lp[T];X])Xrp'[T;0] 
4.3 Canonic rational expressions. 
With the auxiliary functions now defined the five functions 
38. 
cp (canonic product), Itp (less than product), Ipr (left product), 
rpr (right product) and ce (canonic expression) can be given. 
Together these constitute the definition of a canonic exponent. For 
simplicity only three operators are permitted in a canonic exponent. 
These are the sum, difference and product operators. Structurally 
the canonic exponent is in the form of sums of products and since 
exponents themselves may not have exponents the products may consist of 
repetitions of the same rational expression generator. 
Within products ordinary alphabetic ordering is used for rational 
expression generators. The rational number coefficient, if any, 
appears at the right hand end of the product. The ordering of operands 
of a summation is done first by length of the operands and for operands 
of the same length alphabetic ordering is used. The unary minus 
operation is not permitted. 
cp[a] = - canonic product 
oeR ^ T; 
a'prd[oJ ^ F; 
rat[le[a;*]] F; 
'v[cp[lp[o]] A cp[rp[o]]] 





ltplo^;o2] = - less than product 
A - F ; 
o^eB A o^eR T; 
ltp[le[a^ ;*];o2] ; 
ltp[a^;le[o2;*]]; 
length[o^] < lengthlo^] ^ T; 
loLo^;*] - - T; 
ltp[re[o^;*];rela2;*]] 
IprLo] = - left product 
acR ^ o; 
op[o] = * o; 
op[a] = + ^ Ipr[lo[a;+]]; 
op[o] = - -> lpr[lo[o;-] ]_ 
rpr[o] = - right product 
ocR o; 
op[o] = * o; 
op[a] = + rpr[ro[o;+] ] ; 
opLo] = - ^ rpr[rolo;-]]_ 
40. 
ce[o] = - canonic exponent 
oeR ^ T; 
prd[o] A cp[aj T; 
ace[lp[o]] ^ F; 
-vce[rp[o]] F; 
ltptrpr[lp[o]J;ipr(rp[o]]] - T; 
F 
4.4 Canonic group expressions 
It is now convenient to define the weight of a group expression 
by the function ^ which maps the group expressions G^ to the set M' 
of integers and the symbol It is to be understood that in all 






i+oo = 00 
1-co = 0 
00+1 = oo 
oo-l-oc = 00 
00—oo = 0 
Wt[p] = - weight 
= V ^ peL 1; 
op[p] = : ^ wt[lp[p]]; 
op[pJ = . ^ 
wt[lp[p]] -wt[rp[p]] wt[lp[p]]r 
wtlrp[p]] 
op[p] = , ^ wt[lp[p]]+wt[rp[p]] 
41. 
Note that In this function there is an imbedded or nested 
conditional expression. It is evaluated in the same way as any 
of the conditional expressions which in other cases have been used 
to define functions. Function ^ acts as a coarse order on group 
expressions. 
The binary function ^ (less than) uses the function ^ and two 
auxiliary functions to define an order on group expressions. The 
domain of is the set G^ ^ G^ and its range is the set T. The 
auxiliary functions are and tr. 
ld[p] = - leading part 
lt[lp[p] ;rp[p] ] rp[p];lp[pr 
tr[p] = - trailing part 
lt[lp[p];rp[p]] ^ lp[p];rp[pr 
42 . 
- less than 
p^e LA p^eL A T; 
wt[p^]<wt[p2] -- T; 
wt[p^]>wt[p2] F; 
op[p^] = : ^  lt[lp[p^] ip^ ]; 
op[p2] = : lt[p^;lp[p2] ]; 
op[p^] = . A lt[lp[p^];P2] A lt[rp[p^];p2] ^ T; 
opLp^] = . A lt[p^;lp[p2]] A lt[p^;rp[p2]] ^  
lt[ld[p^];ld[p2]] " 
ld[p^] = Idlp^J lt[tr[p^];tr[p2]] " 
ld[p^] = IdLp^] A tr[p^ ] = tT[p^] 
A lt[lp[p2];lp[p^]] - T;F 
Function com takes the value T if the argument whose domain is 
the set G^ has no operator other than Such an expression is 
a commutator. 
com[p] = - commutator 
peL - T; 
oplp] = , A com[lp[p]] A com[rp[p]] ^  T; 
F 
The definition of the function canonic can now be given. It has 
domain G^ and range T. This function takes the value T for 
arguments from a certain subset of G^. Such expressions are said to 
be canonic. As remarked earlier the significance and uniqueness of a 
similar canonic form are dealt with by Ward. 
43. 
canonic[p] = - canonic 
pel ^ T; 
•xcanonic[lp[p] ] F; 
op[p] = : A com[lp[p]] A ce[rp[p]] T; 
-v.canonic[rp[p] ] F; 
op[p] = . A lt[lp[p];rp[p]] - T; 
com [ p ] 
i:tlrplp];lp[p]] ^ T; 
wt[lp[p]]>l A [lt[rp[lp[p]];rp[p]] 




5. ROLE OF THE MODULUS. 
In Sections 6 and 7 the collecting process proper will be described. 
It will be shown to consist of a number of transformation rules together 
with a description of the manner in which they are to be applied. There 
is one rule, however, which is so central to the process that it will be 
discussed separately. This rule is concerned with an integer called 
the modulus which is associated with any group expression that is to be 
collected or transformed to the canonic form. The value of the integer 
is supplied by the mathematician together with the group expression to 
be collected. The mathematical significance of this modulus is not 
discussed here but may be found in P. Hall [HALLP340] and Magnus, Karrass 
and Solitar [MAGNW660]. 
The computational significance of the modulus is that all 
commutators of weight greater than or equal to the modulus 'reduce' 
to the identity element or 'are equivalent' to that element. This 
process is analogous to modular arithmetic. It requires careful 
application for two reasons. The first is that timely application 
will effect a vast improvement in speed of calculation and the other is 
that delayed application may result in a non-terminating process. The 
Jacobi transformation (see Section 6) would be susceptible to this 
latter problem. 
Ideally then all transformations should be regarded as applicable 
modulo a certain weight (called the modulus) and in fact terms which 
would later reduce to the identity should not be generated in the 
45. 
first place. While this is the approach of the computer procedures 
the description here delays the reduction process in the interests of 
clarity. 
There is a further aspect of modular transformations. To discuss 
this it is convenient to use the word subexpression. This is a part 
of an expression which is itself an expression. Now while certain 
subexpressions have weight less than the modulus supplied for the main 
expression they may eventually contribute sufficient weight to a 
subexpression containing them to cause the generation of expressions 
whose weight is not less than the modulus of the main expression. An 
example of this is given. A hand collection of ab,c,d modulo weight 
4 might take the form: 








A more efficient method is to recognise in the second line that 
the subexpression a,c,b in its context is already 'too heavy' and 
may be replaced by the identity even though its weight is only 3. 
Then the calculation is as follows: 
46. 






While this example illustrates the principle it does not demonstrate 
the immense practical importance of this method. In more complex 
expressions practical computation would not be possible unless this method 
were used. 
In the following functions the reduction process is formalised. 
Function modi enables the calculation of a submodulus for the left part 
of an expression whose modulus is known. Function modr operates 
similarly for the right part. The domain of these functions is the set 
G^ X W and their range is the set N'. The process of replacing 
expressions whose weight is not less than the modulus of that expression 
by the identity is performed by function red. 
modl[r;vi] = 
"o p [ • ] = . y; 
op[T] ^ : - u; 
op[i] = , y-wt[rplT]]_ 
modrL-";u] = 
opl rj = . y; 
Op[T] = : ^ oo; 
op[T] = , y-wt[lp[T ] J_ 
- left modulus 
- right modulus 
4 7 , 
r e d t s y ] = - reduce 
leL ^ T; 
if 
TcJ T ; 
wt[T]^ij ^ v; 
^edLlp'[T];M]oplT]red[rp'[T;0];yl 
48. 
6. TRANSFORMATION RULES. 
6.1 Introduction. 
In this section the transformation rules to be used for converting 
an expression of E^ into the canonic form are given. These rules 
are classified broadly on the basis of the lowest precedence operation 
appearing in an expression before it is transformed. So the function 
trp is concerned with product transformations. The classification is 
arbitrary from a description viewpoint but it does lead to more efficient 
manipulation. 
The predicates appearing in the functions take the value T if 
the expression on the left of the equality has the form of the right 
hand side of the equality. For example the predicate p = p^c-lp^ 
has the value T if and only if there exist expressions p^ and p^ 
such that p^:-lp2 is the same expression as p. If such a predicate 
has the value T the function takes as its value the expression to the 
right of the arrow. Each such component of the function can be 
regarded as a transformation rule. 
In many cases the function scan appears within the transformation 
rule. This function will be defined in the next section. It should 
suffice to state here that this function maps an element from the domain 
E^ X M' into the subset of E^ consisting of canonic expressions. 
It is applied within the transformation function to ensure that all 
subexpressions produced by the transformation are converted to canonic 
form. 
49. 
In the transformation functions the domain of the variable p, 
possibly subscripted, is the set of fully parenthesised group expressions 
G^ and the domain of o Is the set of fully parenthesised rational 
expressions J^. 
While it is required that the arguments of the functions be fully 
parenthesised the transformation function is permitted to generate non 
fully parenthesised expressions. This has been done to maintain 
clarity and simplicity. The reason for specifying the restricted 
domain for the arguments is also that of simplicity. If non parenthesised 
expressions were permitted the transformations involving commutation would 
have a complexity similar to that of the relevant grammar. The middle 
course chosen is convenient for another reason - to the mathematician the 
non-parenthesised expression or non fully parenthesised expression is 
more easily interpreted while, within the computer, the fully parenthesised 
expression, particularly as a list tree, is more easily manipulated. Thus 
the expressions specifying the transformations must be fully parenthesised 
in a manner similar to that described in Section 3 for the input expressions 
themselves. In practice while the parenthesising process is applied 
automatically to the input expressions the equivalent operation on the 
transformations has been done once and for all by hand. 
It is a necessary assumption in what follows that the left and right 
parts of the expressions to be transformed are in canonic form. Section 
7 will show how this condition is ensured. 
50. 
For simplicity the unary minus operation has not been included 
in the grammar of group expressions or in the function When unary 
minus is used in the transformations in the form '-a' it should be 
understood as O-o. Unary operations are permitted in the computer 
procedures. 
6.2 Group expression transformation. 
The group product transformation trp has domain G^ x M'. 
trp[p;Mj = - transform product 
pj^ i-lp]^  ^  v; p = v; 
Pj^ v ^  p^; p = vp^ ^ p^; 
P1P2 - Pr2; 
scan[pj^: (a+1) ;y] ; 
p^p^ra scan[p^: (a+1) ;y] ; 
p^so^p^ro^ scan[p^: (a^+a^) ;y] ; 
p^p^ lt[lo[p2;. ] ;ro[p^;. ] ] 
^ scan[le[pj^;.]lo[p2;.]ro[p^;.] 
(ro[p^;.]^o[p2;. ] )re[p2;. ] ]; 
Some explanation of the eighth rule may assist understanding. 
If p^ and P2 are irreducible to the product operation and if 
lt[p2;P2^] then trp is to take the value scanLp^p^(p^ ,P2) ] • On 
the other hand if p^ is reducible and p^ is irreducible p^ may be 
written as P3P4 where p^ is irreducible. In this case the function 
51. 
takes the value scan[p^p2p^(p^,p2) Sl^ ] if lt[p2;p^]. The other 
two possibilities are treated in a similar manner. 
The commutation transformations are grouped in the function trc 
which has a similar domain and range to trp. 
trc[p;ia] = - transform commutator 
p = > v; p = v; p = ^ v; 
p = p^:-l,p2 scan[ (p^jP^) ' 
p = p^.p^t-l scan[ (p^.p^) = ; 
p = scanL (p^.p^) (p^,P2,P2) (p2»P3) ; 
- P1.P2P3 scan[(p^jp^)(p^,p2)(P^,P2,P3); 
P = P1»P2 ^ lt[p^;p2] ^ com[p^] A com[p2] ^ (P2,P^):-1; 
p = P3»P2''^1 lt[p^;p2] A It[p2;p3] A com[p^] 
A com[p2] A com[p2] 
^ scan[(p^.p^,,p3,p2)(P3,P2» »P2'Pi'P3) 
(p^.p^,(p3,p^,p2):-l)(p3,p^,p2) 
p = p^,p2:cr ^ scan[ (p2,Pj^) :-a(p2,P^,P2) 2) 
(p2,Pj^,p2»P2»p2'P2^ 
(P2,pj^,p2» >p2»Pi) :-((a+l) I 3) 
(P2,pj^,p2,p2» »P2'Pi^ :-((o+l) |4) ;y] ; 
p = P2:a,P^ scan[ (p2,P^) :o(p2,P^ ,P2) • (t^ l 2) (P2>P2^>P2»P2^ • I ^ ^ 
(P2,p^,p2..p2'Pi) = (0 j3+(a+l)I 3) 
(P2,P]^,p2,p2»»p2'Pi) = (o|4+2*(0+l) |4);y] ; 
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The ninth transformation here Is known as the Jacob! Identity. 
The next two transformations are valid only when ij_<7. This is not 
a serious limitation as it is possible to provide a transformation which 
is valid up to any desired value of y. Krause [KRAUE640] has 
described a similar calculation for (pj^P2):o. It is also possible 
to provide a transformation which is valid for arbitrarily large values 
of y provided aeM. 
It may be noted that in this as in other transformation functions 
if a match is not achieved the function takes the value of the expression 
supplied as an argument. 
The function for transforming exponent expressions has no new 
features and is given without further comment. 
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p^:0 -> v;p = -> p^;p = v:a -> v; 
^V'^l'^l ^ scan[p^: (0^*0^) ;y]; 
(p^p^):-! ^  scan[p2:-lp^:-l;y] ; 
(p^,p2):o scan[p^:ap2:o(p2>P]_) = 2) (P2>P]^»Pl) = I 3) 
(P2.P^,P^,P2):(2*cT|3+3'^a|4) 
(P2,P^,P2,P2)' (2=^013+3*014) 
(P2,P^,P^,P2,P2)-(^13+6*0 14+6*0 I 5) 
(P2,P^,P3_,,p2 5Pi):(c5|3+7*o|4+6*o|5) 
(P2,P^,P2, ,P2'Pi) • I 3+18*0 I 4+12*0 | 5) 
(P2,P^,P^,P^,P2,P2)-(3*0 14+12*0 15+10*0 I 6) 
(2*o j 3+24*0 I4+52*o|5+30*o|6) 
(p2,Pj^,p2>P2' »p2'Pi^ • 
(3*oI 3+27*0 I 4+54*0|5+30*o|6) 
(P2,p^,p2.>p2'Pi»Pi): 
(4*0 3+21*0 4+36*0 5+20*o|6);y]; 
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6.3 Rational expression t r a n s f o m a t i o n s 
The remaining transformation functions have as their domain 
the set J^. They use the functions prod, sum, dif and invfac which 
have as their domain either the set or Q, ^ Q^' Their range is the 
set These are regarded as basic functions and detailed definition 
is not given. Details of such functions may be found in Davis [DAVIM580] 
or Markov [MARKA620]. In simple terms prod multiplies rational numbers, 
sum adds them and dif subtracts them. Function invfac evaluates the 
factorial of the argument and then inverts it. 
Function trm transforms multiplicative expressions, trs transforms 
sum expressions and trd transforms difference expressions. 
trm[a] 
0 = 








o = a 
a = 
a = -> a^; 
-^0; a = ^ 0; 
scan[a^*a2;0] ; 





A a^eQ. A o^^Q,-^ prod[a^;a2]; 
- transform multiply 
scan 
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trs[o] = transform sum 
a = a^+0 a = 0+a^ o^; 
o = cf^+a^ sum[a^;a2]; 
a = scan[o^-a2;0]; 
a = -O^+O]^ ^ 0; 
a = ^ 
trd[a] = - transform difference 
a = 
a = a^-0 a^; a = 0-a^ ^ -a^; 
a = ^ cr^ e^Q. ^  a^eQ. ^  dif [o^;a2] ; 
o = 0^-02 A lts[a2;a^] ^ -a^+a^; 
Combinatorial expressions are transformed by function trb and 
the function syp which generates a symbolic product. 
syp[a;yj^;y2] - symbolic product 
y2 = - a; 
£*syp[ (a-y2);yi;sum[y2;l]]_ 
trb[a] = - transform combination 
[a = 0^102 ^ 
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For convenience the transformation functions defined above are 
combined into a single function tf. 
tf[T;y] = 





. trp[T;Y]; OP[T] 
, trc[T;IJ] ; OP[T] 
+ trs[T] ; opLx] = 
trb[T] 
= : ^  tre[T;y]; 
= * trm[T] ; 
- ^ trd[T]; 
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7. USE OF THE TRANSFORMATION RULES. 
The transformation function ^ is applied to expressions by 
the function scan. This has for its domain the set E x W and for its 
range the set of canonic expressions. 
scan[T;y] = _ scan 
reROL ^ T ; 
tf [scan[red[Ip' [ T] ;modl [ T ; Y ] ] ;modl[T ;IJ] ]op [ T ] 
scan[red[rp'[T;0] ;inodr[T;Y] ] ;modr[T ;Y ] ] ] __ 
This function scans the left and right parts of the expression 
and then applies the function j^. This method is necessary since the 
transformations have been organised with the assumption that both the 
left and right parts of any expression to be transformed must be canonic. 
Such an assumption is not theoretically necessary but it does improve 
greatly the efficiency of the process by avoiding multiple scanning 
of the same expression. 
It may be also observed that function red is applied to the left 
and right parts of the expression and that scan uses the functions 
modi and modr to generate modulii for scanning of the subexpressions. 
This section completes the description of the collecting process. 
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8. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES. 
8.1 Use of SLIP and PLl. 
The computational techniques used belong to the fields of sjnnbol 
manipulation and list processing. Background information is obtainable 
in a survey paper by Sammet [SAMMJ660] and a full description of the list 
processor is contained in Weizenbaum [WEIZJ630]. A version of 
Weizenbaum's syinmetric list processor SLIP was implemented in the 
programming languages PLl and Assembler. 
The version has been called SYMPLIP to emphasise the differences. 
At the time that this work was done the list processing features of 
PLl were not implemented. For this reason and because of the desire 
to minimise debugging time, the routines of SLIP were essentially 
transliterated into PLl with deletion of only the most obviously 
obsolete features such as AND and LANORM. As well as this, the SLIP 
recursive features were deleted and where recursion was required as 
in LSTEQL, the recursive features of PLl were used. The primitives 
were written in Assembler. 
The major difficulty encountered in the implementation was due 
to the short word length of 32 bits in the S/360 and the fact that all 
addressing is with respect to bytes. Since the structure of SLIP 
would have been seriously affected by a decision to use three words 
per cell, a scheme was devised using a LAVS relocation constant, 
relative addressing within LAVS and storage of word addresses rather 
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than byte addresses. This approach retains the two word cell and 
permits the use of a 128 kilo-byte LAVS in a 256 kilo-byte store. 
8.2 Representation of mathematical structures. 
The terminal symbols (group expression generators or rational 
expression generators) are represented by two cell lists consisting 
of the header and a datum containing the symbol and type identification. 
Figure 1 shows the list representation for the group element a. The 
datum field is regarded as consisting of four characters. The first 
is unused. The second defines the type of datum. 
Figure 1. Representation of the generator a. 
Figure 2 shows how the various character fields of the datum 
have been allocated. 
Datum word character positions: 
1 2 3 4 
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Character Use Value 
1 Not used 
2 Operator designator 0 
Group expression 
generator G 




3 Special uses 
4 Datum value 
Figure 2. Datum allocation. 
Figure 3 lists the various operator datum values and their 
meaning. 
Datum values 




t group inversion 
+ integer summation 
/ integer division 
combination 
- binary integer negation 
U unary " " 
* integer multiplication 
Figure 3. 
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The multiple comma operators are not represented in Figure 3 
because there is only one operation of commutation and the use of 
multiple commas is merely a device for suppression of parentheses 
without loss of structure in the expression. Parentheses do not 
appear in the list structure simply because, while they help to define 
structure in a linear string of symbols, the tree or list contains the 
structure of an expression inherently. 
It will be noted in the description above and in the following 
text that the formal description of earlier sections is not in one-to-
one correspondence with the current description. As mentioned in the 
introduction the formal description was simplified to improve clarity, 
often at the cost of efficiency. 
Mathematical structures are represented by unary or binary trees 
which are respectively three cell or four cell lists. The operation 
a,b has the tree and list representation as shown in Figure 4. 
Figure 4. 
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This representation is general in that a or b themselves may 
be arbitrarily complex since the operation structure contains the names 
of the lists containing the operands. 
While this choice of binary structure is perhaps the most obvious, 
it leads to prohibitive inefficiency when ordering products of 
commutators. After some reflection on this it is realised that since 
the associative law for multiplication holds, any binary tree represent-
ation of a product of more than two commutators will contain structure 
which is unrelated to the mathematical meaning of the expression. The 
means used to overcome this difficulty will be discussed later. 
Consider the commutators (a,b),(c,d) and (a,(b,c)),d. These 
have the following tree structures. 
(a,b),(c,d) (a,(b,c)),d 
or a,b,,c,d a,,b,c,,d 
b e d 
8.3 Multiple structure reference. 
b c 
There is a feature within the list processor which enables a 
given list to be the sub-list of an arbitrary number of other lists 
and at an early stage in the project, it was decided to use this 
6 3 . 
feature to economise on the use of cells. Suppose, for example, 
that it is necessary to generate a list structure for the string 
(b,a)(b,a,a)(b,a,a,a) 
The single reference tree is as follows: 
and contains 17 lists assuming a and b are terminal. 
The multiple reference tree shown below contains only 7 lists 
LI L2 L3 L4 
a b , , 
/ \ / \ 
L2 LI L3 LI 
/\ / \ L3 L4 L4 LI 
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Multiple reference has a further advantage when coverting 
expressions to canonic form since the conversion need be performed 
only once for any given subexpression provided the resultant canonic 
form is not dependent on context, i.e. the surrounding mathematical 
structure. This can, unfortunately, occur in many cases and special 
precautions are required. 
Suppose for example the expression b^,ac is to be converted to 
canonic form modulo weight 4. 
n 
modulo weight 4. — LEO b'^jac = (b,ac)'^(b,ac,b) 
Now, if the group expression b,ac in the second factor were 
processed modulo weight 3 the following transformations would occur: 
b,ac = (b,c)(b,a)(b,a,c) — RPRDOUT 
= (b,a)(b,c) modulo weight 3. 
Since this second expression replaces b,ac in the factor 
b,ac,b it automatically replaces b,ac in the first factor when in 
fact this factor should have been processed modulo weight 4. Thus 
the erroneous result: 
((b,a)(b,c))''((b,a)(b,c),b) 




8.4 Structure transformation 
The decision to permit multiple list references complicates the 
task of replacing one list structure by another because it is not 
easily known just what lists refer to a list to be substituted. 
The difficulty is resolved by emptying the list to be replaced and 
building the substitution list onto it. This is simply performed by 
the SLIP statement: 
call iralst(inlstr (outlist, mtlist (inlist))); 
where inlist is the original list and outlist is the desired 
replacement. The statement is valid provided that outlist is not 
a sub-list of inlist. If the latter possibility exists a slightly 
more complex substitution procedure is required. 
8.5 Transformation representation. 
Each transformation is represented by a procedure usually of the 
form: 
TRANS: PROCEDURE (STRUCTURE,MODULUS); 
• • « 
END; 
STRUCTURE is the name of the list structure which is known to be 
in a suitable form for the transformation TRANS. The parameter MODULUS 
provides where necessary the contextual information necessary to guide 
the transformation algorithm. On exit from the procedure the structure 
to which STRUCTURE points has been appropriately transformed. 
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Because of the problem associated with multiply referenced lists 
and also in the interest of speed of computation, it is normal 
practice to avoid the generation of non-canonic commutators within 
the transformation procedure. 
When for example, the transformation rule 
ab,c = (a,c)(a,c,b) (b,c) is applied to ab,cd, modulo weight 4, 
the first factor of the replacement expression generated is a,cd . 
Since this is itself non-canonic, it is immediately subjected to a 
further transformation of the type 
a,be = (a,c)(a,b)(a,b,c) 
This transforms a,cd to (a,d)(a,c)(a,c,d). At this point the three 
commutators are still non-canonic since a<d and a<c . After further 
manipulation: 
a,cd = (c,a) ^(d,a) ^(c,a,d) ^ 
The second term of the first transformation may now be processed. 
It is obviously the first term commutated with b. That is 
(c,a) ^(d,a) ^(c,a,d) 
The first transformation is again called, effectively from within 
itself and eventually it realises that any commutator involving 
(c,a,d) ^ and b will be of weight 4 and consequently equivalent to 
the identity. After further manipulation, this expression is reduced 
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to the canonic form (c,a,b) ^(d,a,b) Note, of course, that only 
the main structure is replaced, the sub-structures, where applicable, 
remain attached to other super-structures. 
This is an efficient process because, on the assumption that both 
left and right parts of a structure are in canonic form, the depth of 
the non-canonic perturbation caused by the transformation is known in 
advance hence the canonic form can be restored more rapidly. 
The manner in which this recursive behaviour is controlled will 
be explained below. 
8.6 Pattern recognition or transformation selection. 
Once a commutator expression is in the form of a list structure, 
the problem of pattern recognition and selection of transformation is 
trivial. The recognition process is centred in a procedure called 
CANONCL. Starting at the top of the tree this procedure makes a 
systematic attempt to classify the structure. The first basis for 
classification is the operator at the top of the tree. Observation 
of this operator permits immediate selection of one of the structure 
types described earlier in the text. 
If, for example, CANONCL is presented with the structure ((a)^)™ 
which in tree form is 
: m 
/\ a n 
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the operator at the top of the tree is ':' and we know that the 
structure belongs to the set of exponential structures. The next 
symbol to be checked is the operator of the left part of the structure 
and if as in the example, this is also then the transformation 
PRODEXP is called. 
If a match does not occur, it is valid to assume that the 
structure submitted to CANONCL is, in fact, canonic and it is returned 
unaltered. The simplicity of this recognition process results from 
the generality of the transformation rules and the structural 
simplicity of the list representation. 
8.7 Structure scanning. 
When an arbitrarily non-basic commutator expression is submitted 
for conversion to canonic form a recursive scanning procedure traces 
a path down to the terminal symbols and then begins the ascent. As 
each binary operation is encountered on the ascent, the structure is 
submitted to CANONCL which returns the corresponding canonic expression. 
Because this process of forming basic expressions was begun at the 
deepest level, it is always true that the left and right parts of the 
structure submitted to CANONCL are canonic and this in turn leads to 
simplification of the transformation procedures. 
There is an exceptional situation in which the scanning procedure 
does not necessarily call CANONCL. This is the case in which the 
current operator is a group product and the operator of the super-
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structure is also a group product. The purpose of this is to delay the 
process of product ordering until the largest possible string of product 
terms is available. 
8.8 Ordering of products. 
It will be recalled that the process of converting a commutator 
expression to canonic form consists of a sort of flotation process on 
the tree in which product operators are forced to assemble in a continuous 
block at the top of the structure followed by a thin layer of exponents 
(including inverses) followed by a block of commutation operators at the 
bottom. The upper layer of products will usually be very large and the 
time required for ordering them is some combinatorial power of the 
number of product operators in the string. 
The original simple-minded appraoch to this product ordering 
problem was to treat product operations in exactly the same way as all 
other operations. In this way when the first binary product expression 
was detected by CANONCL the latter simply called the transformational 
procedure ORDPROD. This checked the order of right and left parts 
and if they were out of order it reordered them and introduced the 
additional commutator if necessary. While this is relatively simple in 
principle, it leads to a vast amount of back tracking and frequent 
repetitions of identical calculations. 
To achieve tolerable efficiency in this vital aspect of the 
collecting process, it was necessary to assemble the largest possible 
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contiguous product string (I.e. no other imbedded operators) and 
transform it from an arbitrarily structured binary tree into a single 
simple n-ary tree. A diagram may help here: 
a b c a d c e d e a b 
n-ary tree 
Binary tree 
Here the letters at the base of the tree may or may not be 
terminal but if they are non-terminal, they will be canonic and their 
uppermost operator is not a product. 
The single node n-ary tree has the advantage that it can be 
scanned very rapidly and it is very easy to insert and delete components. 
When forming this simple list, various properties of the component 
expressions are evaluated and associated with the expressions so that 
they are evaluated only once during the ordering process. These 
quantities are the weight of the expression and its order number 
within weight. This latter number is so generated that for any two 
commutators a and b of equal weight if a<b then the order number 
of a is less than the order number of b . 
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With this method, the speed of ordering was improved by a factor 
of about 20 in some cases and an even greater improvement would be 
observed for larger expressions. 
When ordering Is complete, the n-ary tree is transformed back 
into a binary tree. 
8.9 Input. 
Very little effort has been put into this aspect so far because 
it has been relatively easy to generate by fixed program the structures 
that are to be scanned. If, for example, the commutator c,b,a is 
to be scanned one may begin: 
a = list(9); call nxtlft(unspec('OGOa'),a); 
b = list(9); call nxtlft(unspec('OGOb'),b); 
c = list(9); call nxtlft(unspec('OGOc'),c); 
I = lg(',',lg(',',c,b),a); 
whereupon t contains the name of the commutator c,b,a . 
Nevertheless, there are occasions where the input string is very 
long and the task of generating it in the above fashion is very 
laborious. For this reason, a procedure called STRNGET has been 
written for reading normal strings from cards and converting them 
into list structures. The routine is unsophisticated in that it 
assumes that the letters of the first half of the alphabet are group 
elements and those of the second half are literal representatives of 
integers. 
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Furthermore, although It does use multiple references to lists 
of the terminal symbols, it does not do this for non-terminal structures 
and the result can be a wasteful use of the list of available space. 
8.10 Output. 
A procedure, STRPN, is provided for transforming list structures 
to strings with standard notation and printing them. Both the input 
and output procedures call on the procedure PREC which returns a 
precedence number corresponding to any operator. This information 
is used for decisions concerning the use of parentheses. A further 
problem arises in connection with the multiple comma notation and it 
was found necessary to pre-scan the structure using the third 
character field of the structure datum word for recording the number 
of commas where applicable. This information is then readily 
accessible to the print routine which is a relatively simple 
recursive procedure. 
While the datum word leaves adequate scope for a more extensive 
sjmibol range, input-output considerations lead to undesirable 
restrictions. Firstly, it is preferable not to use multi-character 
identifiers for letters since this makes expressions too long and 
therefore harder to read and also the convention of Implicit 
multiplication must be dropped. Secondly, it has proved to be essential 
to have in excess of 30 or 40 symbols for group elements and exponents. 
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The ideal of course, is to be able to write expressions very similar to 
the following: 
r a Yi a 2 / 2 
'^ l ^2 ^2 
and graphic display with electrostatic printer will be necessary before 
this difficulty is overcome. 
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9. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION. 
An encouraging degree of success has been achieved with the 
automatic collecting process. One of the first expressions to be 
collected was (ab)'+ modulo weight 7 and this computation took 13 
minutes of machine time. The computation, which was checked using 
the formulae of Krause [KRAUE640], has not been repeated by hand but 
it is expected that it would take many hours. 
An assortment of computations on expressions of the form: 
a^ a^ 32 
a b (b,a) ,a b (b,a) 
using literal exponents have been performed and the results checked by 
hand. In these cases the machine has proved to be only 5 or 10 times 
faster than the human calculator but far less subject to error. It 
is expected that the ratio of machine speed would increase with 
problem complexity because the machine has a more efficient technique 
for modifying expressions and in a relative sense the longer the 
expression the more effective the technique. 
Much of the inefficiency of this automatic collecting process is 
due to the SLIP=PL1 combination. Even the simplest list processing 
operations are executed by a long chain of functions which in many 
cases could be replaced by a small number of in-line instructions, 
taking less space than the function call. 
However, there is still room for significant improvement of the 
algorithm. This is often realised when checking through the 
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intermediate printout of a computation. In several cases, it can be 
observed that the machine achieves a result by a very devious path 
when the result is immediately obvious to the human calculator. In 
all such cases, the means for improving the machine algorithm have been 
quite simple but each improvement causes an increase in the size of the 
program and consequently less workspace. 
An interesting example is that of evaluating 
((b,a,b,,b,a)(b,a,b,b,b))3 modulo weight 6 
To the human operator the result is immediate: 
(b,a,b,,b,a)^(b,a,b,b,b)2 
The computer procedures however, proceed as follows: 
((b,a,b,,b,a)(b,a,b,b,b))^ modulo weight 6 
= (b,a,b, ,b,a) (b,a,b,b,b) (b,a,b, ,b,a) (b,a,b,b,b) 
(b,a,b, ,b,a) (b,a,b,b,b) 
= (b,a,b,,b,a)2(b,a,b,b,b)2(b,a,b,,b,a)(b,a,b,b,b) 
= (b,a,b,,b,a)3(b,a,b,b,b)3 
In cases where the value of the exponent is large, this is a very slow 
process. 
There is another problem for the machine algorithm in its 
competition with the human algorithm. This is the problem of context 
dependent transformations which were discussed in Section 5. While 
it has been possible to build a very small number of these into the 





n b . 




machine algorithm the expreienced human calculator has a large range 
of them at his disposal and can rapidly determine just when they should 
be applied. 
For example, the commutator expression ab,cd modulo weight 3 
is (a,c)(a,d)(b,c) (b,d). This is a sort of macro transformation 
which is applicable when the expression is already of maximum weight. 
This example may be partially generalised as shown in the following 
transformation: 
r n 
n (a.jb,) modulo weight 3. 
Here the normally recursive methods for breaking down an expression 
are replaced by an iterative method, and instead of being able to select 
the required transformation on the basis of a couple of levels of 
operators it is necessary to consider an arbitrary number of levels. 
The range of such transformations is limited only by the experience 
and memory of the human calculator. Machine algorithms of this type 
would in some of the calculations performed give rise to speed increases 
of 10 or more. 
In this approach lies the greatest promise for an efficient algorithm. 
But the approach must be pursued fundamentally and systematically rather 
than heuristically. The transformations used in this text were 
originally chosen as the smallest and simplest set amenable to inductive 
proof and devoid of considerations of algorithmic efficiency. A 
completely new set of transformations should be developed with the 
latter aim in mind. 
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10. TERMS, SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS USED IN THE TEXT. 






A LI B 




a e A 
a ^ A 








prepositional connective and 
prepositional connective or 
prepositional connective not 
implication (note different usage in Section 10.4) 
equivalence 
there exists 
the set of elements x with property P 
the union of sets A and B 
the intersection of sets A and B 
the union of a finite family of sets 
a is a member of the set A 
a is not a member of the set A 
A is a subset of B 
= n!/((n-r)!r!) 
the element x ^ y ^ xy and known as a commutator 
infinity 
product function 
a function is a triple (D,R,f) where D and R are 
non-empty sets and to each element x in D there 
corresponds an element denoted f(x) in R. D is called 
the domain and R the range of the function, 
a function whose range is the set {T,F} 
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10.2 Symbols and notations introduced in the text. 
Symbol Explanation Page 
A the null word 21 
[ left meta-bracket 33, 89 
] 
/ 
right meta-bracket 33, 89 
the function lr[4)] 22 
the function rs[(t)] 22 
T the truth value true 24, 34 
F the truth value false 24, 34 
< left diamond bracket 8 
> right diamond bracket 8 
• • • • becomes 8 
separator for alternatives of a rule 8 
< integer or rational relation less than 34 
> integer or rational relation greater than 25, 34 
= integer or rational relation 34, 35 
A 
< alphabetic order less than 35, 38 
alphabetic order greater than 35 
< • relation in precedence grammar 18, 88 
• > relation in precedence grammar 18, 88 
• 




{<x>} the set of all derivations of meta-variable <x> 34 
3i y m • • 9 k. group expression generators 3, 10 
0,.. . ,9 digits 3, 10 
z rational expression generators 3, 9 
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V group identity 3, 10 
+ rational summation operator 3, 10 
- rational difference operator 3, 10 
* rational product operator 3, 10 
rational combination operator 3, 10 
/ rational division operator 3, 10 
• group exponent operator 3, 10 
• group product operator 4, 16 
J group commutator operator 3, 4, 11 
'a subscripted commutator operator 4, 5, 11, 
( left parenthesis 3, 10 
) right parenthesis 3, 10 
digit concatenation operator 4, 16 
B {<rational expression generator>} 34, 39 
E {G u J} 17 
E set of elements of E truncated on the left or right 20 
E' {G' U J'} 17 
Ef fully parenthesised subset of E 29 
G the internal grammar 17 
G' the input/output grammar 11, 17 
G {<group expression>} 5, 6, 17 
G' input/output equivalent of G 3, 11: , 17 
Gf fully parenthesised subset of G 6, 29 
J {<rational expression>} 5, 17 
80. 
J' Input/output equivalent of J 3, 10, 17 
L {<group expression generator>} 34, 37 
W {<integer>} 20, 22 
W {<integer>} U {«>} 34, 40 
0 {:;/;!;+;-;.;,;- 34, 36 
Q. {<rational number>} 34, 36 
R {B U 34, 36 
S {R L U 0} and symbols of the form 5, 17 
S' {RU LU 3, 4, 17 
S'* the semigroup on S' 3, 17 
S* the semigroup on S 5, 17 
T {T;F} 23, 34 
Y variable with domain G 3 
A variable with domain J 3 
P variable with domain G^ 4 0 
a variable with domain Jf 3 6 
T variable with domain E^ 3 5 
variable with domain 
A 
E or E 2 0 , 24 
X variable with domain 0 37 
Ip variable with domain E or E 2 1 
y variable with domain W or W 2 0 , 2 2 
a variable with domain M 4 , 1 1 
10.3 Functions and terms introduced in the text, 
81. 
Function Remark Page 
canonic canonic 43 
ce canonic exponent 40 
com commutator 42 
canonic product 38 
dif difference 54 
dlt dot less than 24 
f fully parenthesise 29 
invfac inverse of factorial 54 
I length of word in 22 
Id leading part 41 
le left expression 37 
length length 36 
lo left operand 37 
l£ left part 35 
l£' left part' 25 
Ipr left product 39 
Ir left remainder 21 
Is left symbol 21 
It less than 42 
Itp less than product 39 
modi left modulus 46 
modr right modulus 46 
operator 35 
££' operator' 25 
prd product 36 
82. 
PT^ od product 54 
^at rational 36 
re right expression 37 
red reduce 47 
£0 right operand 37 
rp right part 35 
££' right part 25 
rpr right product 39 
rr right remainder 21 
rs right symbol 21 
scan scan expression 57 
ski skip level 23 
sum summation 54 
syp symbolic product 55 
tf transform 56 
tr trailing part 41 
trb transform combinatorial 55 
trc transform commutator 51 
trd transform difference 55 
tre transform exponent 53 
trm transform rational product 54 
trp transform group product 50 
trs transform sum 55 





<c > 11 
a 
<co> 13 
<coinmutator> 1 3 





<group expressions 10 





<rational expression? 10 
<rational expression generator> 9 
<rational number> 10 
<term> 10 
alphabet 2, 8, 86 
alternatives 9 
backus-normal-form 8 
canonic 33, 42 
84. 
canonic form 1, 5 
canonic group expression 40 




context-free phrase structured language 5, 86 
formal language 2, 8 
generators 2 
grammar 3, 9 
group expressions 3 
level of parenthesisation 22 
modulus 7, 44 
meta-connective 9 
meta-variable 8 
non-terminal 22, 70, 86 
null word 21 
parsing 5 
partitioning function 20, 21 
phrase 2 
precedence table 16, 18 
rational expressions 3, 8, 9 
rational numbers 3 
recursive conditional expressions 6, 89 
sentence 2 
string 2 




terminal 59, 86 
terminate 30 
terminate finitely 30 
transformation 48 
weight 2, 40 
word 2, 8 
86. 
10.4 Context free grammars and languages. 
alphabet: a finite non empty set 
sentence on 
an alphabet: a finite sequence of elements of the alphabet 
word: a sentence 
string: a sentence 
A the sentence of length zero 
S* the set of all words over (or on) an alphabet S 
context-free grammar: a 4-tuple G = (l/,S,P,s) where 
V is an alphabet 
S c:: 1/ is an alphabet 
P is a finite set of ordered pairs 
(u,v) with u e {1/-S} - {A} and 
V e 
s e 1/-S 
y* 
The alphabet S is the set of symbols which will appear in words 
or sentences of the language (to be defined). These symbols are 
sometimes called terminal sjnnbols. 
The alphabet t^ -S is a set of symbols which are used in defining 
the grammar of the language. These are sometimes called non-terminal 
symbols or meta-symbols. 
P is a set of rules for transforming words on the meta-symbols 
into words on the full alphabet. Instead of being written in the form 
(u,v) these rules may be written u ^ v. 
87. 
s is the distinguished meta-symbol and usually will stand for 
'a sentence' or 'a program*. 
w => y or w generates y for w,y e I/* if there exist 
and v and 
w = z^uz^ and y = (u,v) e P. 
* 
w y if either w = y or there exist 
such that w^ = w, w = y and w. => w..^. 
0 ' r 1 i+1 
•k 
w => y is called a generation or derivation. 
context free language: 
If G is a context free grammar then the subset 
L(G) of S* defined by 
L(G) = {xe5*|s=>x} is called a context-free language 
Informally this means that the language is made up of all those 
words in S* which can be derived from the meta-variable s or the set 
of words which can be parsed in terms of the definition of a grammatical 
sentence. 
10.5 Ambiguity of formal grammars. 
A leftmost derivation is a derivation 
w- => ... => w 0 r 
such that for each i, w^ = "^v^y^ and = j^^ i^^ y^  with ^ ^ 
and u, e S*. 1 
A grammar G is ambiguous if there is some word in L(G) which 
can be generated by two different leftmost derivations. 
88. 
10.6 Operator grammars. 
An operator grammar is a context-free grammar such that no member 
of P takes the form (U,xU^U2y) where UjU^.U^ e 1/-S and x,y are 
arbitrary strings. 
10.7 Precedence grammars. 
A precedence grammar is an operator grammar for which no more than 
one of the three relations or •> hold between ordered pairs of 
terminal symbols. These relations are defined below. 
T^ = T^ if T^,T2 e S and there is a rule (U.xT^T^y) or (UjXT^U^T^y) 
where U^ e 1/-S. 
if there is a rule (U.xU^T^y) and a derivation 
U^ => z where U^ e (/-S and T^ is the rightmost terminal 
symbol of z. 
if there is a rule (U,xT^U^y) and a derivation U^ => z 
where U^ e 1/-5 and T^ is the leftmost terminal symbol 
of z. 
These relations are called precedence relations. 
If a context-free grammar is ambiguous it is not a precedence grammar, 
This follows from the two definitions and the parsing algorithm whose 
uniqueness is dependent on the uniqueness of the precedence relations. 
89. 
10.8 Conditional expressions. 
A conditional expression has the form 
where the p^ are propositional expressions or predicates which have 
the value T or F (standing for true or false), and the e^ are expressions 
The predicates may themselves be conditional expressions as also 
may the expressions. In the text the expressions are either group 
expressions, rational expressions, integer expressions or predicates. 
The conditional expressions above have the value of the first e^ 
such that p^ is the leftmost predicate having the value T. In 
the case of the second conditional expression if all p^ have the value 
F then it takes the value 
If there is an undefined p^ and no true Pj to the left of it 
then the expression is undefined. 
If p, is the leftmost true predicate and e^ is undefined then 
the expression is undefined. 
If in the case of the first conditional expression there is no 
true predicate then the conditional expression is undefined. 
These conditional expressions are used to define functions which 
are called conditional functions. 
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CCH F I ){cU BI i l ,0) ; 
BASiC hNTKYirlXED B1 N < 3 1 ,0 ) j RE IU K NS ( B iT ( 1 ) ) ; 
( 
w T f dOT jC UlsiT 
)ENT;<YIF i AL J 6 I N ( 3 I ,0 ) ) RETURNS ( EiX EC 6 I iM Ti i , 0 ) ) ; { 
LT^E-i 




)F i XED 0 1 N { i l J C) ; 
DCL i 
MADNTP 
) EN IRVi F 1 XED t31 N ( 3 1 , 0 ) , F i X E D BlMiSItO)) 
RETURNSlFlXcU d n M { 3 i , 0 } ) ; 
DCL iMTERH ENTRYIFIXEG b I N ( 3 i ,U ) ) R11 GRiMS ( b I T {1 ) ) ; 
IF ,'\iTERH(COM) IricN RE TURN ( ' 1 ' B ) ; 
L^CGNT ( MAO(MTP(CGi^ .,^ ) + l ) ; K = l3CT(CGMJ; 
If MTERM(L3 THEN RETURN {bASICUJ a 6ASIC{R) C LT(R»L) 
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S EC T iij 1 i y u C t D L R t S Oi- IHE SYMMtTHlC L i S l PkCCt iSCR -SYMPLIP 
CaL ,STR ,A 
) F IXED 6 i N ( 3 1 » 0 ) ; 
DCL { 
O I L F T f iNLSTK 
J c ^ T R Y I M X E D 61 ,UJ , F I X E D B I N { 3 1 , 0 n 
;^eiLKNS(f iX t l ) o I N ( j l , U ) ) ; 
i)C{. L I S T E N T R Y i f l A t O 8 I N { 3 1 »0) ) HtTUKNS ( F 1A fcO B I N O l t O ) ) ; 
i3LL { 
. v rL i ST 
J c N T R V i F l X t L d i N < 3 i , 0 ) ) RETUHfvS { F lXt:D B I N { 3 1 , 0 ) ) ; 
A - L l S f ( 9) ; 
L a l ^ N X T L F I { li^vSPcL ( ' UUOO ' ) ,A} ; 
CALL I R A L S T I 1 N L S T R ( A , M T L I S T i S T R ) ) ) ; 






























a D V L L L : P K l i C i l K j A j F i x e O 
UUL ( L R , a ) F IXEO b I N ( 
i)CL KLtU LiNilkV (F iXLD b l i \ { 3 1 , u ) ) 
DCL ADVLL L K T k V I i- i XtD B i N ( 3 1 , 0 ) f i 
F 1 A t u B iN i 3 1 » 0 ) ) R t T J R N S { F i x E D 
A^ADVLL(LR J 0 » 0 ) ; 
3F A^O THEN KE TIJKN ( KEED ( L ) ) ; 
KE TUHiNi { A ) ; 
EiJl) A J V L t L ; 
,0) 
BIN 
KbTURiMS ( F l A t D 
I a l D B i N ( 3 1 , 0 
131 ,0 ) ) ; 



















i-H tA) F IXEO tt I N ( 31 » 0) ; 
JCL I L K f A ) r l X E O b I N ( 3 i j U ) ; 
•JCL REED ENTRVIF IXEO B I N l i i , 0 ) ) KETJKNS i F IXED 
DCL ADVLR ENrRYtF IXED Bi -sl (3l fO) ,F IXEC BlisK 3 1 , 0 ) , 
F 1 aEU iili \i( 31 , u ) )nETuR.VS( F IXED BI;'s!{3l , u ) ) ; 
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a = a j v l r ( l k , u , 0 ) ; 
I F A = 0 TH£l^ Kb TUK!\i\KcbO ( l K ) } ; 
RETuRi^^ i A ) ; 
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L c 
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L;NTKYi i- i XtiJ 
t N T k Y i F l X c D 
ENTRY if- i XLD 
r I XL 0 
D i N i i i r J n HtTuK^;s ( F I X E D b I r^ l (31 ? 0 ) ) ; 
r i l i \ (3 1 . 0 ) ) ^ETUKi\S ( h i X E C d l N i J l j u ) ) ; 
RtTUr^NS { F I X E D i l i M ( 3 i , 0 } ) ; 
61 i \ ( 3 i ,U ) , } - I X t O 
BI M i 31 J J ) } F i ALD ) 
R f c T U R N i i f I X E D S i N ( 3 I , U ) ) ; 
OCL STRIND hNTKYJ F I X E D i i l M ( 3 l , 0 ) tF iXE! ' ) ) 
Kt 1 LH "11 r I X t Li 3 I I^ i ( J 1 ? U ) ) ; 
U C L ( C L R t L K , C A N U » L l v I F1XE D b i s ( 3 1 S T a T I l ; 
DCL CAL F iX i rO B l W t ^ i l . G ) S T A T I C ; 
CLK=C J:^il { LR) ; 
C U > \ { LWKi.i C L R ) } ) » 
Li<J ; 
C A L L S E T Q 1 K ( - 1 , C L H ) ; 
I F I U ( C A N D ) = 2 THE!^ U L T J ; 
I F l b { CAivii) ) L lO(CANO) 
L L V = U ; SUTU L O ; 
Lu 1 ; 
KFTUK:^!^ LLV J ; 
A j ^ l l ; 
-;< Them c g t u l 5 
ADVLL 
A D V L l 
A D V L l 
A O V L l 
ADVLL 
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P K O C ( L K f A) F iXbO b l ^ 1 ?0 ) ADVLhL 0 
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liCL (wK,Aj i - lAtU i 3 l K ( 3 1 , J ) ; 
i.Cu RfcEC bNTKYlFiXLO D l i M ( J i » 0 ) ) R£ Tu kNS { F IA E U r 3 I N ( 3 i f O ) ) ; 
JCL AJVLL ENTRV ( r i AtL8 Bl N i3 i ) , F iA E J 8 I i \ ( 3 I , 0 )» 
F 1 At,.) O 1 3i J U ) ) Kc TUF^ nIS { F i A E J d IN ( j i tc ) ) ; 
A - A U V L L i Lk f i , i ) ; 
IF A^O IHfcK HETUKiNiKEE J(LR) / ; 
Rh TURN i A) ; 















F J XED i i l N t i l ; 
F 1 XED B11\ t 3 i » 0 ) ; 




UCI. ADVLR t:i\Tw V iF 1 XfcD »U J f i ULL 3 i t O 
f i A El) !i i'Mi 31 , 0} ) f^ c T JK.NS ( F i aEU d IN ( i i »U ) i ; 
m^au VLR i LR f 1 , 1 ) ; 
lrifc?>l kL TUH.N i REE ) { LK) ) ; i F 
K t r u!< N i A ) » 
END ADVLfViK; 
ADVLNK 
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i< ) F I XED 31 ; 
r i XED DIN! 33. , 0 ) ; 
KtiORNS(FIXED 3 l N { 3 1 , 0 ) ) ; 
R LI U RNS i r i X t D 31 , 0 ) } ; 
KtrUKNS{F iXEU bl fM 31 ,C ) ) ; 
RLTUKNS { F iXEC 
i a e d 
FNTRVlFiXtD 3I;\i(31 . 0 ) ) 
E N' 1 a V ( F i ALU 3 I Tsi i 3 i * -i) I 
c N IKY ( F I XED bl ( i l ) ) 
FNTtYlFlAFD d I i 3 I , D ) ) 
ENfFV{F1XLD 3 i N ( 5 1 ? u ) I 
F i R { 3 i fO) rFIXtU riIM{3 i , 0 ) ) 
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L 
L iv-
A C V L 
A U V L 
D C L t C i . A , L K , C A i \ . C , L R V ) F i X E U B l i V { 3 1 , 0 ) b l A T i C ; 
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L K = L i N i i < k ( t U N T ( L N K l I C L K J ) ) ; 
C A i M D ^ ^ C u N M LK) ; 
C A L L S L T D l K i - i . , C L R ) ; 
l i - i U ( C A N D ) - c I h t i M G l T O 1 2 ; 
I i - I D C C A I M D } L I i H C A N u f I H L N G J T Q L 5 ; 
L ' i , G C T U L u ; 
u H V ^ - 1 ; 
l , A L = i "^K i N D ( C L K ? . - K j I 
. s u ' i U R N ; L R V l ; 
C . H U A D V L K ; 
P k u L i L k , A ) f I X L I ) B I N U l j O U 
: ; C L ( L k , A 5 F I X E D S i K ( 3 i f O } ; 
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U C L 
J A L R C T U 
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A ^ A U V L A i L K , I i ; 
A D V L F I I 
A D V L R 1 2 
A D V l R 1 3 
A D V L R 1 4 
A O V L K 1 5 
A D V L R I 6 
A D V L K 1 7 
A D V L R 1 8 
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A D V L S 2 3 
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A D V L M . L 3 
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A D V L W L 
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A D V l R L 1 
A D V L V ; L 8 
A D V L F H 0 
A D V L W R 1 
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A U V L 
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IF A-0 THEN RE TURNAkFcO(LK) ) ; 
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ACVitL.: PROCl LR ,A) FIXED Bl N{ 31 »u) ; 
UCL it-R FiAtO BINiil fu) ; 
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CALL S i i T U i - i i ' l , - i f M , K) ; A J VSL 2 9 
CM NO ^ CUI'SL I I I V H A L T { L I V K K KL-T-I N ; A D V S L 30 
O L. ! I.; I X ; A D V S L 3 1 
I F I. .. W "I K ( L I = 0 T H E N G U T C L9 ; AD VSL 3 2 
A V S A = " L ; O U U J L 1 2 ; A D V S L 3 3 
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CCL H tED l iWThY i r lA i r i ) U l N l i l t U } ) HE 1 J RNS ( F i X L D 
.)CL ADVSL c N l k V i r i X c D 1 V U i »0 ) , f i A E D 
F i h c O B IfSil 31 t O ) K t T U k i N S C F l A L U B l l \ ( i i , 0 } } ; 
A ^ A J y S L ( LH , i ) ; 
IF A=0 THE/Ni RETUKN{Kr .£0{LK) ) ; 
RETURN { A ) ; 


















ADViixSKi P K G C i L R j A ) F I XED B I N i S l ,0 ) ; 
DCL i L R , A } F I a E D b i N l i l , 0 ) ; 
')CL KhhU E N T k V i F I X L O kLTUI^ MS ( FIX EG 3 I N ( 3 1 , 0 ) ) 
DCL AD VSR ENTRY {F IXED B l N i i l , 0 ) , F I X E D d i s v O i . b ) , 
F I XL D B I 3 1 f U j J R L 1 u K N S i F I X ED B I N ( 3 1 > ) ; 
A^AUVSR f LR ,1 J I ) ; 





A [) V SN R 















ADV Sk P K J C [ L f J f k ) 
DCL 1 L s J J fs} 
F1XED B I N l 3 1 , 0 ) ; 
F I XEO B i k i 31 rU) ; 
DCL IK P , H j A D V S A , C A N D ? L K ) F i x e o H i i v i O U S T AT i C ; 









ShoTiLlrJ U - P k J C e O U K t S OF fHL S Y W i t r R i C Llbl PKOCfcSSOR -oYMP-LIP 9 
L i ; 
O C L Ir4HALT t N T R V i F i X E D lilNi 31 TO) ) R S T U K N S I f l X t U 61Ni31t u 3); A D V S R 4 
J C L I D L N T h Y ( F i X h U BI,'ii3i,U)) k ETU RNS ( F IX t D 0)3; A D VSR 5 
U C L LNKL E N T K Y C F I X L U A I ( \ ( 3 i , 0 ) ) R C T U K . M S (Flxeo S 1 M ( 3 1 » 0 ) } ; A D V S R 5 
UC L LNKR U N T R Y C F I X E D B l H i 3 i , W ) ) R t T U k N S ( F i X t C B I N ( 3 1 , 0) i; A D V SR 7 
DCL S c T D l R c N T h V l F i X H O BIS^(3i ,0) ,FIXED BlN(3I,U)F A D V S K 3 
F I X E D ,0) ,FIXED Di,si(31,ui) ADVSF 
RL- rURNSt F I X E D BIN (31 ) 3 ; ADVSR 10 
i;CL SET I NO t N T K X f ixeo Bi;N(3i ,U) , F I X E D Bl.M(3l ADVSR 11 
F i X E D Di rvii3I ,FIXED a 1 ^vi ( 3 1 , 0 H ADVSR 12 
R£ TURNS{ rl XED ( 3 1 tO 5 ) ; A D V SR 1 3 
uC L STR 1 iMO EiMTRYIFlXbD BI<\\Jl ,01 M f 3 1 , u J ) A D V S R 1 4 
K c TDRI>jS\ r I xEL) o l ! M l 3 1 s O ) i ; AUVSF 1 5 
OCL j^^uCLLL EiMTKY RETuRi^SLFL KtD blK(3i ,0 ) ) ; A D V SR 16 
OUL K C L L L tNTKV{FiXfcU B I N ( 3 1 fO) ) RETURf^S ( F I X E D B i N ( 3 i , A 0 V SR I 7 
D C L LCNTK c N T R Y l F I X E D BI NCil ,0 H R E T U R N S { r iXh D BIiM( 31, 0) ); A D V SF 18 
JCL LAL r l X c D b i N ( 3 i L U ) STATIC ; ADVSR 13 
L ) ; C A N D ^ C O N T { L N K L ( k ) ) ; ADvSR 2C 
IF l U i C A N u ) ==1 T H E N G U T Q 1.6; ADvSK 21 
L C P ^ L N K K a A ^ D ) ; C A L L St: TO I R 1-i ? LLP t -1. , R } ; A D V S R 22 
C A N O LCP) ; ADVSR 23 
I F I O ( L A N O } =2 THL^4 G D T o L 4 ; ADVSR 24 
if^  U H C A K ; ) ) = J i i D ( C A K D ) =:K THEI^ U U T U Ld ; ADVSR 2 5 
Ir il/( CAN,:; ) TfiE;^ u^JTC L i ; ADVSR 2 6 
H = -i CM- S rRINDiRjM) ; L- ST RI ND 1 CUI^T ( L ^  i ) , H +1 ) j A D V SR 2 ? 
L A L L Sh JIND (-1 ?LWKR(CONT ( LNKL { R )-fl ) } , LCNTR ( L J L n A!.) V SR 2 8 
C A L L S£;Ti3i K t-i R) ; ADVSR 2 9 
livHAL] 1 LivMl K ) T U ) ; A D V SF 3 0 
b u 1 u LL ; A D V S R 31 
IF L C^TRC L) 'IHtiH G u T C L9 ; ADVSR 3 2 
liTu 1 ^ 2 ; ADVSR 3 3 
L N == L .s i-U K) ; R^COiNlt LK) ; CAi.= STHI C U N T l L K + l ) , L + U ; ADvSk 34 
=CuivJT( LNKL ( Ri ) ; CA LL HCtlL ( l.K) ; A D V SK 35 
Gli lu I = ; A D V SR 3 6 
MJ v b M " 0 ; A D V SR 3 7 
r r j ^ i l i - ^KOCc. jukES Lh Lib) PKCCcSSCK - S Y H P i - I P 
L i^ ' : 
ACVSVvL 
Aiy'Jb^^R 
H T T 
L A l - STK I:v!U( i< » L ) ; 
K t l U K i ^ i AiJVSA) ; 
ti^ju A D v S R ; 
P k U C I L.< , A ) I - I a E D b i \ ( 3 1 , 0 ) ; 
iJLL ( Lr{ , A ) f i x e d b I N ( 3 1 , 0 i ; 
uCL RchD b N T K Y l F i X i r O I 3 I N ( 3 1 , 0 ) 5 k fcTuHNi ( F I X c U b I N ( J l , G i ) ; 
DC L A U V S L h N1 K Y ()•• i XLU B I N ( 3 1 ,U ) , M X t C d 1 I 3 i > u I < 
F i At U "i i iV i 3 1 » t ) ) At T u K N S i i- i aED B ii\ U i jU ) ) » 
A ^ ^ A D v S L J L R f l j O l ; 
i h A = J THEivi HE T U K i S i n t t D ( L K ) i I 
K t T U K N { A ) ; 
c ^  4: j A D V s L ; 
PXC-Ci Lh , A ) f - l X h D [ i i K { 3 1 , 0 } ; 
UCL ( L-< , A ) F I X E D l i I N ( 3 I » U ) ; 
DCL KEt.D E N T F V U - I X t D bI iN i (31 » u ) ) Ht fURNS ( f l A F D 3 1 N ( 3 11 0 U ; 
Ot L A.j VSK L N T h Y { r I XfcU 31iN!(3i tO) ,( i X E O B i i'v ( J 11 0 b 
r i X i i A ) : i i i \ { 31 » 0 ) } R t T wkHS ? F i X ED 6 IN ( 3 1 ) ) » 
A =Aij V SU ( LR ? 1 1 0 ) ; 
I F A =U THEM Ki'. I UKN ( KEED { L K ) ) ; 
1 UtsiS ! A i ; 
iJv;) 4i"; V S wR ; 
f .^ tJU { P ) 
! )Cl ( P ) 
EiNiTKY 
F 1 XEO i J i N U J ,G ) ; 
F I X h i 1 i:} I t i 1 . 0 ) ; 
r - i X t D b l N i i l f U i ; K E T u K N S ( F l X L D 3 I I ^ U (j i S; 
10 
ADVSF 38 
A D V SF 3 9 
ADViR 4 0 
ADVSKL u 





A; J V S V L 6 
A i j V S i L "7 
ADVSl L p 
aD VSV,K 0 
ADVSVK 1 
AlVSlK 2 
A 0 V S WR 3 
AO V5ivR 4 
AOVSVvR 
A 0 V S V'iK 
ADVSVjs 7 
ADVSKR 8 
3 0 1 u 
BGT i 
HOT 
30 T 3 
j l L f ilihi l i - PRuCEOuRES Of- IHfc SYMMETHiC LIST PRGCtSSOR -SYMPLiP i 1 
•iCL LNKL FIXED B l l X t i l , O n RETURNS ( FIX EC a i N ( 3 1 * 0 ) ) ; 
•JwL LCCT EiNiTRY( FIXED BI,\C31 tO ) ) HEFUHNS (FIXED i3lN( 3 1 , 0 j ) ; 
K£ TUKN(LUMT(LMKL(CCKTiLOCT^P))) + ! ) ) ; 
















BI u 1J 
a IN { 3 1 , 
BI, . i i 1 , u 3 ) 
B 1 V i 3 1 , u 5 j 
iM Hi i i , 0 ) ) 
t i l . a i l ? 
Ct4.Li'l:- P'sOCi^} r iXED 
UCL (is) FIaEJ 
C;JNT fcivTRYirlAfa 
i J tr^TKV (F l XtD 
L:NiKL ti\!TKYi FI XtO 
LwKh LNTKYiFiAtO 
Seilf'^D £NTKY(FIXh[J 
F I Ati) 
HE 1 L,P \ S i F i X t D l i l N i j i t v 
KCELL x:i^T;<V(FIXLD t 5 l f v { j i , 0 ) ) 
{ lL .LIU f i x e d 
i . j ( COrJTi N) i THEi-v UC; 
PUT Li ST { ' AN ATTE.MPT 
'HEmDLH „ ZrRG rtAS i?t;L^ 
^ PKGbh An LGNTi MucO ' } ; 
KE TURK-{ 0) ; 
c Ni); 
LL = UN(sL(CUNT( K) ) ; 
Cij r( i\) ) ; 
u.mLL ^ict LL (;<.); 
L4LL SE T iND < - i , LK, l l ) ; 
i.ALL S t 7 i U u ( - i , LKi ; 
isc rukra ciJi'j 1 i K r i ] ) ; 
L DcLt TE ; 
i I i\ { 3 1. ? 0 ) ) 
31 N { 5 I» 0 ) ) 
li 1W { .i 1, 0 } ) 
B i !N •( i 1, 0 ) ) 
0 ) ; 
0 ) ; 
KETUki\S (FIXED 
KETUK'^ S ( F IXLD 
HErUKNS{FiAEC 
^hTURi\5 { F iAtC 
FIXED ti ( .U , iJ ) , 
F IXE.) iil.\i( ) 
) I ; 
RETURNS { FIXED d I->i { 3 1, w ) ) ; 
l ) S T A l i C ; 
HAS fiEEN KAUc T j DELETE A 
JELlVcREO Ai\U T He * , 
DELETE 
d e l e t e 
D E L E T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L E T E 
UElEIE 
D E L E T E 
D E E E T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L T T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L E T E 
D E L T T E 
D E L E T E 


























DMilAiJ Its I TAS 
S t C T i U N l i - ?K G C t L U K t S OF THF: S V M n t l R i C l i s t P^CCbSSCK " S Y i ^ P L I P i 
• X L S E T O i R c N f K Y i r l A t U S i K ( 3 l fO) , ! - iXfcU 
f - l A t e 3 I N i 3 i , F l A g D B 1 .Nii 3 1 , ) 5 
R t T U ; \ S { i - l X E D D i . N ( 3 l ,0 ) ) ; 
i^Cl. i^uiDuV KY ( F I AirJ i 5 l K { 3 i s O ) ) k c T U kS ( r IX H) ii I ( 3 1 • u ) ) ; 
DC L i I N)' »M)f- i XfcD 3 i , 0 ) ; 
l .CL( i » F 1 Xfcl.. 61 i\'{.->i , 0 ) ; 
DC L A V S l F i xEu HI i \ (31 o T A l I C LXT ; 
uCL KHLv-iC F I X E D S I A T I C t X T ; 
DCL L A V S U M X k D ol Nl3i , 0) S T A T I C t X l ; 
i. A V S i z ; 
i^ rLut =iMADi)V( jM ( I ) ; 
Du i = i 10 J j ; tfvD ; 
D J TU IN iiY 1:; 
C A L L J>siTDii<(-t I J } ; 
Li\iD , 
C A L L TUi K ( J 51 f A VSL) ; 
t:;^ li) I N i l A S ; 
L'^ i IT i i S 
li^J iTA S 
i N I T A S 
ITA S 
TA S 
IN i l A S 
iN ITA S 
I N I T a S 
ITA S 
I 1 TA S 
If^  ITA S 
i N I TA S 
I iNi I TA S 
IN ITA S 
ITA S 
IIMITAS 



















I N I TKDS P><UHK) r i X t D eilNC 3 i ; 
F I Xb D 6} .Si ( 3 1 , 0 ) ; 
E N T ^ V i r i xfcO b I i M ( 3 i ,'.:•)) K E T u R a S ( F I X E D 
t f v T H V i F l A L G B l i v U l f u ) ) ( F iXEL; 
ENTRY ( F I X E D : 3 I ; \ ( 3 I ) , F I X t U b i.vi ( 3 l , , 
F i x t D t i l , \ ( 3 l f j ) , M X l D 3 i .\i i 31 , u I ) 
Kt T U K N i i F l X L D l i l N U I ,0 ) } ; 
uALi . S L ^ i i v O ( ™ i f t ( K+1 i ) sK) ; 
Ki ; 
END I M l T K i J ; 
J R d ^ i ) 
j C L { ^) 
•JCL. CUisIT 
DCL LNKL 
J u l SET INO 
3 I { 3 1J 0 ) ) ; 
J I N t 31 , 0.) ) ; 
iTfi D 
IN I I R D 
P-i ITKD 
liNi I TKD 
li^ilTFD 













IDL ST^ ? I N L S T L C 









r - i x e o B i N O i t O j ; 
1 -UN) F IXED t31N{. i l , 0 ) ; 




STAT i c ; 
6 1 N ( i i , w ) ) HETUHKS iF iX tD 
B l N t J l , 0 } ) K E T u H N S ( F l X t C 
KETURiMS ( FiXE-0 
BI N ( i 1 ,0 ) i F IX cU U i 9 0 ) , 
b 1 -a 3 i f u ) f F I X i; 3 i N ( 3 i t 0 J ) 
Kc I X - J 
cNTRYCF i^EO Q l h i i i . i J ) } HE T uH hS ( F i x t D 
4 N T k V { F i XL J 
h M K V i f I XcL) 
c N T k V ( F 1 X t D 
ENlh Yi F i XEi) 
r I 
b i r. { 3 1 , 0 n 
31 { 31, u J i 
b i >\ { 3 i » U i ) 
I iLiP = LNKKi C0i4T( : 
luUl^LS^.liC^^l k L ) ) J 
L a l L , L f L , L i ; 
lPRE=L>^KL(Cuf\T( [\l ) ; 
CALL - i Tor j IPr^E) 
C41.L SETIi^40<-i , i P K E f - I , i T C P ) 
SET i ^ BwU ; 
KE TUK,^ i L ) ; 
bri:'; I N L S T L ; 
3 I ^ U 3 i f u n ; 
IN LSI L 
I N L S ! L 
l i^LSTL 




I N L S I L 
I h L S l L 
i;'4LSTL 




I M S ! L 
I N L S I L 
INL SI L 
INLSTL 
I i^ lS^L 























li'JL S lK 






j h i r iAED d I N ( 3 1 »0J ; 
(f'i,N i f - IXEO u l \ ( 3 i , 0 ) ; 




E M K V l F i ALU 
L N i h V i F l A,.D 
E N T K Y ( f I A E Q 
£ NTk T if-1 auD 
F I aLu 
STAT i L ; 
3 n v C 3 1 , v ; ) ) KETukNS ( F i XEl) 
B l i v i ^ i s U i ) RtTbKiNS ( F iX t . r t i I N C 3 i v G l 5 
6 1 . ) ) HETuX^S ( F lAfcC b I i U 3 1 f 0 n 
bi A (31 ,0 i , i- IXED H F M i 3 1 , 0 ) , 
tilhl a , FIXED (i L'xj {:> i t u D 




I N l S T R 
INLSTk 
I N l S T K 
I,\LS1R 
L^LSTR 












i - fC T i m i l ~ P k O C L D u K E S I r i t ^YMf'-fcrRIt u i S T P K O C h S S G R - S Y H P L I P 1 ^ 
£ n T R Y ( F I XcD B I N {.31 , 0 ) ) H t T U R N S i F I X E C B I N { 3 i » 0 H ; j C i L i i C T 
L=i_uCT I f : ] ; 
1 TUP=L^:^R^ CGNT \ L ) ) ; 
i i u T ^ L i \ K L ( C U u T l L j ) ; 
u a L L S E T i f x i 9 ( - l » L j L , L ) i 
I S o C = L ' ^ l K R ( c u ^ T ^ ^ : ) ) ; 
o A L t s e T i N O { - i a ; 
C 4 L L Si^T I N J ( - 1 dUT , - i , I S u C ) ; 
C A L L S E T i H D { - i T O P ) I 
C A L L SET LN:) i l btC , I B L T ) ; 
K t t u r n ( L ) ; 
IMLSTH 
I . ^ L S T K 
I N L S ! R 
l iMLSTK 
i iMLSTR 




I N L S T K 
I N L S T R 













I R A L b U P k u L ( P ) F i X t L 
i JCL COiSjT E N T K Y i f i X E D d l K O I i u J ^ 
J C L E i M T R Y i F i X E D 
l ) C l R C E L L E - N I T R Y I L - i X L i J 
j C L S t i i N J h N T R V { F i a E D 
F i A fD 
L)C L 
DC L 




l.C N "i K 
LCCT 
RTTLLST 
i L f i ^ . l 
I ' E L U K ! \ S { F I X E C 
d i i N l 3 i f J ) ) RETURNS { F I X E D 
5 l f « i i 3 i } RETUKiS i { F I a c D 
rflNOl fO ) , F I X E D D l i \ { 3 1 , 0 ) , 
b l , J ) 7 F i X E D ii 1 .v i 3 1 , u i ) 
T U K N ; > A - L X C D - i i N O i . u n ; 
E I \ T R Y ( F i A h D A U V I I I F U N K E T u K N S { F I X E D 
61IV (31 ) ) R E T U k N i C F l A c O 
S H M ( 3 i , 0 ) ) R E T U R N S ( F I A E D 
B I N ( 3 I 5 0 ) S T AT I C ; 
6 I { 3 i f 0 j ) 
ii I N ! 31J 0 n 
B i ^ ( i u 0 n 
E N T R Y ( F I X E O 
l N T R V i r i a E D 
<ALSA) F I a E O 
p F 1 XEi j B i r a i l 1 u) ; 
C A L F 1 X E G ! : ; I N O I F X ) I 
/ • t h l l i s t 
o U B L l b l J -
i i C C L N T E D 
Ti iE VALUE 
o IN ! 3 I , u ) ) 
3 i R ( 31? j ) ) 
3 I r u 3 I J 0 j ) 
S T A T I;.. J 
? I S E R A S E D . I r T H I S L I S T I S T h t 
ANCThEF. L I S T Trie R E F E R E N C E CCUNTcR 
OOvsRANO TF^t L l i T I S NCT E R A S E D . 
- T n E F U K C T l J M I S THE HURBEk J F U I S T S 
uF K H i C . i P l b A S u o L I ^ i T . I FT HE 
J h E L l S S H A i BEEN E R A S E D 'K/ 
V A L U E I S Z C R G 
I R A L S f 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A l S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 



















^ b t i i J M 1.1 - H K i ] C E O L « ! : S o p I H t - Y M f - t t l j ^ i C L I S T P k G C c S : > G ? < - S Y A ^ P l I P 1 5 
L = l u C T ( P ) ; 
u L i t 7 I N D i - j , " L , L L T K { L ) " I , L + 1 } ; 
i K M L i A ^ L C s ^ I K i L ) ; 
i r I ^ ^ m L S m - - t I r i t A K t I I k i \ c i k A L S A ) ; 
H I L I S I ( P ) ; 
= L U N T i l + l ) ] I 
I F T H E F M U L . ; 
C ^ L L t I K D ( i , - 1 ; 
C A L L S E T i i s : D ( " l ) ; L ^ D ; 
U , b L. L i L i ; 
KIITWKIML I K M U S A I I 
t N D i ^ A L S T ; 
i k a l s t 
I R A U S T 
I R A l S T 
I K A L S l 
I R A L S T 
I K A L S T 
I K A L S T 
I K A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 
I R A L S T 













p ; < J t ( K ] 
u C L ( K ^ 
L 
J C L 
u 
5 r. . 
i 
L 
P C C L L L 
F I X E D B i ? 3 1 ? u ) ; 
r i X L f) u I ; 1 f C ) 5 
Fl Abb Dli\i<.>l , 0 ) S T A T K ; 
L N T K V ( F i X t ; U b l K U l f U n H t: T U h ( F 1 X t ^ 
cii K ( j I ) J 
3 t U i ™ u ) i 
3 • i L J U ) ) 
c ^ U U h i Ac.. 0 
L N 1 K V ( F 1 A L D 
t N l i v V ( | - l A c O 
u 1 N ( 3 1 , 0 } ) I 
3 1 , 0 ) ) ; 
-.iclUKUh ( ^ I X E U d l ; M ( 3 1 ? u n ; 
H f c T u K , ^ S { r I X [ L. 
H t l u K h S { h J x e D 
' = I 
( C Liivl i ) ; U A L L K C c L L 4 r ; 
I F ^ = w l h t ^ ^ X L 1 U K r ^ U - U i M l k C K J J ; 
l 3 i 
-'i i N rA H L • 
I H A R C h 
I K A K D K 
I H A K L K 
I R A X D R 
i i A R u R 
I k A k C K 
I k A K D K 
a K A k L R 
I H A K L K 
I H a H L R 
I R A R D K 











c r t V J ( L A V ;; J ) ? 
•.:w u A V S L f- I J 
v U L J L A V S ' i^n , H ) F : A t iJ t> 1 M I J i f U ; 5 
X C L li.; n N l K ^ l F i X t : ; U 1 ( 3 i ? U ? ) 
b l 5 u ) b l A T I L 
b i N f j i f U • i 
X T 
K t T w R N S ( M X i ; D b I N ( 3 l j U ) I 
L . ^ V S C U T 0 
L A V S L t T 1 
l A V S S u T 2 
L A V S u L T 3 
• t L i i t ! / , l i - P R U C E D U R t b O i - i H f c i V M H E T M l C L I S T i ^ ^ O C t S b U R - i Y f l P L I P 
l e 
U u i . 
J l - L 
i ' C L 
D C L 
D C L 
P U T 
P u t 
P U T 
P u T 
P U T 
i > I ; T 
P L \ 
l N K k b ^ M l K V i h i X E D 3 1 , U ) j H t T U R N S ( F l A t O 
L i ^ A l £ M P Y ( F I i 3 1 , 0 ) } K t T U R i ^ S ( F I X E D t i i N ( i 
LhJ 
; ' U U b V c M R Y ( P i A c ; U n N ( 3 i ) i k t T J R ^ M S ( F - I X E D 
1 1 - J X E i J B I N ( ; 
F I X h O D l i \ ( 3 1 , U ) S T A T I C L X T ; 
S K I P ( 4 ) ; 
t o n i ' A v S L M ( A ) ; 
i : J I T ( 1 U { A V . S t ) , L i \ K L ( A V S L ) t L K K i « ( / W S L ) ? i F ( 1 0 3 ) ; 
S A I P ( 4 } I 
t 3 n \ ' A D O K I 0 L i ^ K L 
' I D L N K L L ' ^ K R 
S K I P ( 4 ) ; 
E D i l U I , I D U M V S { I ) } , L I \ K L ( L A V 5 ( I ) 
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L i S K K 
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I i 
L A V 5 0 U T 
L A V S L U T 
L A V S U L T 
L A V S L L T 
L A V S D u T 
L A V S U O T 
L A V S L U T 
L A V S b U T 
L A V S t ; U T 
L A V S O U ! 
L A V S C ' U T 
L A V i C U T 
L A V S C i j T 
L A V S G U T 
l a v s o l t 
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L A V S L U T 
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£ N T t < Y ( h i A l i ; B i N I 3 i , 0 ) j 
F i X b O N ( 3 1 , C ) ; 
P K U Ca ) 
J C L C J i \ T 
D C L L N K K 
D C L K 
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^ C N T P 
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L I i h i 1 
L ' . • w. ! 
DCL N U C t L L E N T k V HE 1 uR.-^S ( F I X t D B1 ) ) ; L I S T 4 
uCL S L T D i R h h T R V ( h i A t ; D b I i \ ( 3 1 , U ] , f I a t •;) ri I { 3 i J o n L I S T 5 
r i A t O B] N i 3 i j , n x c o b i N O i , 0 ; ) L 1ST 6 
HL TUH^St F i X t D L I S T 7 
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F I a L D F I X E J i U i \ i 3 1 , G) ? l i s t 9 
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•jCL F f I AC J B l rvi i l ? J ) ; L 1 STF.T 4 
U C l L r 1 X f -1 -jlhiJl , U ) « T A 1 i L ; L i S T r a 5 
L^CUMT ( L U C K P ) ) ; L ISTFiT 6 
i r L - C u M i lNKK { l ) ) THEN HL1[UKN((; » M L i S T h T 7 
L. ISTPiT B 
L^ i ) I T ST, L I S l f H 9 
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b t i ^ J i m 11 - PKULlDUKL^s o f THi: SY T f^  i C L l ^ T PRuCtoSOR - S ^ M P L I P 18 
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5 i L C JNO 1 T i I A L Fh A ) ^ L O C T 1 2 
^.^iu L u C l ; L J C T 13 
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b l i % ( j . l f 0 / ) Ktli^r^fMS ( F iX Pt) 
L I s ( j i ) 5 F i x t u - I i m U i , 0 ) 
d 1 N { 3 i ? U ) ) ; 
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• I . \ 4 i l T-j) , f IXfcU b l A i i l i O ) } 
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K Y ( F I X L O D i M 3 l , j } j RETUK.VS ( F I X L C 
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B I K O l j u ) J K tTUK iO 1 r i X F i 
Nt j j . fU ) i Kb i UI\KS n- IXfcD li 
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31 3 i , 0 ) ) t F I x L u b I x (.3 1» U i J ? 
) U ) b i A 
b I M t 3 1 ,1- ) ) 
iJwL A:.)VLV<H 
CA L 
t ! J1 K Y ( i 
Rt 1 ur 
F iXbO b i H i J l l 
L P = u ; 
N^a.KrKu V ( L S I } ; 
X = 4 J v S u K ( K , J ) ; 
i t ' J-^-C THcN u^Llu 
IF ST i x j 
L.=^LPf4TA i K) ; 
:.muL S:: T i a i : , L C M K ( A) ) 
i h f i i I 
t m ^ U L L E T E ( i n 
1 i) d 1 N ( 3 i , A ) a-1X t iJ 11N { 3 i 51 ] i 
^ t F l X t i ) / ) ; 
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5CU 1 lUN 11 - PKJCEDUKES L'F THt :>YMHETf- IC LIST PkCCESSCR - S Y H P l I P 2C 
L P = L P + I ; 
G u T O L c ; 
L ^ : IF L N K R t c a w T i K) = U ! H c N 0 0 ; 
C A l - I i^ARDk { K) ; 
o u T C L v ; 
fcNO : 
u A l ^ iRr>hDK( rs) ; 
f^ ETuKiM ( L P ) ? 
LiviD L P U H u E ; 
L P b R G E 
L P U R G E 
L P U R G E 
L P U R G E 
L P U R G E 
l P L R G E 
L P U R G C 
L P L R G E 











P H J u i K ) FD^ED B i i \ { i l tC) ; 
i)C L ( K ) F1 X E D bl N ( 3 1 ,0) ; 
JLL ( L,'^  f Nuv,R f iNiurt/ F l XED G l M 3 i , l ' ) 
uCL 
U- L 
U C L 
L U N T 
LNisK 
S t T i N O 
ST ATIC; 
t3li\(31 ) RETUKi\S ( F l A E C d 1 N {3 11 G J) ; 
b l i ' ^ U i j U i S K c T j k N S ( F I A E D ! 3 i N ( 3 l , 0 } ) ; 
BI»\{31 »0 ) , F I X E C 
^ I A f' i B I . 1319 0 ) f 
JCL STRiiN^D 
L N T R V ( E i A L U 
hiNiTKYiFlXLD 
t N I K U F i At D 
r I XED bl IM i jl J j ) t f lxt;0 
k t TURNSIM aED 3 i N { 3 i , 0 5 ) ; 
t i\ 1 R \ { F i XE D GI C 31 , 0 ) , F IX L D 
KE TLRrvSiFlXEG d I K ^ J I ^ I ) ) ; 
ENTkY KLlLK^;S(FIX£G a I iv I 3 i . u ) i 
D I { i 1 ? 0 ) ; 
S T A T I v , ; 
6 1 { 3 1 ? iJ ) ) 
J ^ L N J C E L L 
UCt- F l X b J 
J C L G A L F i X t O 
L <~;>.UCELL ; 
fvE «R - L R ; 
h J R i 
S T k I N D { C U K T ( N L « i ; 
G A L = o T K i i S i U l C O N H N C r t + i ) , N E « R + l ) 
•.•i^.i-L k K K { C G T {!\ V^ ) ) I 
if T H E N K t l U H N l L K ) ; 
i-JLvv^riUCcLL ; 
CALL j - 1 fRE^yNEWR) ; 
L R D R G P 
LRCRGP 
^RDRGP 
L R D R L P 
L R O R C P 
L R D R C P 
L H D R G P 
L k O R C P 
L R D R C P 
L R U R G P 
L k D R G P 
L R D R L P 
u R D R C P 
L R D R G P 
L R D R G P 
L R D R G P 
L R D R C P 
LKDRGP 
L R D R C P 
L K D K C F 
L R D R C P 
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5 G O T O l 3 ; 
C . \ iD L K O K C P ; 
L R D a C P 
L R O R C i ' 
2 2 
2 3 
ci I ( 3 i f u ) ? 
B i L i I , o ) } 
l I v J K U V : P K u C i P ) 
D l l {Pi F i XbD bl,\{il , J ) ; 
O C L S E T i ; \D E N T K Y t F I X f c O B 1 N ( 3 1 »U ) , k 1 a E D 
F I a E D 3 I N ( , 0 ) . i ^ i X E J 
K E T U H - v b C F I X E D b i N i ^ l , t ) ) ; 
O C L L u C T E I ^ s T k F i a E D R E r U H P . S 1 F I X t C B I N { 5 l , 0 ) ) ; 
D C l i M U C E L L E N I R Y R E 1 UR N S ( F I X t O B I N C 3 1 I ) ; 
D C L . L R D R L - A f i x e d i l A l l C l 
l k j r u A - k u c e l l ; 
. . A L L S F T i i ^ D i i , L u c T C P ) i O f L K D R L A ) ; 
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K C T J R I h C L R D K G A ! ; 
E r d ) l r d h i j V ; 
l R D R O V 
L R C R O V 
L R D R & V 
i ^ R D R L V 
L R D R D V 
L R D R O V 
L i ^ D ^ D V 
L R D R t ; V 
L R D R O V 
L R D R O V 
L R D R C V 
L R D R L V 
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C U i . ( L M ) 
^!C L C u N T 
D C L L i S T 
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D C L 
D C l . 
D C L 
D C L 
D C L 
ri 1 M 3 1 J D n ; 
D i i\ i 3 i J C ) ) ; 
F I A E D o i M I D i 
L i X c U o i D C C l f V ) ; 
L j : , L F A s L K b , i D A J I D D ) f I X E J D i iSi { 1 , D ) ; 
E N T K Y L F I A E D o l i N i i l , U ) 5 R E T U K r C i ( F 1 X 1 0 
L D I R Y i F l A t D D l K i j U u ) ) R L T D R i - v S i F I X E D 
C A L F I X E D B l N i S T A T I C : 
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L i S C P Y 
L S S C P V 
L S S C P Y 
L S S C P Y 
L S S C P Y 
L S S C P Y 
L S S C P Y 
L S S C P Y 
L S S C P V 
L S S C P V 
L S S C P Y 
L S S C P Y 












S E C i i J N 11 - P k j C c U U k L S OF TriL S Y M t i c T H l C L i ^ T - S Y M P l I P 
TOP : L I ^ U J C C b i M K L K ) ) ; 
IF L I = 0 IhfcN DO ; C a L - i \ c«uCT ( C L i M (Lk-i- i ) , L b ) ; 
LK=L^KR{C^jNT ( lH) ) ; 
GUTL, T C P ; 
cND ; 
I F L l = i Ihih U u ; t A i ^ N e » v B C l ( L S S C P Y ( L u L T ( l L M ( LK + l i ) ) , L b ) ; 
LK= LivKK ( CUNT ( LK } ) ; 
G d 1L T LJ P : 
-WD ; 
IF I H t ku TURN ( l b ) j 
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ijC L L.-Jisk L'^iT H Y 1 r I AE'v B I { 3 i , U ) ) R E T U R N S ( F I X E D 3 1 ( 3 1 , 0 J ) 
. ; C L L C N T k E N T - . V ( i X E D i5 i i\ ( 3 i , 3 5 a E T v^hisS ( f I X t l: 3 1 .Ni ( 3 1 ? Li) ) 
i ' i . H L L e n t r y l^--1 Ai;:J B l N i 3 i ) R E T U k . N ' S ( F I X E D 3 1 \i ( 3 1 , 0 ) ) 
S T R j W l ) E N T R t i r i X E U 8 I \ ( 3 l j'j \ ,f i X E U b i ( 3 1 , u j ) 
E V L R V 1 
L V L R V 1 
I. V L R V 1 
L V L R V 1 
L V L R V I 
E V L R V i 
L V L R V I 








S t c T iON 11 - p a u c t U b R E S UF Idfc bYMMcThiC LIST PKUCcSSQK -SYHPL IP 24 
Kt TUKKSiFiXcD b I N ( . 5 l , u } ) ; 
uCL CAL FIXE J B i ; \ ( 3 i , U ) S T A T I C ; 
i. vLi\ vA =K ; 
IF LCivTR{K3=0 THh.N Kb TURN { LVLR V AJ ; 
L = Lr>iKR i CON 1 ( L VLK Vai ) } ; 
CAL= STRIwDiCONTI L) ,LVLf<VA) ; 
CAL= SlkimiC-uhliL+l) ,LVLRVA+1) ; 
C ALi, RC L lL ( L ) ; 
ilc TUk 'vii L vLkVA) ; 





















L Vl V I t F.<uC ! K ) 
UCL ( < ) F1/<ED 
JCL ILVLKVA i l ) 
F i XFD B r^ { 3 1 , G) ; 
V s \ { 3 I , U 5 I 
I XtD bli^ (31 tG ) S TaT II. ; 
CUNT LNTHY ( f i Xf.a hi (\{ fV i ) K11 U KNS i F 1 X LC d i ( 3 1 , C } ) ; 
LiMKR Li^nRY(j- i XcL) LJ1 N (J 1 , u ) ) KulUKiMi {FIXED 3 i i \ ( 3 1 » U ) ) ; 
S fRlNU LnTR'y (Hi XtC Bi l\(31 fU ) «F ixED h i a ( j i , 0 ) j 






j C L 
L V 
iF L c r r K { K i = j TF-iS, KtTURN(LVLKvA) 
. = ( CUNT { LVLK v A ) ) ; 
C A L = S T K I ( C 0 { I i J L V L h( V.-A} ; 
UAL^ oTK If'vU ( t uNT ( L+1 ) , L VL;<\/A+1 ) ; 
Lf^LL K C F L L ( L ) ; G b l u L l ; 
LNl) .uVLKVi; 
LCiMTi\ tiSlTRY (H iXiiD B1 , 0 ) ) 
kCcLL !: ;vl ^YIF i XhD 3 i \ ( 3 l f G ) ) 
CaL i - iXt ,J i M h J i J i j U ) S T A T I C ; 
k V A = K ; 
KFTUNKS{FIAFD 
(.bl uKi\;S ( i A L:C 
til!V{ 3 1 , 0 j ) ; 
b i { 3 1, 0 3 } ; 
l v l r v t 
LVLKVT 






























r'i A-iL \r i : lAuLhT 
hlCTiiJN i i Pi^OClDuKt: S O trie. SY;ii^fcri<IC L iST pRCChS^CR -SVMPLiP 
m l : PssajC { 
DC L ( K) 
iJCL C JisT 
B i N (3 i , 0 n 
Li I ( 3 i , G j } 
M / t D J i ' \ ! 3 1 , 0 ) ; 
FI XED ijl 31 ; 
f- I ALfJ bx i\{ j i , u ) STATIC ; 
cNTkV ( F i At I) bl 31 »0 ) ) 
ENTKYiF iXbU 
h M K V t F I XcU 
iM T K \ ( F i > h U 
F I XED 
RE TukNS< F I Xt D 
= ! u LN T( K; ) ; 
if iDICUlNlTlH) ) THlN c a l l S £T Di k ( o , ^ i, , K ) 








k t T U (F i A E D 81N(31 J U 3 ) ; 
KbTuKNS ( F iAbC 31, 0 n ; 
KtlUKNS ( FIXED d l W ( 3 3 . , 0 ) ) ; 
31 N { 3 U 0 ) j M X t D bl.s!{ j I t ^ ) , 
31 .-4(31 *0) ,f iXEu Jii\i\31 , 0 •) ) 
b i M { 3 j fU } ) ; 
HAOLf- T 





























u C L L N K L 
F1XEO J l K { 3 1 rC) ; 
FI XfcC BIK (31 ,t. ) ; 
FIXED B I N ( 3 1 t 0) STAT IC ; 
b isTKY(FI ALU b I K ( 3 1 fO) } HtTUKiXS ( hi A CD 
hNTRYlF lXLD 3 I ( 3 i , U ) ) k F TU a a3 { f I X F D 
FiNTKYiFlXLU a i - \ ( 3 1 , 0 ) ) FbTCki^o ( FIXED 
SI". TD1 R LNTK't { h i XrD BI f\ ( 3 1 t U ) t F i X bD BiiM ( 3 1 , 0 J 
h i XtO B l i \ l 3 i ,U} , FIXED 3 i i\ i 3 I » 0 ) 
KF I L K N i i F i XED 
c N T F Y i F l X t J Bli\( J l , 0 ) ) Kc TO Ki\S ( F i X b t: 
b I { 3 I , J i } 
o i M ( 3 I? 0 / J 
K i ( 3 1. 0 J ) 
) ) 
X L LUCl ii i N ( 3 1, 0 J 
JC i ' lXED 6 i N ( 3 1 j O ) j T A T I C ; 
L = L .JC T ( P ) ; 
JJ 1^1 Tu ; L ^ l n k l i L . J X T I D I 1 r : n 
IF IL; i C O M ( L n - 2 T i t N CALL S FT D i K iw , L , l ^ L ) ; 
Kb TUK.m i L i ; 































^AJicTP: P R J L i ) F I n i i 3 i. ?u HADMT P 
L C T i G N i i - P '^OCEDUkfcb OF IdE, i YM .MbTR IC L l b T P R O C t S S C R - S Y r i P t I P ? 6 




iJC L LHr^H 
OCl S E T D I k 
t ;NTK> I F i X tO 
L N T K V i f I A L D 
h K T K Y i F I X t O 
F I At. L) 
3 1 , 0 ) i ; 
B I ri ( 3 1 f u } J ; 
iJCL LuC T 
i f 
T ( P ) ; 
:>ij i ^ i U ; 
IF I D i u O r j ] 
KtluR/si ( L ) 
c.^u n A O N l P 
r I XED -iiiNi ( 3 i } ; 
F i XEiJ b i . \ ( J i , 0 ) S T A T I C ; 
ENTITY n I XED b i M 3 1 , u J ) K c T u R N i ( F I X EU 
B i N U i , 0 ) } K t T u R f \ i ( F i A E O 
) ) H L T U H N S A F I A E D 
Bi , j ) 5 F J A t G b l i \ { 31? 0 ) , 
B i i ^ ( 3 t » u ) » F l X E i } 81 \ ( 3 1 f 0 ) •) 
HE i y P N S { F I X E D a I M 3 1 »u ) ) ; 
E N T R Y i F IXE.D .UJ J R t T u k i x S ( F I X E C B i N { 3 i » 0 ) ) ; 
I A t D B I ( 31 , U ) S T A T I C ; 
; l = LaKk c L t M { L ) ) ; E.\.0; 
i I J ) I r iEN u A L L S E T D I ^ (U , L , L , l 5 ; 
MADrHP 
HADNTP 
M A O N I P 
HADNTP 
HADNTP 
H A O N I P 
f l A u N T p 
MADNTP 
r'lADN TP 




K A D N T P 














-1A J.^ G 1 
DCL { '< . ) 
D ^ l H 
u C L caSil 
^ l A z u a i i 3 1 , o ; 
r 1 AL u 3 i j U ) 
F I X tU t , i N { 3 1 , u l H A T I C ; 
c .^TKY (F i AEC 
J-:. L iO E N l K Y t F l A L D 
UCL L^JaR E N T R V i F i X b U 
DCL S E T U I K LNTHY i r I ALD 
F I A t O 
K E T L k N S i F I X E D 
= I t u h J i K ) } i 
i F i j i C u N T s ) THEN c a l l 
k t 'l Jk;^ 1 HJ ; 
c^vU H A D k G T ; 
8 1 , 0 ) ) K E T U R N S ( F I X E D 8 1 N { 3 1 f 0 ) ) ; 
DI N ( 3 j. t 0 ) ) K c T U K N i ( F I X E D U I N { 3 1 » 0 ) ) ; 
b l i \ ( 3 1 , 0 ) ) KETUKNS ( F l X t U B I N { 3 X • 0 } ) ; 
8 1 N < 3 1 l O ) , F I X L D 8 1 3 1 , 0 ) , 
81 iS { 3 i , u ) , F l X c D o i .M ( 31 , 0 ) ) 
b i N U i ) ) ; 
SET O I K ( u jM J !" J 
i'-1ADRGT 







H A D R b l 
MADRGT 
HAORG T 

















i:\ L PrLUCi-Ui.ST) F I XEO 3 l M j l f O ) ; MRK.L SS 
I hJiM J.1 - P K O C i r D v ^ r c t i U r I h L l i V ' - H t T k 1 -.1 *v,. L i o T P k C C ^ S S C k - S Y M P l i P 2 7 
iJU L 
u C L 
iJu L 
J v L 
J C L 
j c l 
i r: ? I S I / F I X t D i M M - i l ,'j) ; 
L>\Kr- t.:\iTKV(F I X F O B l i v C s l j O ) ) R E T U K ^ b 1 F I X t: D B I < 3 1 , 0 ) ) ; 
bt. T i J E ' U K V ( F i X L O B I (3 i fO ) t F i X E D b li^ .< j> 1 » 0 ) » 
I- i x t 0 a I \ j l 3 i f U ) »: i X E D D i N < i 1 » U ) ) 
:< t T ufc- N; J ( r 1 A r D , v ) ) ; 
h N l h V i F l A r O i < t T U h l \ b { i i X E C c i < 3 1 1 0 ) ) ; K C t : L I, 
L K D I r v 
A O V SivK 
r, i m T k V i F i X E O B l ( 3 1 j U ) ) R E I U K i n S ( F i X E U b l ' M { 3 i , 0 i ) ; 
E N T k Y I F I X l O B l t ^ C ^ l , 1 - I X £ D B i ( 3 1 w ) ) 
K t T O k S i f 1 X E O 3 l - \ ( 3 l »U ) ) ; 
t M H V ( F i X £ , j b I i J 1 t u J , i- i X C i J 
Kt: 1 IK'-J b i r I Ar.u b i f M 3 1 .w ) ) ; 
5 U ) J 
i N { 3 1 , w ] J 
1 { K , L K , X j F 1 X h O b I i j. 
= f ' - K K L S l ( i M a S T ) ) ; 
X - A L ) V b^ \K ( L K ? iS J ; 
I F i\-t=C T H t K f > U ; C A L L . k C E L c ( i » H f T o ^ N ( L S I ) ; I W D ; 
C A L L S C 1 IfvD { H t - i t L : \ K K { X ) -i-l J ; 
o J T u L 3 ; 
h N O 
K L S 3 
M R K b S S 
hR hiss 
i< K L S S 
M R K i. S S 
S S 
f - l R K L S S 
- i R K u S S 
, i R K L b S 
M R K L S S 
li R K L S S 
i ^ R k l S S 
^ R n l S S 
i 4 k K L S S 
. ^ K X L S S 



















•mK^ l 5 i P K J L ( ; ] T L T ) 
J C L i ri f L £ T ) 
O u L ( ? A f K ) 
<;CL b t l i N ; ) 
D ] i 3 1 , u ) ; 
F i x e c ) ; 
F 1 X E O C I N ( 3 I , C ) S T A T I C ; 
' X b J B I !"< 1 :>1 ?0 ) ? f I X ^ i .'m < 3 1 , 0 ) » 
r- 1 A L- •} d 1 ( 3 1 t J ) ) 
j ^ i h V i r i A 
F i A f. 0 ij I \ { 3 1 » u ) s 
Kt'i F i X c D b J N { 3 1 jO ) ) ; 
J t L L J L 1 
w A L l .^tli'^iiJC 
K f c T U N i M ( L S I ) ; 
L; N u r • K L 5 i J 
1\ U- ! Wf - ! ^  hJ" ^ ! i L. w ; J J • - \ i 7 V I / s 
L N T K V ( r i x E D b i K i o l ) F b T ^ k M S ( F J A L D B I N O l s u ) ) 
( M . - l , L ^ w l i L S T ) ) ; 
M R K L b l 
. M R K l S T 
M R K L S T 
M R M S T 
i i K K L b 7 
M R K L S T 
^ K ^ L S T 
'^IR K L S T 
v : R K l b l 











1 b S F R U U i P F 1 a L D :> I N < 3 1 ? 0 ) ; M T L i S l u 
s i x ] Lo H K U T T O F K E S O F T r i e S Y H H E T K I C L I S T F K U C H S S C K - S Y M P L i P ? 8 
U h S T C R t b 
ThH N A f - t 
v A l u E 
J U i . CUNT r:^iTH V ( h I XciJ t 5 l , N i 3 i , G ) ) 
O ^ L LIMKL E M T I ^ V T F I X L D B I N ( 3 1 , 0 ) J 
Jv, ^ E^;TK Vi i-1 XLO B I i M ( 3 1 , u } ) 
U C L S E I D I A E N T K V ( V - 1 AL 0 S l . \ { 3 i , 0 ) , 
F i A E D 6 i 1 3 i , U ) F 
KB T L K N H I R 1 A t ; J 
DCL S f c T I N J b N T K N i F I X f c J BI ,<> ) , 
F i XLD B i iM ( 3 i . ) , 
R t T U N i > ( F i X c C 
D C l L i STMT E N T k V C f I X f 0 Hi 3 1 , 0 1 ) 
LJCL L J C T E N T K X F l A t D B l ! V l 3 i 5 U ) 5 
D C L l h t L R ,Li-. I 6 1 r . ( 3 i » 0 ) STAT 
P F I X E D B L T D 3 1 , 0 ) J 
DCL A V S l f i x e d b i f - a 3 1 f u ) STAT i C F 
K = L . U C T ( P ) ; 
IF L I ST i^T{ r>) =U T H c N H E T U K N U D ; 
LH - L N K K C CDI\T{ Ki ) ; L L = L ^ ^ L ( C u w T I 
C A L L S t T I ;\D i - 1 J - I , L'F , L I \ K i . i A V S l ) ) 
C A L L S t T D l K i - i j L L , - ! , A V S L i ; 
C a l l S t T I H D 1 - 1 f - I » w » L N K L { A V SL > ) ; 
R t ToKi-^ ( M ) ; 
chD . ' i l L i S i ; 
L.1S1 P T J L A V S AKD L E A V E S 
I; r U i t EHPTY L I S T A i I T S 
K t T U R N S { F I X E D 8 1 N < 3 1 , 0 ) ) 
aETUKI\S ( F i X E D r ^ N { 3 1 , u n 
KETUkivS ( F I X EC 3 l K { i l ? U } } 
F i A E D D i ; s { 3 1 , U ) J 
f i X E O 
I } ; 
' ^ i X L J 
^ I X E D 
•i \ • I I s 
B 1 { i 1 f ^ 3 f 
ri 11 j i i 1 , u ; ) 
R E T b k N S ( F I X E D b i N { 3 i , u j 3 ; 
k e i J K N i ( F I X E D d l i \ { 3 1 , 0 ) ) ; 
I C ; 
XT ; 
) ; CALL SET i m ( - i f ^ i j i ^ j K I ; 
T L i S1 
H T L i S l 
I ^ T L L S T 
M T L I S T 
M T L I S T 
iMTL i ST 
m L I ST 
h l L l b l 
R I T U S T 
M T l 1 S T 
n l L ] S T 
M T L I S T 
MTi. I S 1 
M T L I S T 
I-ITL 1 S T 
M T L I S T 
i ' s T L l S T 
IMTL 1 S T 
i ^ ^ L I S T 
M TL 1 S T 
M T L I S T 
M T l i S T 
, 4 T L i S"^  
M T L I S T 





















1 S : ' K U C ( ) 
O C L C J . ^ T 
; J C L L I ^ ^ K 
•J'ZL. L :MKL 
C C L I D 
- I XCU i i l H i :>l f i 
V { F I A L D 
L K V V F I A t u 
D i N ( 3 1 f vi } ) 
8 i i\ ( 3 1 ? V ) J 
N T F Y I F I A L U B X N ( I I , 0 ) 
E N L K V I F I X T D B I N U I J u ) J 
L K ^ I X E : ) SC 
RETURNS ( I - I A E u 
K E T U K N S ( F I X E D 
R h l C h N S t F I A F C 
( F I X E D 
b i i 3 3. ? 0 1 ) 
l U ( 3 i , 0 ) ) 
.J I N { 3 1 } 0 / ) 
B I M { 3 I. T 0 n 
iviAMTST 
hi AH T ST 
N A M T S T 
i^A 1 S I 
i xiA K T S T 







j i l ' ^ l i m l i - P C T T H L S Y ^ ' i t U i C . 1 S 1 P K L . C t s s : , k 
O u L L u v S U e i X L i v B i N i i i f v J S T A I J L E X T ; 
ii- L^NiKK { > l A V S I Z - . . l^it-j R c T u K i J - n ; 
I F Li>4i\Li s\l-'-Li^^Ki-. • K l Ti-;L>v TUi'.iJ i - U ; 
i J ( C o - . T ( t O ) - = T n L A 1 u H \ { - L ) ; 
ii- u^iviT { ( L u r l ! i sT ( K ) n -.nT i THi;;. K l T ^ r ; 
isL f L t ) ; 
i T 
•Ni A T S T 
i v A M l S T 
b T 
A T S T 








r: [ vaij I i 
•n 1:.: Ph.J » ) 
J u l u U C T 
J C L r J A i t r l 
h . 1 ^ 
F i A t C i U • 3 ] 5 U i ; 
: i A E u b i J 1 fvJ ? ; 
i-iAL_: ta-T'jr-^KS V F U t C i i-s { 3 1 , u } i: 
;v nv \ i r i -M D I 'v J I ? S ? T 1 m : u 
I: T N 'M s n - : u J i J- i ? u ) I ; 
.NrTuk:V t ;v L h T I P f L U C T ( Oi ) ) ; 
U i 1 i y 0 ) ) 
N E wi3C T 
T 
^ E r t i L I 
i>i £ Woi- T 
f^ tr A i i U T 
Vi;iL T 





p K u C i i' J r 1 A L 0 j i u i ^ 1 - ; ; 
i P f U ) i - i A - j V L i ' J i J i . o j ; 
•3C LaZ) t:-;!--vit-i X c O - ^ Aili-jn aL; T u r< a s i = i a G u o i 
L .•^XTi^.^l r: -s Y { r I A r 0 D 1 : U i i ; 0 ) , K a a c;:) •. h^i ( J. .U U ) ] 
KL: T U r S ( r i A I, J 
ix L 1 U A -i ( iv A iKij T i i' T i- c w 1 ( Q ) ; ^  ; 
u'viJ N E ft Tu-- 1 
3 i • 0 ) ]; 
N t W T C ^ ^ 
M E i',Tup 
N c ^ T L P 
E rt Ttj P 
N t k T L P 
^NltwTl 
At: ^ ^TC P 








l-C i. L L : P K U w i- i t- i'- b 1 r. i 3 1 . U ) ? 
T A K E S A C L L L F K C T L A V S A N O K t T u i - < A S ^ ^ A L H I A L a d j . ^ E S S 
i N U C c L L 
r i U C E l 1. 
u 
1 
S r ^ n O i V i i - P R O C L D U K l S U f I H t S Y M M t T K I C L I S T P R u C c S S C H - S Y H P L I P 
D C L CU^Ml t i ' J T R V i f I A L U b i ( 3 1 ? u ) ) K h T i J R ^ s I ^ I X t C a i r M ( 3 1 f O / i ; 
J C L L N K R c : \T! ' ( F i A t J B l - j l i i j j ) ; - suT u K ' v ^ ( F I X h D d i i 3 1 ? u ) ) ; 
D C L IL; F N T R V i r i X L O b i i\ ( i 1 , 0 ) ) K i £ r U K , \ S I r l X E C 8 I i \ ( 3 1 , 0 ) 
J C L S l A l i ^ i y E N T K Y i r i A L D B 1 ( 3 1 ? u ) , F I A t b i s l . v U I ^ O ) ) 
K E T u K . N S C h l X t D b l N C i i f O ) ) ; 
b ; \ l K V ( F 1 aE .D u i : \ ( 3 I » U ) . F i X c i . 
f l K L D B J l \ i 3 1 f U J j f - l X t l J 
K c l L f - N S C r l A t C ' U X i o l i ' j 'n i 
i R A L S T L N T k V I F i X B D B i i v U i j - ; ) ) 
i-^  f 1 AC J b l r-.;i J l I AT i C ; 
A V S L F i X c D ^ T A T I C L a " ' 
C A L r i A t b S 1 A T i C ; 
i ' l ^ L J K H ! A V S L ) ; 
I f ' = C I n t N n u ; 
D C L S i : TU I R 
L 
j c l 
U C L 
^ 1 ( 3 I s ^ ) J 
b 1 iv: ! 3 i , u } j 
k E i U K K S ( r i X L i ; a I N ( 3 1 f U ) ) t 
P U T £ 0 i "f ( L I S I O F A V A I i A c L E S P a ^ ^ E ' 
A ) ; • t X H A C S T t i ; . ' - F P U G K A ? ^ 1 i : - . . ^ r ! i i \ ' M T c U ' ) 
M o i M a L L u ivO i t i l n { a l p h a ) ; 
S T O P ; 
i:. N^iU I 
t L S f c I h I D i C C f v T ( K ) } T H f N C A L = I R A L S T ( C O M (-^i + l ) i ; 
C A L L S F T O I R i - 1 • l N K K I C C N T ^ ^ i ) ) , A v b L i ; 
U A L ^ S T K I L f H ) ; ^ T i ' l W ' n . , - H i . } J 
K L T u k ; ; { ^ ) ; 
b ^ D N J C r L L ; 
, ^ U C c L L 
. j l C c L L 
i M U C E L L 
iMuC E l L 
N U C E L L 
; N i U C £ l L 
(VUCCL 
u c e L L-
s V U C t L L 
N U C E L L 
N J C F l L 
N U C t L L 
f ' i U C E L l 
i X E L L 
h l U C E l L 
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N U C E C L 
^ 4 U C £ L L 
i^ i U C E i - L 
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b 1N { 3 1, 0 ) ) 
ii I \ < 3 1, 0 ) ) 













StCT lUK i ; : - PHlFil T l V t b uf THfc SYMMtTRiC I 1ST PKuClfSSLK 
l i - i h A L T u S i - L 1 
t X i a N R L L O C 
b A v h ( ] . , 4 s 












? C , 
'i U ) 
1 T CI 1 J 
1) 
i ,1 7 
1 t i p 
« A ^ i w J , 
1 , 
C S M ) J (. ( 1 ) 
( i , 
A(KcLUC] 
A J D K O F P A i v A M T u 
COM i:f addn t o Ri 
I M H A L T 
INHALT 
I N H A L T 
i ^ HA c T 
INHAIT 
I N H A L T 
I;viHA I T 
i M H A - l T 
I N h A L T 
I N i - A l T 
iNhALl 
I-^r-AL^' 
I ' v l h A L T 
IN HALT 
r-^  - A l t 














S i i i ^ Sr- LT 
L X 
SA wt 










f l ) 
> , u ^ 
7 , u ; U ) 
wi 73 
7 , 1 7 
7 , i j 
3 »nOC UN 
? f^ji^i) 
3f 
A DOR Of LtLL T u R7 
ACTUAL AOCR b f • tfc'Ll 
u( 7) I NO COM! UF c e l l TU K3 
S t T I N D 




S c T I N D 
StTiivD 
SETIhi; 
S t T l N D 
ShT IND 
S E T I N Q 





















l i t 
bKOL 
SkL 













K rUr-!. M ' ' J
^ f dl I } 
A , 6 
•t, 1 .'i 
A T 
j 
H, i J 
9 U ; 
4 ? 4) 
. A 3 
^ 3 
A 
M , 3 
4 . i 
^ ! Ui i ) 
J U ( 4) 
4 ? o 
o ? \ ?? ? 
A t 
t^ ? j 
4 f ^ 
n 
a , 7) 
A ( K L L U C ) 
i N K h l u FA 
branch ok ILRO 
S H I F T Nfcvv LMKK Tu k5 
S i - , I F T j L D LiVKK T o 
LFMKL T O R-^ 
l\c h LNKL T u Rb 
C L D L N K L L U 
T U 
i F 10 ~ - i 1 -m: uUT n 
r j TG Kb 
AD 
S E T I N ^ 
$£•1 Ih'O 
S L f nm 
SET IND 
S l T I N : ' : ) 
S t T l^JD 
S£1 IND 
S E T i K O 
S E T I N D 
S h i INO 
SET IhD 
SET IN n 
S c T i N J 
SET 
s e i i r D 
SE"f IKD 
Sf T i h D 
S E f I N D 
S E T I N D 




S t i W D 
S E T I N D 
SniHO 
S E T I N D 
S E l l ^ D 
S t T l>.0 
S E T I K O 


























S I R L L i l S l C T S T R D l i 0 




12 - P R I M I T I V f c S Or THE SYH i^LTK iC L I S T PROCESSOR 3 
SAVE ( 1 , 41 S T R D I R 1 
BALR 2 , 0 S T R O I R 2 
U S I N G S T R D I R 3 
L 4 , 8 ( 1) S T R D I R 4 
L 3 , 0 ( 1 ) AODk 00 DATUM TO k3 S T R D I R 5 
L 1 , 4 ( 1 } ADOR Of C E L L T C P I S T R D I R 6 
MVC C ( 4 , 1 ) , 0 ( 3 ) STORE OATUf^ I N C E L L S T R D I R 7 
HVC 014,4),U(3) RETURN DATUH AS FU i \CT IGN VALUE S T R D I R 8 
RETURN 1 ( 1 , 4 ) S T R O I R 9 
END S T R D I R 10 
C S t C T S E T D i R 0 
SAVE ( 2 , 7 ) S E I D I R I 
BALR 2 , 0 S E T D I R 2 
U S I N G S E T O I K 3 
L 7 , 1 2 ( 1 ) AODK Uf C E L L TU R7 S ETU ]R 4 
L 3 , 0 { 7) CONT CF CELL I C K3 S E T O I R 5 
L 4 , 8 ( 1 ) S ET ' J I R 6 
L 4 , 0 ( 4 ) LNKR TO R4 S E I D I R J 
L 6 , = X ' f F h F - F F F F » S E T O I R 8 
CLR 4 , 6 S E T D I R 9 
BC a , A i BRANCH CN ZERO S E T D I R 10 
SRDL 4 , 15 S H I F T .MEVs LNKR TU R5 S E T D I R 1 1 
a A2 S E T D I R 12 
LR 4 , 3 S E T D I R 13 
SRDL 4 , 1 5 S H I F T OLD LNKR TO R5 S E T D I R 14 
L 4 , 4 ! i ) S E T D I R 15 
L 4 , 0 ( 4 ) LNKL TO R4 S E T D I R 16 
SRL 3 , 1 5 S E T D I R 17 
CLR 4 , 6 S E T O I R 18 
a c a , A 3 S E T O I R 19 
SRDL 4 , 1 5 NEW LNKL TG R5 S E T D I R 20 
SbC 1 I UN - ?\{ I Ml T I V t S uF fHE SYMHI :TK1C L I S T P K U C E S S G K 4 
A 4 S E T D I R 2 1 
A 3 LR »3 S t T D I R 22 
SRDL '-I J i uLL) L\KL r n k-i S E T D I R 2 3 
A 4 1. 4 ^ O U ) s e i o i R 2 4 
L ' i f i I ) L L K K L TO S E T D i R 2 5 
SKL ^ 1 b S E f D I f t 2 6 
CLK u S t T D I R 27 
Bo d, A 5 I F 10 = - I I H h N GCTU A5 SETO IR 2 8 
ShlJL i\ir« iO TO Rb S E T D J R 29 
B A S E T D I R 30 
Ab LR S L I D iR 3 1 
SkOL 'f ? 4'! S e i O i R 32 
A6 S I 1) SETU IR 3 3 
R h T U R N {2,1) S E T O I R 3 4 
LWD S t T O I R 3 5 
STK iND C i t C T STI< IND 0 
E X T R N RE LUC STR livO 1 i. 
Sa VL ( I , b ) STR INO 2 
dALR 2 , U STR I N D 3 
U b i N G STR I K D 4 
L 4 . ^ ( 1 ) STR IK:0 
L 3 5UC1 ) AlJOR UF DATUM Tu R3 STR IKO 6 
L i , 4 1 i ) ADOR OF C E L L TO k l STR INO 7 i U ] . 0 1 i ) ADDR i n C E L L TC M STR INO 8 









A i jUC 31 STR INO 12 
M K. CC 4 f l l , STGHE DATUM I N L CC WHUS t ADJR i s IN C E L L STR I'NO 13 
>'! v'L ){ 4 ? 4 ) , U ( 3 ) R E T U R N J A T U f AS FU-^CT iON V A L U E S T R I N D 1 4 
RE TUKi ^  { I f b 1 STR IND 15 
SEC 1 lUt^ i 12 - P K l M I T l V t S Of THE SYMMETRIC LIST PHGCeSSUR 
ACLUiNi Du 
thiO 











II f l ) 
2 r 4! i ) 
l f C { 1 ) 
1 ? C 1 1 ) 
1 f iO 
I ? 0 ( 2 ) 




























( i fZi 
2 i 4 ( 1 ) 
1 s U { i ) 
1j 
1 . 1 7 
1 a ? 
u c t 






















SA Vt ( 1 fZ I 
L, 2 f 4 { 1) 









SLCTIGM 1 2 - P K i h l T I V r S UF IHE SVi^MtTRlC L I S T PKOCESSOR 
1 , U ( i ) 
























2 , 4 ( 1 ) 
i f O i l ) 
1. 2 ) 
















CCj,^ ^ T t iL^^ T 
b XTHN 
S A V c 
i-iALH 




S L L 
L 
KtLOC. 
( i , ) 
4 , C 
Z , 4 ( I I 
i ^ C f I ) 
i 5 0( I I 
i ? I ? 
AODk OF PARA,^ TC i U 
CuNT OF A DDK TO HI 
A CCb^ Ni 
I t i S 
3 ?A0LUN 
i u i .3 } 
C i 4 ? 2 w c ( 1 ) 
A l R h L G C ) 































StU l lU iN l 12 - P R L M i l i V E S OF THE SYMMETRIC L IST PROCtSSQR • 
END 
SECTION 13 - PROCtDUkbS UF IHE C C L L t C T i H G PROCESS 
CA:40NCl : PKOL i SIR ,f10D ) RECURSIVE; 
PKNT I S 1 I f P R I N T I N G OF i NIERf lEO I AT E STAGES IS WANTED 
BETA I S THE P R I N C I P A L STRoCTuKE 
O C l ( 
MADr4TP , SCB S T , SUB SB T 11 N L S r R ^  NX r LF ]• 
) t i v i T R y ( E i XED B i N ( i l yO] , F i X t C B i N ( 3 1 »U) ) 
R t T UK N S t F i A E i.) B I N ( 31 . 0 M ; 
UCE ( 
CA L , L f LR J K p R R,HOD » S T K , A , L A 
] FlXfcO a J N ( 3 1 , 0 ) ; 
uCL I 
I C r i A R i 1 ) ; 
DCL( 
^ANuNCE ^RINVOUT »LI NVDUT pRPRDCUl , L PRDCUT $ J ACuli I vCKOPROO? 
STRPNfLEO fREGpEXPRO 





E N T R Y i F I X E D B I N ( 3 1 , 0 ) ) R E T U R N S ( C H A R ( I ) ) ; 
iOfvT.NTERi^fCOKCHK E N 1 H V ( F I X E D 151 N ( 3 l » 0 } ) RE1 URNS ( B i T U H ; 
PERMCDM , I NVPKL), I NVI N V , OkP IONT .CANCEL » 
SUhHA»EXPiNV r l N V h X » PHUDtX P j SU>UN1 ? PRUOIiMT 
^ t N l K Y U - 1 A t l i s O n ; 
uCL ( 
ISiJ 1 tC 0NT f hT I L I ST ,ToP ? Li\NR 






















CANONCE 2 1 
CANONCE 2 2 
CANONCE 23 
CANONCE 2 4 
CANONCE 2 5 
CANONCE 2 6 
CANONCL 2 7 
CAMONGL 2B 
CANONCE 2 ^ 
CA;\ONCE 3 0 
bLC T iOivi 1 J P H u C b U U R i i S u ^ IS-it: C U t L h C l i i M G PROCESS 2 
E O , L T 
E N T R V l F I x e u b i M i l , 0 ) , F I X E D 
R E l u k N S C b l l f i n ; 
b l N ( 3 1 f O ) > 
OCL { 
DCL 
a C L PRNT 
DLL B t T A 
OC L J i F 
DLL C 3 
d c l c r 
JCl J J j S T A i i C I i^ Ji T i A L { O i ; 
i f PKiSlI^^i. THEN LAL-L S i kPN ( DE T A , Lh ; 
P R N l ^ l THEM J J J = i ; 
- J j J + l f IF J j J > b O THhAi 
; C A L L STK'^ivi { e e i A ; t NO ; 
i^V TEKf'C S T K ) THEN K E T U i i N ; 
Ur^Ti HAOiM r ? { STK j 2 J + 1 ) ; !s- i3L n ST H) ; 
LG 
JtiNTRV ( C H A k ( i } . F I X E D a l N i i l ) ^ f I x f c D di.^jt d l t U ) ) 
R t l UK^iS^ F i X t O 8I i\ l ( :> i , 0 n ; 
SCAN t N l R Y C F i XEO B I N ( 3 1 ,UJ , F1XEG b i K ( 3 i j O ) f 
F I X E D B l i M C i l f O ) , F I X E D b l N C i l j u ) ) ; 
F I X E D L : INi E X T ; 
F i X t D e i N i t U ) EXT t 
XED D t c ; 
LMAK13 ) ; 
c H A R I 2 / r F I X F D DEC ; 
I F 
J J J 
Ou 
IF 
L^C H = s r « i a { S T ; 
IF • « ' THEN 0 0 ; 
H ^K'TLHMi H j THEN D b ; 
i F I D iv f U ) J O ; C a l l C A N C c L ( S f R ) ; G C I O S'ET; END; END; 
S K ^ S V M l { ; 
If : = Tf^rr.) D U ; 
L a LL I k V P k D i S T k ) ; 
> . a l L u/v'^Civc Lt P i S l » i i . 0 ) ; 
C a l i . . u A.a,. L ( a i i l f S T k ) f i iuO ) ; GOTLj R E T ; EisD; 
THLiS L>u; CALL n-i / I N V ( S T k ) ; GCTO R E T ; END; 








































































bL:C'i iON - PROCcDUKtS UF THE CULLtCTiNG PRJCLSS 
END; ! » i 9 
I ( L) =H THtN 
if- THbN DO; 
i f NTFKM{L) THEN 
IF SVMii ( L) = ' ' ' ' fl 
Ou; CALL L A N C E L ( b i K ) ; Gt,T C RhT; END; 
IF :^ilfc:KH^R) THEN 
i r s y f ; b ( K ) = ' • •» u BOK f<)=L then 
Uu; LALL LANCLL i 31H ) ; GGTC K t l ; £MJ); 
i!- - iv lLRf-UL) U i O N T l L ) THtN 
uC I CALL DMPIONK STR) ; GCTCi KtF ; L\iJ; 
I f -'NTfi i<M{ k) a i !3NT(K} THEN 
DO; CALL D K P I D N l ( S T R ) ; GLTu RET; END; 
^ A l L OkuPRUD ( S T K jMuDi ; KETURtv; 
END; 
IF SYM= ' , ' THEN DIJ ; 
il- IDNT{ L ) I IDNTCR) THtN DC; 
CAL=CANCEL{ STR) ; GOTO RET ; h.MD; 
S Y H a C L l ^ ' J ' S Y M B i R I ^ ' : ' 1 HtA 
IF fcQ(L ,K ) THEN DO; CA l=CANCcL {STR ) ; 
SYi-lo ( L ) s ' € SYMD{K) = S ' THE.si 
i r 
IF 





FO iL^R ) THEN Du; CAL^CANCEL{^TR) ; 
GOTO RET; ENC; 
GCTG RET; END; 
SY i^B ( I ) ' ' ' THEN DC ; 
CAL^LINVLUT(STR,MCOi ; 
S Y M y { K ) ' ' « THEN OC; 
CAL^Ki^jVyUT( STR fHUD) ; 
= = ThtN DC; 
LPKDCU T ( STR , rICD) ; 
hYMB(K) ^ = , ^ FHEA^  DJ ; 
CA L = RPKDGl/n S IK? HUD) ; 
sv.^^iu K) • ' THEN DC; 
Gel 0 RES ^ 
GOT C RES ; 










































































SEC 1 iON PRULtDUKtS Of- THfc COLLECTING PROCtSS 
CAuL RcOl STR,i-^005 ; CGI 0 Hbl I 
IF SYMB^ L ) = M ' THEN DC ; 
CALL LEui STR J f'UD) ; GCTU RCT; END; 
it CCMCi^KiLl L CuMCHK{R) L L T U , R ) THE^i OG; 
CAL=PERMCijM( iTK) ; GiJTQ KET ; fciNiO; 
Lk=CUHl ( MADMP^ L , ^ 1 + 1 ) ; S K = S Y K I > ( L ) ; H R = a O T ( L ) ; 
' . ' THtM RE TURN; iF 
i r CL!MChA(L) C Cui^CHK(R) I. CC^icHRILR) 
L L r i « , R k ) L L T ( R K, L R ) THbN OGJ 
CALL JACUSU SIR ?MCD) ; GOTC RES; LND; 
RETURN; 
t N D ; 
t h c n 0 0 ; SYf^^ « . ! 
SR^SYMB ( L) ; 
If.: ThtN OU ; CALL t X P l N V ( S T R i ; 
IF THEN OU; CALL P R C D t A P i S T R J ; 
IF = TfitN :1U; 
RK=1UP{ K) ; UNSPECC SL) =StbST K(U^SPEC (Rf^) t 9 , 3 ) ; 









i f SU.iSTRi CNSPtC (BuT { BGT ( R ) ) ) tV , G JNS PtC i ' I 
T H F h G O T G K 2 ; 
U^SPCCiCTi =^SUdSTR( uNSPEC ( dOT ( b U T ( R ) ) ) , 1 7 , 1 6 ) ; 
L ) i < T ; L , L R = L G ( • ® ' S L , u ) ; G G T U K I ; 
izND ; 
SL= ' I = THEN 0 0 I 
U!^SPEC(CT)^SCBSTH{UNSFEL (HR) , 1 7 , 1 6 ) ; 
Di =CT ; GCTU KI ; 
END ; 
CALL EXPKDC STR,MU05 i GCTU RET; 
DU i TC S ) i ; L R = LG P . % LR » L) ; EKD; 
C A L ^ i K A t S l { i fS iLSTR{LR»HTl lST (ST R) ) ) ; 
GOTU R E S ; hND; 
CANuNCL 9 9 
CANO^iCL 1 0 0 
CANONCL 101 




























CANGNCL i 3 C 
CANGNCL 131 
CANGNCL132 
SLCT urn 13 - PRUCtDURbS Uf Trifc tOLlELTlNvi PROCtSS 
RtlJ 
KhS: 
C3=SUBSTR{CNSPfcC(TOP(R)) ,9,24) ; 
IF U' i C3 = 'IU0« THQN Du I C AL^CANCtL ( ST t^  ) ; 
.<LTUR1M5 bND ; 
IF oYH^' + s i IriEN OiJ; 
uALL SUHINTC 1>TK) ; RETURN; END; 
IF i>YM=Mj' THLN ijlU 
IF SYHbi L) 5 i = THEiN Dt:; 
CALL S U M I N K L ) ; GOTO Rtl ; END? 
iF T t. K H ( L ) 1H L RE T URN ; 
IF SYHB ( L ) U ^ TriEU RETURN ; 
A=^BUT(L); CAL^MTLi ST( SIR) ; 
LR^LNKRi A] ; lA= LNKR ( COJvT ( LR ) ) ; 
DO i TO 4 ; 
CAL=M'^XTLF T(CaNT(MAOt\TP(A f U + i ) ,STK) ; 
LA = LNi\R(C01\T(LAi 3 ; IF .LA=IR THEN GOTO RET; 
END ; 
END ; 
IF SYH^''^' THcf'i DO; CAi.L PROD I NT C ST R ) ; RETURN; END; 
IE SYM = M ' THEN RETURN; 
SIGNAL CONDITIONlALPHA) ; 
IF PRihI=1 THEN CALL bTRPNi BETA ,0) ; RETURN; 
If PRNT=1 THEN call STRPN{BETA,0); 
CALL SCmNCSIR,STR,UsHOD); 




































StCTiON 13 - PKUCtDUkE S OF THE CGLLfcCTlKG FROCtSS 
LND LANuiMCLl CAiSiQ^CLlo? 
CHUTPAD: P k O C ( S T K ) ; 
AB - > d A ( A t B ) 
DCL ( 





! F 1 aE D B I iM ( 3 i . U ) ; 
A r B ? L } S T K 
F I XEO BI N O l , 0 ) ; 
BOT ,C Ji\iT,DtLE I t 
lEMTRYf F 1 AED B j N ( 3 1 j O ) ) kE TUKNS ( P i A ED B l N O i . O ) ) ; 
UCL ( 
.iAONTP 
JLNIkYtFiXLD 53 i N i 31 ? 0 ) ? F 1 X tD B I N O l f J ) ) 
HETURiNiSCf I x e o B l N I S l ^ O i n 
L ( 
lG 
)£MTkY(CHAP( i } ? r l aLD 3 i ( 3 1 ) ? F IX L C 
RET UkNSCf I XEu 31 J ; 
A=CUNT( HADNTPt SIR^Z K i ) ; 
B^iJUTI SIR) ; 































C-yaJTPRD 2 0 
CMUTPRD 21 
CMUTPRD 2 2 




BI T( I } RFCJRSI VE; 







i L C T i O N 
.llHCf^i T • 
P R O C E D u K h S Oh I h b CCLLfcC T I N G PKOCLSS 7 
) E N T R V ( F i X t O B l N ( 3 i tU) ) R t T l R N . b ( CHAP U ) U COMCHK 4 
j C L ( COr-'.CHK 5 
GKFL fi^OrlCHiN COMCHK 
1 fcrilkViP I AEd) B i N ( 3 i , 0 ) ) Rt;TURNS I e n ( i ) ) ; COy,Cr.< 7 
uLL. 1 COMCFK B 
COM COMCHK 9 
J F I ACD 61 - H i l .G) ; COMCHK 1 0 
UCL 1 COHC l-.K i l 
BU1 C^ iJNiT COMCHK 1 2 
^EMIRVCF i X t n blHiil fO) ) R E T U R N S ( F I a E C BINS 3 1 f 0 ) ) ; COMCHK 1 3 
DC L { COHChK 1 4 
AAIjHIP COMChK 1 5 
)FNTRY( F I XLb 8 1 A i(3 i , 0 ) , F I X c 0 B i N ( i 5 U j j C0^1CHK 1 6 
KtTUK.NJbi F I X E D , 0 ) COMCHK 1 7 
i t u K ^ L i C J M ) TliEiM K F T U R N C ' I ' Bj ; COMCHK 1 3 
IF- » ' ' ' T i i cN R FT URN ( ' 0 ' B ) ; COHCHK 1 9 
i F SY. io(COM) = ' ' ' • iHtiM Ht TURN <COf^iCKK( BUT (COM) ) ) ; COMCHK 2 0 
KL-T U H ( C O M C H K ( E u T { CL;M) ) £C Uf^CHK ( CUNT { WADNT P ( COM, 2 COMCHK 2 1 
EiMD C U r C H K ; COMC HK 2.2 
p K u C i S l k ) CHAR S i ) R t C U K S I V E ; COMCNT 0 
PKUC EisiTCRS CUHKA COUNTS I N Iht STKOCTUKE COHCNT I 
DC L ( COMCNT 2 
A f B f 6 T R 5 W T A f A 1 B ? C A I. 3 
) F i XtD 6 1 N ( 3 I CC^1C^:T 4 
uC L COHC NT 5 
CUHCNT COMCN T 6 
) h N T ^ V ( F J XtO i3I N ( 3 1 9U) ) RETURNS l u H A R d n ; COMCN T 7 
JCL I COI^CNT 8 
S YMB COHCN T 9 
KKTURNS I CHAR<1 J } ; COHON T 1 0 
DCL i CCNICNT 1 1 
S h C T I O N 13 - PRGLcDUHfcS UF THE C O L L E C T I N G PROCESS 
rlR KA 9 MR Kb COHCNT 12 
j C H A R ( 1 ) ; CUMCNT 13 
OCL I C O H C M 14 
bUbS l V^MADMTP CUMCNT 1 5 
) E N T R Y ( F I X t D B1 N ( 3 1 , 0 ) T F I X E D B I i \ { 3 1 , 0 ) ) CUMCNT 16 
K E T U R M S i F I XEO B i N i S l w J ) ; CUMCNT I T 
DCL ( COHGNT 18 
t C u N T j b u l , T O P COHCr-T 19 
) h N l R Y i F i A F D B l i M l ^ l j O ) ) K E 1 U R N S ( H X E D 6 I N ( 3 1 , U ) ) ; COHGNT 2 0 
• CL ,MRKC CHAR</^); COMCNT 21 
DCL P A C K t O C H A K ( L ) OEFIINEC f^RKC ; COHCNT 2 2 
DCL { COHCKT 2 3 
iNiTER:^ CCHCh:T 2 4 
) £ N l R Y ( F I X t D B 1 N ( 3 1 , G ) ) RE T Uf< NS { b l T (1 ) ) ; CUf^CNT 2 5 
J U L i.'>iK L N T R V i C H A R ( i ) ) R f c T u R N S l C H A R d ) ) ; COMCNT 2 6 
UN C O N V E R S I O N S I G N A L C O i M D l T l U N ( A L P H A ) ; CUMCNT 27 
IF -^NrERM(STR) THEN R E T U R N ( ^ 0 ' } ; CGMC-NT 28 
A -CUIM T { iMAO (Ni T P 1 STR , 2 ] + i ) ; CQHCN T 2 9 
D=BuT{ S I R ) ; CUMCNT 30 
UNSRfcC ( MRKC ) =UNSPcC 1 T J P i S T R U ; CUMCNT 31 
MkKA=COMCNT( A } ; •^.RKci^COMLNT ( a ) ; CUMCN T 32 
I F bYi4a{ S I k ) f * I hEN H E T U R N ( U J ' ) ; COMCN T 33 
IF HRKA >,MRK8 IHElM MRKC3) =MRKA ; E L S E MHK { 3 ) = 1 i lHKB ) ; CUMCNT 3 4 
C A I = SUB S TP { SPfc C { KG) , S T R ) ; RF1 URN ( MRK ( 3 i ) ; COMCNT 35 
t.MD C U M C N T ; CUMCNT 36 
P R U C I S T R I F I X E D 8 I N ( 3 1 ,U) R E C U R S I V l ; CQPYPRD 0 
CUPYPRD 1 
UCL STK h l X L u b l i S i O i ^ O ) ; CUPYPRD 2 
COPYPRD 3 
DCL ( CUPYPRD 4 
C U P Y P R D 5 
1 3 - P R O C t D U R E b UF f H F C O L L E C T I M G P k O C E S S 9 
L G C O P Y P f < D 6 
C O P YrJRD 7 
) t N l R Y ( C H A K { 1 } , F i X c D B i N ( 3 L tO ) , F l A f c C B i N { 3 1 , 0 } ) C G P Y P H O 8 
C O P Y P R D 9 
K i : T U k N S { r 1 X t l J B U ^ O l j j ) ) ; C O P Y P R O 1 0 
C O P V F K D 1 1 
OC-L ( C O P Y P R D 1 2 
C U P Y P R D 1 3 
CIJ iM 1 j B G T iCuP\PRD C O P Y P R D 1 4 
C O P Y P R D 15 
I F I Afc:D B I N i 3 U 0 ) j r e t u r n s ( r l X hO S I N { 3 L v U } ) ; C O P Y P R D 1 6 
C O P Y P R D 1 7 
i ) L L ( C O P V P R O 1 6 
C O P Y P R D 1 9 
M A D N I P C O P Y P R O 2 0 
C O P Y P R D 2 1 
) h N l R Y ! h I X L U b i N O I j O ) , F I X E D 3 I N ( 3 I ? U i ) C O P Y P R D 2 2 
C O P Y P R O 2 3 
K E T U H - N l S ( F l X b D b l 3 1 , 0 i ) ; C O P Y P R O 2 4 
C O P Y P R O 2 5 
OCL ( C O P Y P R O 2 6 
C O P Y P R D 2 7 
:>yHB C O P Y P R D 2 8 
C O P Y P R D 2 
) E N T R Y ( F I X t U B i N m . O ) ) R E T U k N S { C H ( U ) ; C O P Y P R O 3 0 
C O P Y P R D 3 1 
i JCL { C O P Y P R D 3 2 
C O P Y P R O 3 3 
N T L R M C O P Y P R D 3 4 
C O P Y P R O 3 5 
} E M T R V ( F I X E y f i I i M ( 3 1 , 0 ) l HE TUK NS ( B i T Q ) } ; C O P Y P R O 3 6 
C O P Y f R O 3 7 
1 F S T K ) I H E ^ i R E I U R N C S T H ) ; C O P Y P R D 3 8 
C O P Y P R D 3 9 
SECT ION 1 3 - PKJtcDUKES iW THE C G L L t C T I N G PHuLtSS 1 a 
Ih S Y h B i S V R ) ' THEN RETURN(STK); 
REIJK;M( LG( ' , u G P V P R 0 ( C C N T { M A D M P ( S T R , 2 ) + i ) ) 
, C b ? \ P K O { B Q T ( S I R ; ) ) ) ; 
tND COPYPRO; 
COPYPRD 4U 





COPYPRD 4 6 
D R P I O N l : P R y u ( S T K ) ; 
DCL( 
CA L f STK 9 J r LA ? LR ? I 
) F i XED b i N ( :U rO) ; 
DCLC 
TOP ?B01 9u0^4l ? M7 LI ST s LMKR 
) F N I k Y I r 1 ALD B l N O i , u n RETukNi>{FiAED B i N { 3 1 ? 0 ) ) ; 
J C L { 
HADNTP ? iNLSTk , 1 \XT lF 1 
)EiMlRV(F 1 XEO i i i N U l H O , r i A E D i i i N ( 3 1 f 0 j J 
! < l t u r n s ( F I A E U a i ^ ^ f i i j o n ; 
if SUoSTKC U N S P E C d O P i B O T t S T R ) ) ) ,9 } =UiNSPbC ( ' U « ) 
THEN J=GiJN l i MADNTPl S T H , 2 ) + 1 } ; 
cESE J - B O T ( S T K ) ; 
= H l E i S H S T k I ; ER~Li^iSK( J) ; LA-LKKk (CONT • E R H ^ 
L ~ l Tu 4 ; 
C A L - ^ N X T L F T ( C D K T ( M A D N T P U , l ) i ^ i ) jSTR) ; 
L A = L N R R ( C U N T ( L A ) ) ; I F LA=LH THEN HETURH? 
END ; 
SIGNAL t Oi\t) 1 TI UN { ALPHA) ; 
DRPiLNT 0 









d r p h : ^ t 1 0 
DRPIDi"MT 1 1 
DRPIDNT 1 2 
ORPIDNT 1 3 
ORPICNT 1 4 
DRPIDNT 1 5 
DRPIDNT 1 6 
DRPIDNT 1 7 
DRPIDNT 1 8 
DRPIDNT 1 9 
DRPIDNT 20 
PROCIA } E I U l l K E C U R S i V E ; eg 0 
S t u T I U N - P R Q C E O U K f c S OF i H h C O L L t C T i N G P R O C E S S 1 1 
I * K t T U K N S n ' n I F F A = B EO 1 
D L L i 6 1 T ( l ) ; EQ 2 
D C L ( EQ 3 
EO 4 
) £ N 1 k Y ( r i A L U 3 1 N { 3 1 ? 0 ) ? F 1 A E D B i \ l 3 1 ? 0 J ) EQ 5 
Re 1 U K N S ( F 1 X t O B 1 N i i i l O U ; EQ 6 
DC L ( EQ 7 
EO 8 
) F I Xii D B i \ ( 3 i J 0) ; EQ 9 
J C L ( EO i u 
^^TERM EQ 1 1 
) E N T R Y t F 1 AbD 3 i N i ( 3 l T 0 ) ) R t T U R N S ( l i i T ( I j ) ; EQ 1 2 
u C L { EQ 1 3 
SYi^d EO i 4 
j E M T R Y ' . F I X h D B i N { 3 1 , 0 ) ) R F T U R N S ( CHAR ( I H ; EQ 1 5 
D C L ( EQ It 
C O N T f b O T EO 1 7 
) L ^ n R V { f l A E D B I N i i l j U ) } RETURM:> ( F I X t C B I N i 3 1 s 0 ) ) ; EQ 1 8 
u C L { EQ I ' i 
EO 2 0 
) t N T R ¥ i F I XED d i N ( 3 I . s F i x E D d 1 N ( 3 1 , U ) I EQ 2 1 
R E T U R . ' ^ j S C a i T d } ) ; EQ 2 2 
iJCL I S A s S b ) C H A R d ) ; EQ 2 3 
A.'4T = f^4TbKMlA} ; b i \ i T = N T e R M < B ) ; EQ 2 4 
I F - A N T L -^bNT THE.^ RF TURN 1 S Y H e ( A J ^SY Md ( l i H i EQ 2'3 
SA = j Y r 4 3 I A ) | S b - S Y H i 3 t B ) ; EQ 2 6 
I F = { = T H E N RETURIn C E U I C O N T { H m D N T P ( A , i i l ) ; EQ 2 7 
i F = i IHbfV R E T U R N CUNT { H A D N T P C 6,2)^1)} EQ 2 8 
I F SB THEN RE T U R N i H ) ' B ) ; EQ 2 9 
K E T Uk IM ( E Q ( C 0 i\i T ( A D iNi 1 P { A , C C N T i r-. AD NT P i 2 ) -^l ) ) EQ 3 0 
EQ 3 1 
EQ ; EO 3 2 
c X P l N V t P R U C C S T R I F i X t U i3 i N C 3 1 . 0 ) ? E X P I N V 0 
b t LT iO iM I j - PROCEDURES UF THE C O L L E C T I N G PKOC t SS 12 
DCL ( 
S I 'RtA , N , C A L 
) f- i XfcD B i \M31 tO) ; 
DC I- ( 
3GT fTOPtCUi^T ST 
) t N T R Y { F IXfcD B I N { i l , 0 ) ) R hTUf 'NS ( F i X £D i3 I K ( 5 1 , U ) ) ; 
DCL ( 
LG 
)LNITRY{CHAk{ 1) , F I X E D BI N ( 3 1 7 J ) » F IX E D 3 I N ( 3 1 , 0 ) ) 
RETURiMS(F i X E Q B I N ( j l f O ) ) ; 
DCL ( 
i i A O N l P j I i S i L S l K 
It.NTP Y (F I X tU BI A:(31 »0) J F i X E C B i N i i l j O J ) 
K tTUK(MS(F IXLD i i l N l B l j O H ; 
iJCL I R A L S T t N T R Y ( F i X E C ) B l N ( 3 1 j O ) } ; 
A ^ b O T ( C U N T i M A D N I P i S T R , 2 ) + 1 ) ) ; 
l i STK I ; 
IF Sl id STK{ U N S P t t ( FOP iN ) ) , 9 ^24) =UNSPEC ( 'COU « ) 
THEN A = LbC « : S A f S O T i N) ) ; 
L L S E A =LGI « S ' t A P L G C ' U N N f U ) ) ; 
CAL= i R A L S T ( l M L S T R { A , H T L i S T ( S f R ) ) i ; 
LND t X P l N V ; 
EXP IN V 
e xp IN V 
EXP IN V 




EXP IN, V 
b xp mv 
e x p j N V 
EXP I k V 
EX? IN V 
EXP IN V 
E X P I V V 
EXP IKV 
EXP IN V 
E XP ii\! V 
E X P I N V 
c x p I^iv 
e xp INV 
E XP IN V 























E XP R L) ; P K UC i S TR , MUi)) ; 
THIS PKOCEDURt GENERATES ACANuiVIC E X P A N S I C N OF 
HuD i -F IGHT 7 UR L E S S 
DCS • 
STR sE X sL ? L A , A j b fN j BA f bAA f BAB »BAAA » BAA8? BABBf BAAAAs 
B A A A 5 f b A A B b , B A B b B , B A A 8 A » t i A B 8 A , d A A A A A ? B A A A A B , B A A A B B ? 


















SECT ION 13 - PRGCEOURLS LiF iHc: C U L L t C T l N G PKUC lbb 13 
i , 1 i J , 1 2 4 f 1 2 7 , 1 3 0 ,130V I EXPRl ' 9 
) F iXfc l) b i N O l ,0) ; EXFRt 10 
CCL { EXPRD 11 
LG ExPRD 12 
) tNTKY(CHAK51 ! » r l X E D B i N i 3 i ) , F iXfcG B I N ( 3 1 , 0 ) ) EXPKO 13 
S<iiTUKi^S( r i XeU 8 i N ( 3 I ,U) 5 ; EXPRC 14 
i}CL { EXPRD 1 5 
, 4A0 ,MTP? INLSTK F .\XTLFT EXPRL 16 
) E N T R Y ( F I XtO d 1 M ( 31 » 0) p F i. X tO b I iM ( 3 1 ? ) ) EXPRl) 17 
"^tTLRNSi F I XED b l s O U ; EX PHD 1 8 
uCL ( EXPRL 19 
v^ iT ^ CONl fbOT rMTL l ST ,1.1 ST EXPRT 20 
) ENTKYIF iXFO t i l N ( 3 1 » 0 ) ) k i aURNS ( F IX ED 61 N ^ 3 1 , u ) ) ; EXPRD 21 
OC L PKiMIl a 11(1) E X l ; FXPRC ^2 
L)CL dETA F i X E O B i i '^{3 i ,o ) F x r ; EAPRD 23 
iJCL ( E X P R D 24 
CANOiNCt EXPRE 2 5 
)tiNiTRYCF 1 XfcD B1 N r 3 i ,0) , f^iXEO B i N f i l j U ) ) ; EXPRO 26 
EXPRD 2 7 
STRPN EXPRD 2 8 
)!:M IKY( F I XEU l i i J1 .0) ^ F IXED B i N ( 3 l , 0 M ; EXPRD 2 9 
If- Pn'^jll THEM PUT SKIPi^?) L l S T f U ^ T E K EXRKD« ); EXPRD 30 
L~C i jN! ( i^ADNIP i S l K f Z H i ) ; N^bUT (STR) ; E XPR l 31 
MADNTP ( L ) ; b = i3L>T{L) ; EXPRL 32 
i L i S T i 9) ; CAL = N x l L f T( UM>PeC( ' O l u ^ ' ) ,12) ? EXPRC 3 3 
I 3= L i S T ( 9 ) ; CAL =SNiXTLF T( UNSPLC ( 103 ' J , i 3 i ; t XPRD 34 
i H = L I S T ( 9 ) ; CAL ^NATLFTd JNSPEC l ' 0 I04« ) , IM) ; bXPRD 3 5 
i L I s n 9) ; LAL =.NXTLFT{Ui\SPEC{ »0 1U!>« ) , l b ) ; t X PRL 36 
1 6 ^ L i ST( 9) ; C A L ^ - M A I L F K UiMSPEL ( 'C 1U6 « ) » 16 ) I L X P R C 37 
) 7 -L i S T t ^ ) ; CAL =i\X7LFT( UNSPtC 1 '0 Iu7 M , 17 ) ; EXPRD 38 
i d '^  L I S s ( 9 ) ; C A l UWSPEC ( l u j i ' ) F 181 ; EXPRD 39 
1 L I ST{ 9') ; CAL =i\!A?LF1 ( UNSPEC ( 'U l U 9 M , 19) » E X P R D 40 
1 1 0 ' ^ L i i l l y l ; CAL ^ N X I L F K UNSPEL ( ' u l l u ' 1 F i l u ) • EXPRD 41 
1 = L I S T i 9 ) ; CAL ^iMXTLFTi UNSPEL ( ' O I I ^ M s 112) o 9 EXPRL 42 
I J - P x O t E O U R E S OF THh CGLLfcCT l iXG P R G C t S S 14 
i i 3 = L l S T ( 9 } ; C A i UN S P E C i ' 0 1 1 i ' / f 1 1 3 ) ; hXPRD 4 3 
I i i i = L l S I ( 9) ; C A L = i S > T L F T { CNSPeC ( ' 0 I l b ' ) , 1 1 8 ) ; EAPRD 44 
i 2 C = L i S T ( S ) ; C A L ^.^UTLF T{ CNSPEC ( ' 0 1 2 0 ' ) , 1 2 0 ) ; E X P R L 4 5 
i / l = L l S n s ) ; C A L - ^ N X l L F K CNSPEC { ' 0 i 2 1 « ) , 1 2 1 ) ; E X P R C 4 6 
l 2 4 = L i S T ( ; C A L ^ i x X T L F T l CK5SPE C5 } , 1 2 4 ) ; E X P R C 4 7 
I 2 7 = L I S T ( S ) ; C A I = 1 L F l ( C N S P t C i ' 0 1 2 7 ' } , 1 2 7 ) ; EXPRD 48 
I J O ^ L L S T ( C A ; . = I ( CNSPuC ^ ' 0 1 3 0 ' ) , 1 3 0 ) ; E X P R L A9 
i I 6 = L I S T L 9 ) ; C A L T( CNSPEC ( ' 0 I 3 o ' ) s136 i ; EXPRD 50 
I = L i S T { S ) ; C A L = I \ A T L F T { Ch^iPt u { ) E X P R b 51 
= STC ; CAL = ,NXTLF1 { L N S P E C ( ' 0 1 5 ^ « \ * J 1 ,34 5 ; EXPRD 5 2 
if- P k N T ] IHHN C A L L STRPNt S TR ,U) J E X P R L 53 
B E T S ^ B h T A ; EXPRD 54 
LA = LG{ ' : S A ; EXPRt; 55 
I F P K N T I I H E H L A i . L S i R P M L A j U ) ; EXPRD 56 
BETA^^LA; C A L L C A N U N u L ( L A , H U D ) ? EXPRD 5 7 
L = LCt ' : S B ; EXPRD 58 
I F P K N I L THEN C A L L S T R P N { I i ; EXPRD 59 
6ETA==L; C a l l C AfvCiNC L< L t i^ GO 5 ; EXPRD 6 0 
L A = L G { « . ' 5 L A J L i ; EXPRD 61 
I F P K N T I T H E IV C A L .L S l K P N C L A f U ) ; EXPKD 62 
B L T A ^ L A ; C A L L C A N O I \ C i . { L A , R ^ O O ) ; EXPRD 6 3 
RTA-'NL { I-^  } $ K B -W 1 ( Ji ) ; EXPRD 6 4 
EXPRl ; 6 5 
I F HUO I h F N D O ; EXPRD 66 
oA \ ' 5 ® J A ) E X P R D 67 
I R P H N T I T H E N C A L L S L K P F ^ I B A fO 1 J E X P R D 68 
:J£:TA^BA ; C A L L C A K O N C L i B A t MUD); EXPRD 69 
£ X ~ L b C M 2) ; E X P R D 70 
L = L G I » : ' ,bA fL X I ; EXPRD 71 
il- P k M I T H t ^ C A L L $ T R P N { L » U L I E XPR D 7 2 
O T T A - L L C A L L C AlMUNCLi L sMOO; ? eXPRD 73 
L A - L u f « c S L A TLJ ; C X P R [ 7 4 
I F PHNTI THbN C A L L S T F T P N C L A ^ C ) ; E X P R D 7 5 
B B T A ^ ^ L A ; C A L L CANONCLC LA ,P<0D) E X P R D 7 6 




EXPRD 7 7 
nOD T H t N D C ; LXPRD 78 
b A A ^ L G i ' , « ,BA ,A j ; EXPRD 7 9 
U P K N T i T H E N C A L L S T R P N ( 8 a A $0 ) ; EXPRD 80 
B t l A ^ B A A ; c a l l C A N O f C L i b A A J MOD) ; eXPRD 81 
E X ^ l G I M 3) ; E X P R L 82 
L = LG { ' ; N i i A A } £ X) ; EXPRD 6 3 
i F P K N T I THFN C A L L S T R P N ( L ? 0 ) ; E X P R D 8 4 
B L T A = L ; C A L L l A N - J N C L ( L f MOO) ; EXPRT « 5 
L A = L G ( « C ' F L A F L ) ; EXPRD B6 
IF P R N U T H t N C A L L S T R P M I A T U ) 5 EXPRD B7 
a £ T A = LA ; C A L l C A N G N C L J L A F M C C ) ; TIVO; EXPRD 8 8 
E X P R D 6 9 
+ < MCL THEh. DU ; CXPRU 9 0 
B A 3 ~ L G ( ' J ' ?BA F3) ; E X P R L 91 
I F PR N i l THLN C A L L STRPN(BA i3 ) ? EXPRD 9 2 
B t T A = o A 6 ; C A L L C A N O N C L l B A B » M O D ] ; EXPRD 9 3 
fcX = LG( ' ,LG» M ' »N , 1 2 ) , E X P R D 9A 
L G ^ ' 1 2 9 L U ( ' 1 ' 1 3 J ) ) ; E X P R D 9 5 
L = LGI ' ? ' »BAb ; E X P R L 9 6 
i f P k N l l T H t N C A L L S f R P N ( L , 0 ) ; E X P R D 9 7 
a L T A = L ; C A L L CA , '^ONCL( l .HOD) ; E X P R D 
L A = L G ( ' , L A , L ) ; EXPRD 9 9 
i F P R N I I THEI^^ C A L L S T R P N ( L A , 0 ) 1 EXPRD 1 0 0 
B E T A - L A ; C A L L C A N O N C L ( L A , M Q C ) ; ENQ; E X P R C 101 
EXPRD i u 2 
3 * W A + W O < F O O THEN D C ; ExPRD 10 3 
I I A A 4 ~ L G L ° F ' J B A M ? A ) I E X P R D 104 
IF PRiNjTI T H t N C A L L STRPNC 6 A A A fU} ; EXPRD 10 5 
i i E TA=BAAA ? C a l L CAWONCjliI 6AAA f MUD); E X P R C 106 
t X = L G ( ' 1 « 4) ; E XPRD 107 
l^^lGC ^ ; • f Baam »fcxl ; EXPRD L U A 
i F PKi^II THEN C A L L S T R P N C L j O ) ! EXORC 1U9 
b E T A = L ; C A L L C A N C N C L ( L f M G O ) ; e x p R c i l O 
IF 
II-
PKOCCDUReS Or T H E CGLLECTiMG PkUClSS 16 
L A =LG( « . ' t LA , L) ; EXPRD 1 1 1 
H PK^iTi Ihbh CALL S7RPN(LA»i); E X P R D 1 1 2 
3fcTA=LA ; CALL CAivONCL ( LA . K U C ) ^ E I M J ; expRD 113 
E X P R D 1 1 4 
^^wA + 2-Wb < m D THbN 00; E X P R D 1 1 5 
BAAii = LGi ' J ' ,bAA ; E X P R D 1 1 6 
if PRMTI iHtfN; CALL STRPNtbMAb ,0); E X P R D 1 1 7 
BbTA==BAAB ; CALL CAKONCL(bAAB ,MUCU E X P R L 1 1 8 
HX = LG{ « + ^  ?LG( tLGi M N N .13) 1 , EXPRD 1 1 9 
LG{ M S N j 14} ) ) ; E X P R D 1 2 C 
L = LG( ^  ' " sBAAB ?lX) ; E X P R D 121 
iF PHNTI THFN CAL^ $TRPN(L,u); E X P R D 12 2 
btT4 = L; CALL CANCiNULiL tHOCi ; E X P R D 1 2 3 
LA^LGi 5 » SLA,L) ; EXPRD 124 
IF PRNTI ThLN CALL STRPN(LAsO); EXPRD 12 5 
BhTA=LA; CALL C A N U N C L T L A ? K L C ) ; E N O ; E X P R [ 126 
E X P R L 127 
+ < MtD THEN i3C; EXPRD 126 
BAdB^LGi ' !> ' tBA3 .B) ; E X P R D 1 2 9 
ir P K I ^ I I THhi\ C A L L STKFi\(bABB ,0 ) i EXPRD 1 3 0 
I J T T A = b A B B ; CALL C A i\OfvCL i b A bb EXPRD 1 3 1 
EX = Lbi ® + ,12 ' i N N ,13n , EXPRD 1 3 ? 
LGi '-si3fLG( M ' tN, 14 > n ; E X P R D 1 3 3 
L^LGC ' ; ' ?BABb,hX] ; EXPRD 134 
if PRN"^ "] Trit^  CALL blRPNli-fO); EXPRD 1 3 5 
BtTA = L ; CALL CAimONC L {1.1 MUD) ; EXE>RD 136 
i.A=LG{ ^  « » f LA 5 LI ; EXPRD 137 
IF IHhN LALL STRPNCLA fO I ; EXPRD 138 
bcTA==LA; CALL C ANOSn^ C L i LA , FLO ) ? END; E XPRD 139 
EXPRD 140 
WB < nuD THEN DC; EXPRD 1 4 1 
OAAAA^^LUI ® s ® fUAAAfA) J FXPRD 142 
I F PRNTI THEN CAiL STRPislC BAaaA ,0) ; E X P R D 143 
tjfcTA=bAAAA ; CALI CANONCLC DAAAA , ? LXPRD 144 
OLLTIGN 13 - PRDLEOURtS uF iH t COLLbCT iNG PKOCtSS 17 
IF 
ih 
tX = LGC ' 1 S N , i 3) ; EXPRD 3 
L~LG( ®:s JBAAAAJEX) ; EXPRD 146 
IF P K N T I THtN CALL S I R P N { L , 0 ) ; EXPRD 147 
BETA=^L; CALL CA«L:NCL(L ; EXPRD 148 
LA=LG( ^ C ; expRo 149 
IF FRisiTi Then CALL S TR PN ( LA ) ; EXPRD 150 
bfcTA=LA; CALL CAf\ONCL( LA,HCD) ; bi^o; E XPRD I 5 i 
EXPRD 152 
i-wA+^^^'AB < ;^uD THEN 00 ; EXPRD 133 
B A A A B - L G C ' , ' s L . A A A ? B ) ; EXPRD 154 
IF PR:-4TI THEN C A L L STKPH{BAAAB ,U ) ; EXPRD Ibb 
Bt lA=8AAAB ; CALL CANQNCL(bAAAB ^MCD); EXPRD 156 
L X=L& 1 ' ^  S LG ( « F i 3 , LG I M S a 4 1) , EXPRD 157 
LG { ® ^^  S i 4 , ^ G ( M S N F 1 5 ) ) n t X P R l 158 
L^LGI «; ' jBAAAb fLA] ; EXPRD 159 
IF PKNTi THtN CAuL STRPNIL^J ) ; EXPRD 160 
BLTA^c? CALL C Ar^ ONC L ( L , MUD 1 ; EXPRD 1 6 1 
LA =Lb( ' . % LA F L) 1 EXPRD 162 
IF PKNTI THCN CALL S iRPN{LA^O)j EXPRD 163 
DET4 = tA ; CALL CANuiNCLC LA.MUO) ; cNO; EXPRD 164 
EXPRD 165 
i^^ WA+i^ '^Wb < U^u) THEN DO; EXPRD l o 6 
DAABB=LG( ' T " fbAAiipB) I FXPRD 167 
I F PRR<1 I T H E N CALL STRFNIBAABB , 0 ) ; EXPRD 168 
B T T A = O A A 6 ( > ; C A L L C A FVORSIC L ( b A AD B ,?>1U0I; tXPRD 169 
t A = LG[ « + S L G I M SsM ' iB ) 5 EXPRD 170 
Lu f ' S LG C « ^^  S i 6 J LG i M S N P I 4 ) J , r XPRD i 7 l 
Lb( «^-S l6 j LG f » ! S N J I 5 H N ; EX"RD 1 7 2 
L ^ L G C « S ' ? B A A B G F£ X) ; EXPRD 17 3 
U P K N T I T I LHN C A L L S I K P N C L O O ) ; E X P R D 1 7 4 
GbTA = L ; CALL L ANQ.\Cl. ( L » MOO) ; K XPRD 17 5 
L A = L G M . S L A ; EXPRD 1 7 6 
I F Jhbh C A L L S T R P : ^ I L A F U ) ; EXPRD 177 
L I E L A ^ L A ; C A L L CANO;NSCLC L A ^ M O O ) ; tHOi E XPRD 178 
3 -• PROCEDUHL-S UF THE C U L L f c C T l N G PRGChSS I B 
EXPRC 179 
i F wA '-f WI3 < MUD THEN DO ; E X P R L l a o 
aAB8B-=LG( ' , ' f o A b i i a U ; EXPRD I B I 
IF P K K T I THEN C A L L S lKPNCaABHL. , J ) ; EXPRD I B 2 
b b I A = rtA!38i5 ; C A L L CA NOf\CL ( 6 ABiii i , MOD) J E X P R L 183 
L X = Lb ( ' + , LG i ' ^ ' , I 3 , LG ( M ' »N f 1 4 ) ) , EXPRD I B 4 
L G i f I 4 5LG{ M S N , I S ) ) i ; EXPRC 185 
L = L G i ' : ^ «BABBi3 , E X ) ; EXPRD IBfc 
i F P R N T I THEN C A L L S T R P N { L , u ) ; EXPRD I B 7 
3 E T A ^ L ; C A L L C A N O N C I ( L i M U D ) ; EXPRD 18 3 
LA'-^LGI « C S L A a J ; EXPRD 189 
If P R N T i THEN C A L L S T R P N { L A , U j ; EXPRD 190 
i i t l A ^ L A ; C A L L CANUNCL( LAsHOD) ; tHDi EXPRD 191 
EXPRD 192 
i F < HLD iHEiSi D C ; EXPRD 19 3 
BA4BA=LGS ' f ' f B A A , B A ) ; EXPRD 194 
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DLL ( SIK?N,CA'M'uNCL) ENTRY (FIXED B I N ( J I , 0 ) , F IXED B i N ( 3 I , 0 n ; 
DCL PRNTi i ^ n ( i ) E X U B c T A F i x F u b li\ ( i I ,0 ) EXT ; 
IF PRNT i iHEtSi Pu l SK1P(2) L I SI ( ' L iNjT E K J A C u B l ' 5 ; 
iF PkfNiTi IHLN CALL S1K PK* { SIR f U ) ; 
b£ TS~BE TA; 
h^oUK STi<) ; 
SIR ,2 } ; 
Li=BUT( L ) ; 
C^CuN r (MADNTP{L ,^]* l ) i 
A C - L u i !! ® yA ) ; Ut ta-AC ; 
' fC ,i>) I BC TA = C3 ; 
oA^LGi s S b f A j ; BhTA^BA; 
C a = ( ' } ® f'C f A i ; iihTA=^CA; 
3aC=Lo>( S ' ,BA ti.) s dt. TA = i3A{ 
LALL CAiMCisiCL < AC tiMOD) ; 
CALL wANGNCL ( tB , i-IUD ) ; 
CALL CANONCL(uArMCDi; 
CALL CAi\L;NC L ( CAj MCO J ; 
CALL CANUNCLCbAC.MODI; 
CAk>-LG{ S ' fCA I ; j£TA=CAtt; CALL CA;\GNCt { CAB, MOO) ; 
WA = nT (A l S = ; if«C = 'v*T(C) 5 
IF f s A + + >~ HCO THEN DO ^ 
L = = t i S H 9 ) ; CaL^NaTLF T( UNSPEC ( 'OUOOM , L) ; END; 
IF + +2«WC < HOD THE.M L = Lb { S AC , CB ) I 
IF < CO THEN L = LG( « , L , L G ( ' f « , CB, BAC ) ); 
L ^LG ( « » % L , Lb { " « « , BAG , 0 ) ) ; 
IF + < HOD THEN E=L6( • . ' , L , EG Cb, BA )) ; 
IF + <MJJ THEN L = LG { « . % L ? LG ( S ' » BA , L G I ' 
IF < THE.\ 
L=LGI « ,L , LC i S S A C jLGC 5 ' ' ' tLGC S S cjk, 0) ) ; 
ACf B ) i ) ; 
L=LG{ « c S L tCAbi ; 
IF ^ i^vA+WB+rtC < MOD THEN L = LG4 » ,L ,LG{ 
THEN L^LGC S S t f LC( 
f 5 ? bA ? AC ) ) ; 
AC 
uaLL STKPN(LfvJ)| IF Pki^TI THEN CA 
CALL IkALSTC i l^iLSlk( lp^!rLI STCSTK) ) J ; 
IF PRi^m TH lN Put 3KIF (2) L i S l ( H . X i r J A C O B P I ; 
bETA^BE TS; 
EiMD JACOBI ; 




































































C S T L U O N i 3 - FRQCEDUKLS GH Trit C G L L L C T I N G P K U C L O : 
L LU t PRUC i SIR ji^JD } ; L EO 0 
/« uEhT t X P U N E N i Q u i LEO 1 
tvi I S iHE G R E A - i t b l l i M l t b t K S U C H T H a T LEO 2 
< MOD L bu 3 
OCL K j- i X E u d i N i ,0) ; L fcO 4 
OCL( L EO 5 
sfiUD ? A f u J A ? BX ? N ? L » L A f LB ? J jC A I » 'aT A , wT B J bfclS » L £u 6 
3 A !> p B A D 6 5 li A ? i. C 11.1 ?L2 J ^ i J L. 'f LEO 7 
I r l X H J 3 l N ( i i f C ) ; L t J a 
DCL.{ LEO 9 
j C u N T f b i j l , L i b I ? F T L I S ! .TCP l E O 10 
)S:Nn»Vnf I X£D d l H i i l , a j ) RLTURN3I f IXbU S l N O l t O ) LEO 1 1 
UuL i L EU 12 
N)!l Lh 1 frtADN'IP f i Ni-STH L t u i 3 
i h N T K y i F i A L J t5i Nt 31 t P i A E D L cU x4 
h£1 URNb i r i XED 131,^(31,01); L L O 15 
DuL i LEU 16 
LG LEO i 7 
)t:\iTRYiCHAH{ 1 ) , F i XcD B i 13 1 ,0 J f f-lA fcD d l N ( 3 1 , 0 ) ) LED I d 
TuRf^ S^^  F i Ahu B l A j i J l f U n ; i E'u 19 
DCi IN 1 3 i 7 ( I i ; LCU 20 
DUL KC L H A k C i u ) , ( K T j N X j CHAR 12 ) ; L FU 2 1 
DC L PkM l1 311 ( i ) tXT ; LEO 2 2 
DL.L( LEO 2 3 
SIs^  Pfvl LEU 24 
) L N T R Y l F l X E i J c>l N i31 , F I X t C B i N ( 3 1 . a ) ) ; LEO 25 
JCLC LEO 2 6 
CANUNC L LEU 2 7 
) EiM J KYT F I XED I I L N I I I t u ) » F I a E O & i N ( 3 1 , U ) 
'A 
^ O 
N C k E I \ T I \ y ( C H A H ( 2 ) , C H A R I 2 ) ) H L T U K N S { I X F C D b i N < 3 1 » 0 1 J ; LEU 29 
UCL BETA F IXED BlHi31,0} E X T : LEG 30 
i 3 ~ P,<lX. EUuKfc b OF THt CCLLLCT JNb PKUCt.SS ?9 
DLL SCNP f'WTK Y ( F i aED b 1 N { , U ) , F I a E U b i N i i l f 0 ) , LEG 31 
i - IXcO i3i N( i i ,0 ) s F I X tO B 1 { 3 1 lO i )i L t O 32 
1 f- Pk N1 i THE iN PLl S K i F { 2 ) LI S M ' t NT L E C ) » LEG 3 3 
11 PKNTI T i i LN CALL S T,^  .-^ N ( ST , u) ; LEG 34 
DLTS^BLTA; BETM = L ; = LEO 3 5 
l . X ~ u J N T U - 1 A D r a P ( S l K , ? ) + l ) ; A =1501 (SI R) ; LEO 3 6 
Li C^ J,\T ( hAu • i ' ) P [ b K f 2 ) i - l ) ; A = BL 1 ( Ba J ; LEO 37 
LA = L I S 1 ( i } ; CAL = NATLF T(LNSPfcC( 'OUuO* )? L A ) ; LEO 38 
Lii^TUPC A ) ; LEO 3 9 
i f SUBSTKt UfMSPtt i t a l ,9^8) =UNSFtc ( ' I M THEN IJO; LEO 40 
UNSPtC ( NXi =SCbSTK{ UiVSPL-C ( LB) / ?16) ; liMl P ii; LEG 41 
if- SLBSTKC WA t l ' THEi\ S U b S T R ( N X a » l ' ; L t O 42 
END; LEO 4 3 
li- IHT THEN IK 1 ' THtN UoTu S2 ; LEO 44 
ri lA = wT( A ) ; ftTB-=nT i d ) ; I f Vv 1 A+ ftl b > ~ MO u T H t N GOTO S2; LEO 45 
IF- HU0>7 THEN SlOi^AL C OND 111 uix ( AL PHA ) ; LEO 46 
L A L ^ i R A L S K LA) ; LEO 4 7 
L-^-lGi % ' «t. ,A) ; LEO 48 
i P PKiMTI l l i £ N CALL S T R P N ( L , 0 } ; LEO 49 
o L T A ^ L ; CALL CAfvU/^CL? L ,MODi ; LEG 50 
15 A ,LA=L ; LEO 51 
i F INT THEN IF 1« TH tN buTG S2 ; LEO 52 
LA = LG{ ' : '« L? X) ; LEO 5 3 
IF P h N T I t h e Si CALL STRPN {t. A fU ) ? LEO 54 
B t r A = LA ; C A L L CANUNC l ( LA tHOD) i LEO 55 
LEO 5o 
d A d a ^ o ; LEO 57 
Ou TO N; L EO 58 
KC = KC + U M K S L B S T R ( KC ?3 ,2 ) ; L £0 5 9 
i F INT Ti-ifcN IF NA<i<T THEi^ ^ GCTC S I ; LEO OC 
L^LGi S ° ?L ; L EO M 
IF r-RiXiTi THFN CALL STRPN{L ,U ) ; LEO b2 
rtETA=^L; CALL C AiNONC L ( L ^ MOD) ; LFO 63 
i F J=2 t h e n BAB=l $ I F J=3 THbh BABB=L; L EO to 4 
ShC l iON 13 - P;<OCti)UKES OF Trit COLLIZCTIKG PKGCbSS 3Q 
:>i : 
If- IfvT THlN i F i\X = K i ThtN Liu; L£-0 65 
LA=LG( 'e ' ,LA ,L) ; L t u 66 
IF PkiNiTl THi:N CALL ST HPlv ( L A tU ) ; LEO 67 
uU Tu S i ; tWD; LHU 63 
i f INT THfcN LLi'^KCh{!\X,KTi ; LEO 69 
fcLSE J)u; LB = L I S f ( 9 ) ; CA L = F LF T ( JNS PEC i ' u I-' 1 j KT ) a . B ) ; L EG 70 
LB^ L^u ( ' 1 ' f A , LD) ; L E U 71 
c i^ i^J ; L E D 72 
Ld^Lb f M S L , Lu ) ; LEu 73 
IF Pki^l i THbiv C h I L S i K P N d b f O ) ; LEO 7^-i 
bcTA = LB? C A L L C4i\Ui\iCL( Id,. MUD) ; LE l i 75 
LA =Lb( ' . ^ f L A , L B i ; LEU 76 
c.-iD ; L E U 77 
LEO 78 
I F LA + 3-"=RTTL5 < M L D THHIM 0 0 ; L E U 79 
L = Lb[ S ' tBAd JuA) ; LEO 8 0 
ISETA = L ; C A L L L A N G N C L { L 5 N'GD/ ; L E J o 1 
L i = L l ST( G5 ; t AL = i^XTLFr(UNSPLC( l u i ' ) , L i 1 ; L E U 62 
L 3 = L1 S T ( V) ; U A L = N X T L F T ( U N S P E C ( ' J » ) , L 3 ) ; LED a3 
IF li'cT THEiN^  Du; LEO 84 
?<.T^SUbSrKlLHAr<(NX4- «0i »f ,2) ; LEu B5 
LC = l b ( «+' ' 03 ») ?NCk(KT , ' 0 3 ' )}; L E O 86 
i3t1A = LC ; C A L L CANONCL ( LC ,MOD ) ; LEO B7 
LNO ; L EG 86 
E L S E O U J L E O 
f L 3 i ) ; L E O 90 
T N D 1 LEO 91 
« ; S L f L C I ; L E O 92 
B L T A ^ L ; G A I L C A N C N C K L ? M J O ) ; L E O 9 3 
LA ^ L O ( « . S L A , L ) ; L E U 94 
E N D ; LEO 95 
I f + < MOD THEN DO J LEG 9 6 
IF AABI3 =C THEN Gb fu S2 ; LEO 97 
L~Lb ( « 5 » »8Aiib »i3A} ; LEU 98 
b t C f i u N 1.3 ~ P H n C f c D U K E b Of THf C C L L E C T l N b PROCfcSS 31 
u c I A = L ; C A L L C A N u N C L i L i M O D ) ; L E u 9 9 
L ^ - L I S T ( S J ; L A L = N X T L F T ( U \ S P E C ( 'U lOk'• ) , l 2 ) ; L t:0 1 0 0 
L 4 = l I S T { ; C A l = f \ X T L F T ( U r \ i S P E C { ' 0 1 0 4 ' ) , L 4 ) ; L E G 101 
I F I f v l THEl^^ b U ; L E O i 0 2 
L C = L u { j i x C K i K T ? 3 ; L E U 1 0 3 
B E T A = L C ; C A L L Cm N L N C L { L C , ) ; L E O 1 0 4 
LC==Lb( , K C K i AiX? «04 M , L C ) ; 1. £0 1 0 5 
b E T A = - L C ; C A L L CA NUNC L { LC ? ^ C D ) ; L E U 1 0 6 
fcNi); L E D 1 0 7 
i - L S t D U ; L E O 10 8 
LC = LG ( ' + ' a . G ( M S X f Cm) , L E O 10 9 
{ M S L C 1 , X , L 1 ) p L 4 ] ) ) ; L E O i l O 
E N D ; L E O 111 
u = M S L f LC } ; L £ 0 1 1 2 
. 5 t T A = L ; C A L L CAiMUNC L ( L f MODI ; L E O 1 1 3 
' . ' , LA 5 L U L E O 114 
E N D ; L E O 1 1 5 
L E O 1 1 6 
S 2 : l ib 1A=LA ; L E O i i 7 
C a l l S C h P { L A , L A » U t M C D ) ; L E O 118 
I E P R N T J THEN t A L L S T R P K ; L A j 0 3 ; L E O 119 
C A L = I R A L S K I N L S T R C L A t M l L l S T ( S T R ) ) ) ; L E O 120 
a t: TA=o E l S ; L E O 121 
I F T H E K P I T SAl?{2) L I ST ( H X J T L E C ' j ; L tO 1 2 2 
kHU L E O ; L E O 1 2 3 
t o : P k J C I i Y N U , L E F l y K I G h l ) F I X E D 3 I K ( 3 1 ? 0 ) ; L G 0 
L C G E ^ E R A T L S A L i ST S T R U C T C R L OF STAiVDARO FCKHAT L G 1 
!JCL C L G 2 
l E F T» RIGI-r i L G 3 
J F l A f c D B I N C i l s O ) ; L G 4 
DC L S /.""id C H A K J 1) ; L G 5 
S L C T i O N 1 3 - P R O C c D U R t S OF THE C O L L E C T I N G P R O C f S S 3 2 
L iN VGUT : 
U C L { L G 6 
A , C A L L G 7 
] f I xfcD B i IM ( 3 1 , 0 ) ; L G 8 
DC L ( L G 9 
N X T L F T L G i O 
) E N T K . V { F i X t D a i N { 3 1 , 0 ) j F l A E D B l N C i l f U ) ) L G 1 1 
R t lURiNibC f -1 XEO B i N { 3 1 ? U ) ) ; L G IZ 
D C L { L G 1 3 
L S S C H V f L l ST L G 1 4 
) f c : N T R Y ( F l X t D B i N O l , 0 ) ) R E T U R N S ( F 1A ED B l N { 3 1 J O ) ) ; 1- G 1 5 
A = S R( ; L G 1 6 
I F SVMB = ' 5 2 M ( S Y ^ I B ^ ' U ' L R I G H T ^ U S L G 1 7 
T H t N L 4 L = N X l t F T l U N S P f c C ( ' 0 0 0 ' i j S Y M b ) T N X T L F T < L E F I » A ) ) ; L G 1 8 
t s _ S E C A L = N X T l F T { U N S P E C ( ®UOU ' 1 ISYMB. ) , L G I V 
M A U F TC L E F T , N X T L F i ( R I G H T , A ) i ) I L G 2 C 
KB T U R N ( A ) ; L G 2 1 
E N D L G ; L G 2 2 
i ' K O C l S I R ,HUL ) ) ; L I N V O U T C 
A S 3 - > ( A , B ) M B » A , A U L IN VCUT I 
SJCL i I- i N V D ' j r 2 
A ?D F L F C A L F S T K ? F - ' O D L I N V C U T •3 W 
) F 1 XEO 1>I N ( 3 1 5 G ) ; L I ^ J V C U T 
U C L ( L I l s iVLUT K ^ 
L G L i K V C U T 6 
) £ N T R Y ( C H A R { L ) , F I X F C C O 1 N 1 3 1 ? 0 ) T R I X E 0 S I N C 3 1 , U ) ) L l N V u U T ? 
KC: T U K N S S F i XED B I i>J<31 » 0 ) ) ; L l i W L u T 8 
J C L ( L I N V O u T 9 
C D N l j i i O T j w T S'^LTLL ST ^ I N Vt .UT i u 
J E N T R Y t r l A k O B l i ^ O l j O ) ) RE T b R N S ( F I X E C b i N { 3 i j u ) ) ; L I N V u U T 1 1 
O C L I u i(s. VCUT ] 2 
. iADfMTP ? i N 4 . S T i < L LNV[:: UT A-.; 
SbCTiON l i - PRUCEfUURfcS C.F ihR CDLLECTifvG PROCESS 3 3 
)ENTRV(F lAtD B i N ( 3 1 , r I X t C U I N ( 3 l , 0 ) ) 
Kt TuRNSC F 1 XL,.) D l N ( 3 i f O ) i ; 
A=bUT( CGi'viTl HAONTP.{ S T k , 2 ) + l ) ) ; 
u = & O T ( S I R ) ; 
' " S t - G ! ' » S A , b ) , j j ; 
IF D A) <MOD THEN 
L = LG ( ' . ' , L f LG ( • , ' , Lu ( ' f S ti f A ) ? LG ( ' ' « S A, 0 ) ) } ; 




L I N v r UT 
I. INVGUT 













L Pk DiJ U T •• P R a C t b T R f i-1 Cf) ) ; 
Ab ,C - > { A » C ) ( A , C » b ) ( G t C ) * / 
i3C L i 
v.. s L ? D 5 A f G A L f S Tk ? f'UD . s^A , wB ,VvC » riETS ? LA 
) F 1 XEO bl i \ { 3 i sOI ; 
:)CL ( 
GU T .G UN T , T , L I b I J M T L I ST 
J c N 7 R Y ( F i X b D B1N{ 31 , 0 ) ) RE TUKt\S ( F iX ED B i N ( 3 i , U ) l ; 
DLL ( 
i^AOiSlIF JNXTLF r , I NLSTR 
)£i^TKY(Fi XEG 61 i\C31 sFIXED B i N ( 3 j 5 0 S ) 
RETURiNihCF IxEO B i i ^ i S l f O H ; 
DGL ( 
GG 
)£nTRy'JGHAR{ U ,F1 XtD i J i N ( 3 i i fFIXLD : i l H ( 3 l t O U 
TLR.VISCM XLl) b I N C : j l ? C ) ) ; 
OCl i STFPN.GANuNGL) ENTRY (FIXED b l N i 3 1 , U ) , F I X E D B I N ( 3 1 , 0 i ) ; 
DGL PK.GII 311 {D EXTfBETA FIXED b iN (31 »0 ) cXT ; 
IF p K - a i JhFN P u t S K i P I Z ) l i s t ( • e n t e r L p r o c u t * ) ; 
iF Pfi.vTI THEN GAlL STRPiV{ STR jU I ; 
L5E IS^BETA ; 













































S E C T I O N 1 3 - P K O C E O U R F C S O F TRIT C C L L E C T I N G P R C C H S S 
C A L ^ N X I L F T ( U K S P E C ( ' G U U U ' 5 » L 
THE?\I D O ; 
6=II;JT{ L ) ; 
= (IJ) ; ' W C ^ ^ K O 
I F -I- V N O = F<OD 1 H T N D U ; 
L = L I S T I S ) ; 
I E VIIA -5- W C <V R-IOD 
L = L G { ' , ' SM , L ) ; 
U - P K I M T I T H E N C A L L S T R P W { L , U ) ; 
B C F A ^ L ; C A L L C A N U N C L ( L » M C D ) ; E N D ; 
I F ?^A + W B + W C < M U U THEIM D O ; 
L A = L G { ^ , S L ^ B ) ; 
I E P K N T I T H E N C A L L 6 I K P N ( L A , U ) ; 
D C T A ^ L A ; C A L L L A ! \ L ; ^ C L ( L A F K C D ) ; 
L = L(J( S L . L M J ; LLNID ; 
I F V^^BI-LVC <V M U D T H T \ I ; C ; 
L A = L G ( S S I I SC ) ; 
I F P K N H T H E N C A L L S T R P N { L A , U ) : 
B E T A = L A ; C A L L C A I\LI N C L C L A , M C D ) ; 
' S L F L A ; ; 
IF P K N T I T H E N C A L L S T R P N ( U O ) ; 
B T T A = L ; C A L L C A \ J W C L I L T H G O ) ; E N D ; 
L A L L I K A L S K I I ^ L S T R C L , M 1 L I S T C S I H U ) ; 
E N D ; 
I E PRI^I R I 1 FIT 
U C L A - B E T S ; 
E M D L P K D O U T ; 
P U L S K L P I Z ) L I S T { ' E X I T L P R D U J T M 
L P R D T U T 2 2 
L P R D O C T 
L P R D G U T 2 4 
L P R D C U T 2 5 
L P R O O U T 2 6 
L P R D C U T 2 7 
L P R D O U T 2 B 
L P R O O U T 2 9 
L P R D C U T 3 0 
L P R D O U T 3 1 
L P R D O U T 3 2 
L P R D O U T 3 3 
L P R D O U T 3 4 
L P R O O U T 3 5 
L P R D O U T 3 6 
L P R D O U T 3 7 
I - P R D O U T 3 3 
L P R D O U T 3 9 
L P R D O U T 4 0 
L P R D O U T 4 1 
1 - P R D O L T A 2 
L P R O O U T 4 3 
I - P R D O U T 4 4 
L P R D O U T 4 3 
L P R D O U T 4 6 
L P R O O U T 4 7 
L B L B L H ; P I< J C I L B 
T H I S 
T O A 
J C L ( 
E S T F,PH F 
) H I X T D 6 1 3 1 , C ) ; 
P K U C E D U K E C C I M V E R T S T H E LLI'VEAR 
S T A N D A R D B I I \ A R Y S T R U C T U H T . 
I S T E S T ® 
'I ? I A F P 2 J C A L 
L S T S I R 
L S I S T R 
I. S T S T R 
L S T S T R 






S L C I I o M l i - H R O C h D u R f c S L P THh C C L L E C T i N G P R G C t S S 3 5 
) 
OCL { 
F I A t D S i i \ S { 3 1 , 0 ) ; 
1-V7 
i : 
) E i M 7 K Y ( L H A R i i ) , F I X E D B1 M { J I , 0 ) , f I X t C B i N i B U J ) ) 
K t 1 UHIMS( r i XEO b I N ( 3 i , u ) ) ; 
O C L ( 
l , \ K R , S f t u U N i , L C i ^ I R 
) f c ; \ l K Y i r i A t U 3 i N i 3 1 , 0 ) ) K h T Uf NS ( F ! X h D B i K ( 3 l , 0 ) ) ; 
D L L ( 
!\i)<TLf- T ?tviADS\B T 
) E N T K Y { [ - I X c U S I N ( i l , 0 ) , F i X E D B i N U l f O ) ) 
R E l U R W S i F i a L J B i l\i ( 3 1 , 0 ) J ; 
J C L SETiFviD t M R V i F I X L D 6 1 N ( 3 I ? 0 ) s F 1X t O b l M ( 3 1 y O ) , 
F I X E D B i N ( 3 1 5U) ^ F I X t D b I N i i l f u H ; 
PH j p ] = L N K R ( L S I ) ; 
P i = LNKR ( C L M i P i ) ] ; 
I F H l = P H T H E N O G ; 
= l i S T ( 9 ) ; C A L = i \ X l L F T ( U N S P E C < ' O U O u ' ) , L A ) ; 
Kh TUKiM( LA } ; ENO ; 
P 2 = L N K R ( C L . \ i T ( P i ) } ; 
I F P 2 = P H I H L N D C ; 
L A = C U N T ( i ^ A D N L K C C N T C P l - J - l ) 
C A L L Sc M H \ ) ( - 1 f - 1 L A ) + I f L A + 1 ) ; 
K L T C R N l L A ) ; END ; 
l A = L o ( ' , C . 0 T 1 f-i;vJi\ib T< C U N T ( P i 1 ) + t 
C J N i i H A i J i - i i i K C U N T (P2-+ 1 3 , 2 ) 4 1 ) ) ; 
P 2 = L N K u c i : i M r c ) ; 
I F P 2 ^ P h T H L N nE I U K r , ( L A ) ; 
L A = L G { ' . ' t LA f C u i x T t KAONaTCCG.MT { P 2 + 1 ) , 2 J + 1 ) J ; 
G J T u L i ; 
Ei^D L S I S T K ; 
L S T S T K 
L S T S I R 
L S I S ? 
L S T S I R 
L S I S I R 
L S T S T K 
L S T S T R 
L S I S I R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S I R 
L S T S I R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S I R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S I R 
L S T S T R 
l S T S T H . 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 
L S T S T R 































L T ^ ' K u C i A f b ) B I T ( 1 ) R E C U R S I V E ; L T 0 
i,LC1I0iN 13 - P K O C E D U i ^ t S Thh C L L L E C T i N G P K O t h S S 3 b 
LT K t T u K N S I F F A L B v/ L T 1 
U C L ( L T 2 
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D C L ( L T 5 
.OA , ftTb ,A1 t A2 »AJB t L O A , L D b HA,Tii>3, L T 6 
) F i XL D 31 N ( 3 i , V ) ; L i I 
D C L i L T fc 
/lADNl P u T 9 
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D C L ( L T 12 
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D U L ( S A I S b ) C H A K ( 1 ) ; L T 17 
V . T A ^ A K A ) ; i»TB=v .T(U) ; SA=SYf-it$(A) ; S U = S Y M ' I ( » ) ; L T 18 
IF T H E is; KE T LKiNi { ' u ' o ) ; L T 1 9 
iF tfvTA<iriTB T H t N i\E 1 L K N ( ' I ' b ) ; L T 2 0 
I F S A = • : » 1 S A = ' « • * T H E N K E T U K K D L ( C O N T ( I M A D N T P ( A , 2 ) + l », D ) ); L T 21 
U- 1 T H E N RE T U K K f LT ( A J L u N T n^'AUI\T P { B , 2 H 1) I ) ; L T 2 2 
I R I \ T A = i T H E N K E T U K ^ ( I . A < S B ) J L T 2 3 
A l=CUiMT { I-lAONTP ( A ,2 ) +1 ) ; A2=libT{A] ; L T 2 4 
b i = C u MT| M/uUNTP(b ,2 ) + l ) ; 82 = 'iCT(B) ; • T U J 2 5 
IF L'M A i j4 2) L 1 2 6 
iHEii iJUl L b A = A 2 ; T H A - A I ; E NO ; L T 2 7 
E L S E JLJ ; L1)A~AI ; TKA = A2 ; E N D ; L T 2 8 
IF L T ( b i , b 2 ) L T 2 9 
IHbf-i ;.)J ; L U b - b 2 ; Tk3 = Bi I E N D ; <.T 30 
E L S E Dii ; L D b = ul ; 1 = ; E N C ; L T 
RETUH,-<{ LT( LDA vLDb) j L T 32 
iEQiLDAfLuBJ L I I t T R A j T R b ) ) | L T 3 3 
{ tQ( L D A , L D D J T K A J I H D ) O L T { isl , A 1 ) ) ) ; L T 34 
S L L T i i J N 1.3 - P k O C c D U k E S Of- irU- C G L L t C l i N G pKGCh:bS 
fc vjD 1.1 ; L T 35 
NCK ; 
PKGui uGi: n , w) r i X L i ) B l i \ ! ( 3 1 , 0 ) R E C U R S l V t l ; iMCOM 0 
r-f- T H I S PRiJCEuLkfc C A L C U L A T E S AN U P P t K UIJUA D T G THE NGUM I 
UUr-IBLR JF S A h l C Curt i iUTATURb FCK tACH ^vt iGHl U-^ T G NG'JM c 
A GiVtiV K L l O h r PuK A G l V t N CF GtNcRATORS NGOM n 
MGUi^ ^ 4 
THE v a l u e s AHfc E N T E k E D I i\ AN ARRAY i\C. NGGM 5 
DCL i'iC 1 i u ) F J XtD tU , u ) i>1 A T I C u a T ; iVGGM 6 
OCL i 7 
NbhrNJ J rt f NN s i SMGGM 8 
) f 1 At J M i l fO ) ; NCCM 9 
UCL i iMGGi^  I a 
i'4C l! IMGUM 11 
) E N T R Y { F 1 AEO U i N O I , 0 ) , F l A f u 6 i . N ! ( 3 i f J ) ) NGGH 12 
RhlLi^^^Sih l A t O B i N ( 3 i , u n ; Nco;-i 13 
I F w>iO t h e n s i g n a l CUNO i t I on ( A L P H A ) ; NGUM i 4 
I r •w>iC THEN O u ; PUT L I ST i ' OUiSr'Y STATEMENT ' ) ; NCOM 15 
S I o N a l c c n d i t i g n 1 a l p h a ) ; END; NGUH 3 6 
ii- THEN DU ; i \ C ( l ) = N G E N ; RE T UHIM i NuEK ) ; END; NGUiM 1 7 
NCOM 1 3 
IMGOn 19 
J o TO j ; NGUM 20 
U i - U N G c N f i ) •ACUM (i>iGEN ) ; i^GUM 21 
EMU ; NCUH 22 
•\c i w ) ; RE TURN (NWi ; NCOH 23 
c>yiD i\CuM ; KiCaH 24 
PKOCi iN(,R ) F I X E D B I N (33. , 0 ) ; NGR 0 
f C R RETURNS A STKUCTUKE C G N T A I N I N G THE I N T E G E R EOUQL NCR 1 
i j : v !:< - P K O C L D U H h S ui- JHb t L L L t w T l N G P K U C t b b 
Tt J 
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uCL (.'xi f R ) Uf iAk ( 2 ) ; NCR 4 
OCL {D i\ ,DH , P K U ) F- IXED DLC I f^AL ; NCR 
>CL ( ;viCR 6 
L I S T NCK 7 
) £ N l K V ( f i X c D B i N { 3 1 f O ) ) K E I UF NS ( F i X ED B I N O l , u ) ) ; \ C K 8 
L)CL ( iMCR 9 
W X T LF T HCn 10 
l E N l H V l F I X t U B1 , 0 ) , F I a l U fcl,\i(31,u) ) K CK 11 
HE T URN S { F I Xtfu NCR 12 
i F N=a THEN O U ; NCR 13 
L ^ L I S T ( 9 ) ; CAL^.-^XTLFT ( UNSI-'EL ( ^U 1 J v ' M , L ) ; NCR 14 
HE TUHN( L ) ; I NCR 1 5 
I F k = 0 THEN ; j y : NCR 1 6 
L = L I S T { 9 j ; C A L = K X T L r T ( L N S F E C ( ' 0 l u u ' 3 • L ) ; NCK 17 
KE TUkN i L ) , l N D ; NCR 1 6 
D!si=fvi; Ok-k ; P K D = l ; NCR 19 
O J 1 ^ 1 TO OR; FKO=PRD=«^(DN-i+l) ; E N D ; NCK 20 
DU TO D k ; PK0 = P K 0 / { D H - I 4 - 1 ) ; E N D ; NCR 2 1 
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RETUKSNii L ) ; NCR 25 
t.^il) IMC n; NCR 26 
^^Kuu ( bTK ) B i TU . ) ; NTERM U 
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StCT i m 13 - PROCEDURES OF )Ht COLLECT i:\& PROCESS 40 
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i = l 1) /a ; = l ; NO 2 7 
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= % I ) i aS- I ) +|MC ( WR 1 viMij { L) +NU { RJ ; NO 29 
c xiD » NO 3 0 
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U R D P k U D 2 6 
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Q R D P R U D 2 8 
J R D P K Q D 2 9 
• R D P R G O 3 0 
ORDPROL) 31 
ORDPHOO 3 2 
O R D P R O D 3 3 
O R O P R O D 3 4 
O K O P R O G 3 3 
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S E C T lUiM 1 3 - P . o J C t J o K t S OK I H f r C O L L E C T I . \ G P R O C E S S 4 3 
i-' = P 3 ; rt = n ' B ; K2 = K 3 ; 
F J> = L K K K ( C G N 1 I P 3 ) ) ; K 3 = C u M ( P,3-i i ) ; 
G u T J Ld^ ; L i ^ i ) ; 
w J - b u r { K 3 ) ; y k L 3 - M L , P ( K 3 ) ; 
i JKK J N K MAOis i P ( K ^ j + i ) ; 
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P 3 = ( C U i \ 1 { P i ) } ; 
L M = ^ L I ; C A L = ^ P R u S P E C ( L , L A ) 
( C U N T f P b ) ) ; 
5 • ( M a D N B T ( K 3 ) J fC.CivT ( f ^ A O i ^ b l { K 11 ^ ) + 1 ) ) ; 
>i jTvJ L i 
C A L = 1 I \ L S T K ( L 4 , P 3 ) ^ 
I: a O ; 
L 3 : i f P A = P H ] fit N P'+ = l i V K k { C G i \ T ( P 4 ) ) 
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u A L i j - T u P { « N L i ) ; u k K b =C 0 N T i M A D N T P { K B »2 ) 4-1 ) ; 
I F = iHE iN ; G C T C J l 
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I " T H E N G O T l - J^i ; 
! ' == U «B ; 
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i r ) T H E N P I = P 3 I 
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O K E P f OD 9 3 
O R D P k O O 9 4 
Q R D P R Q D 9 5 
• J R D P R O D 9 6 
O R O P F C D 9 7 
OK DP 0 0 9 b 
L l R D P K i J O 9 9 
U R D P K O O I O O 
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• R C P R O D 1 0 3 
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• R O P R J D 1 0 6 
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O K O P R O D 1 0 8 
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i j R D P R O D i I G 
U R D P R Q i U i i 
U K D P R O O 1 1 2 
OR D P R O D I I 3 
C K D P R G 0 1 1 4 
U R O P R O L ) 1 1 5 
O R C P R O D I I E 
O R D P R Q D 1 1 7 
G R D P R O D 1 1 8 
O R O P H G O 1 1 9 
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0 R D P K 0 D I 3 6 
OR D P R G D 1 3 7 
OR D P R U D 1 3 8 
0 R 0 P k 0 D i 3 9 
0 R D P K G D 1 4 C 
U R D P 8 0 0 1 4 1 
u R D P R O D 1 4 2 
• H D P H 0 L ) l 4 3 
G R D P K 0 D i 4 4 
0 R D P R 0 D 1 4 5 
• R D P R O O 1 4 6 
0 R D P R G D 1 4 7 
a R D P R 0 a i 4 8 
u R D P R O D 1 4 9 
P F K r t C O : ^ ; P R u C i ^ T r U ; 
A , b " > i b ' 
D C L C 
L j A rb f S FK fC A L 
) F I a F D o i N ( 3 1 , 0 ) ; 
O G L ( 
C G R T . B U T ST 
) £ N l R Y < h i X E D d i N C 3 1 , 0 ) ) R E T U R N S { F I X F U B i N { 3 1 ? U ) ) ; 
P E R M l O ' I 














S t C ! ION li - P K l J C E O U K L S Ut" "ftih C U L L E C T i N G P R O C E S S A 5 
J C L { 
O C L 
,-1AuNTP,lNl. S I R 
) t N T K Y ( r l X L u SI N i 3 1 ,0 ) , h i X E D 3 L N i ( 3 l , U ) ) 
K E T U K N S I F 1 X h D rfIN(31,0}); 
LG 
} E N 1 R Y ( C H 4 k ( 1) T F I X E U 3iF^(3i ,0) » F I a l D B I N t 3 1 , U ) ) 
K E T U R ' 4 S ( r i X L D bl N ( 3 1 ,0} ) ; 
D C L i K A L S r Li\iT(%V(FI X[;iJ l i i N ( 3 1 , J ) i ; 
A = C O N f (f^ADNfF ( S i K J + 1J ; 
8 = 3 0 T ( S I R } ; 
( LG( » ' ' ' ' f ' ts: , J ) ) ; 
C A L L i ^ A L S K ifvtblK ( A , H T L I S"! ( S T K ) ) ) ; 
fcr-JD P E R f ^ C O K ; 
P E k M C O M 
P E R M C O i M 
P E R M C J M 
P E F M C O i ^ 
P E R M C Q f i 
P E R M C O f l 
P ERMCOiH 
PEFMC^i'-j 
P E K ^ C O d 
P H K i ^ C G M 
P EkMCO,^ 
P E R t ^ t O M 
PER.-iCOM 













P K L l : P k U C ( O T R ) F I X E D B i i M i 3 1 , t ) ; 
T H E P A K A M S'lR IS A i > T R u C 1 U R E . 
T H E P R O C A u l U K N b A V A L U E w H i C H I N D I C A T E S T H E C R D E R sJF 
PRECEDt?^jCE O F A N 
THE STKu,^iGi-R T H E 
G P E R A T C P 
vJPE R A T UK 
i K E T U K n S 
J C L 
3 C L 
T H E V A L U E 2 C 
( o l R ? n F3 X n D 
S CriARi 1) ; 
THE L A R G E R . THE V A l U E 
IF T H E S T R IS l E R t ^ I N A L 
3 i \ ( 3 i , 0 ) ; 
L I 
O C L 
S Y M B 
) ci^TRYl F i XLi) 
C 
!v T E K i>1 
B L N ( 3 I v 3 ) ) R t T U R N S { C h A R { 1 n 
R E T U R N S ! BIT ( l U I J E N T R V I F I a E C B l N ( 3 i ?Q) i 
J C L C H { 1 0 ) C H A R { i } S T A T I C 
I TI A L ( ^ U ' f t . 
OCL P N ( i O J F I X E D ( i i N ( 3 i ? Q ) S T A l i C 
J 5 5 8 » ^ 5 ; 1 
i^REC 
P R EC 
P R EC 
P R E C 
P R EC 
P R c C 
P R E C 
P R E C 
P R EC 
P R EC 
P R i:C 
P R E C 
PRtrC 
PRciC 
P R E C 
P R E C 














btCTiON l i - PHOCclJoWcS UF IhE CCLL£CTiKG A6 
l N i T i A L ( i t , i a »2 , 3 , 6 , l u ,7 J ; 
ii- --.i^Tci^ini STR) K t T U R N ( 2 0 ) ; 
S=SYMii{ SIR) ; 
OiJ 1=^ 1 TU 1 0 ; ii- C f i i i ) = S THEN -kET URi\ ( Pk { I H ; ENO; 
PUT Li S f ( UiNiVALlD OPfcKATLR'j; Kfc"! U kN ( 2U ) ; 













PRUD: P K O C l A f b ) F I X t D i 3 i , 0 ) ; 
AJOS TaU ii\TL:bfc-<S IN LIST J-LkKAT ANC RIiTUKNS THt SUM 
ii'J u i S T FuRrlA"« 
O c t i i i T n ) ; 
DuL (OL, l )K) f l A h U 
ljCL { A ,L ,R,CAL) FIXED B I N ( 3 l , 0 ) ; 
i)OL C T CHAR{ 2 ) ; 
DuLi 
l I S I , B U l 
)i;NTKY(r IXtD 3 I N ( 31 , 0 ) ) KhTUK KS { I-1X hD 
IJCL 
SVMB 
) EN T K Y i!- i XiJj I N ( ^ 1 f Oi ) RE T UH NS ( C!i AR i 1 ) ) ; 
UCL { 
NTERH 
)-::NlRV(FiXEu B I N i i i , 0 ) ) Rh TUFl^ S^ { B iT { i M I 
iJCL ( 
AiXTL!" T 
) E N T K / ( F i A c D 3 i N ( 3 1 , 0 ) ,FIXED B l N i i l , u ) ) 
RETbRNSiF i XEU Bi isi i 31 ,U ) ) ; 
DCL ( 
LG 
CHAki U iFIXED 6 i N < 3 1 5O) ,F iXEO L H I N O l f u ) ) 
Ri= 1 uRNSC F i XEO D i N ( 3 l , u n ; 

















































bbUT iON I J - P K l j t t u U H t S iiF THE C C L L t C T i N G Pi^C 'CtSS 4 7 
PKu O t X P ; 
i F N ' l E K H i A ) i H t N I h ThHN PROD 2 5 
DU , «1 ' ii ; L^ i iCT { BUT TA } ) ; e n l ; P R O D 2 6 
F,:L:>E S I G N A L L L M M T A L P H A ) ; PROD 27 
t L S t L = dUT (A ) ; PROD 2 8 
1.= N 7 6 R M ( : . ) T h L N I F SYMb{ t i ) = ' b « i'HL^i PROD 29 
D u ; M ^ b L T ( d c r { b ) ) ; LNO; PROD 30 
t: l S It j I Gi\AL C ONI) 1T I ON { AL P A ] ; P R O D 3 1 
L L S t R ^ i i U K B) ; PR CD 32 
Ui^!SPLC ( L n = L i \ S PLC ( I ) ,17 r l o } ; PROD 3 3 
i)L==^Cl ; i f AM T H L a OL = - O L ; PROD 3 4 
U:4 iPLC (C T ) ^ S U u S T k { L u S P t C ( R) f l 7 f l h ) ; PROD 3 5 
; I f lilA THEN ; ) k = - U K ; PRGO 36 
U i . - j L^'DK ; PROO 3 7 
if DL> ' : i9 THhN S I G N A L C UND i 1 1 UN ( AL PHA i ; PROD 38 
i R 0 1 = 0 I S I £: N I) LI ; PROD 39 
R ^ L i S T l -i) ; L A L = W a T L F T ( o n S P l ^ . ( ' U I J O ' ) . R) ; PROD 4 0 
T d R N i K ) J t-ND ; PROO 41 
IF D L < 0 T H E N D L ; PROD 42 
D L ^ - i ) L ; P R O D 4 3 
K = L i S I ( V ) ; C A L = N X T L F T ( U N S P E C ( ' 0 I • j I S U h$S F R ( C H A R ( D L ) , 7 , 2 ) ) , R ) ; PROD 4 4 
K = LG( - U ' ? K f C ) ; PROD 4 5 
KL T U H N I K ) ; ti\)0 ; PROD 4 6 
I F 0 L > 0 THcN D O ; PROD 4 7 
k = L l S I C 9 S ; CAl=iNiXT LF T( UNS P&C ( ' u I ' M SU BST R ( ChAK ( DL ) T 7 , 2 ) .), R ) I PROD 48 
KE T JKi^ii ^ i I PROO 4 9 
S I G N A L C O N a i T l U N ( A L P H A ) ; PROD 50 
E<siO ?i<-JD ; PROD 51 
P : < U C ( S N < ) F i X b D B l N { 3 i , U ) ; P R C D E X P 0 
( A - > A : ( Hi\) PRODt XP 1 
/ « UNARY fUiNiUS I F P R E S L N I IS R A l S t U TO T H t TUP UF PRODt XP 2 
THC S T K l X T U R E P R O D t XP 3 
S L C l i U i v ^ ^ K J L t D U R F S u F T H t L C L L F C T i . M G P R J C t b S A b 
L ) C L ( P i ^ U D E X P 4 
S i"K f A j b » F j K f L . C A L P K D D t X P b 
) r I X F [ - > D I ' ^ ' ^ S I I T U J ; X P 6 
D C L ( P K O D t X P 7 
1 U P , b u ! . C U i ^ T , f ' T L I S I P R O O t X P 8 
) F N T K V i F i X L D 6 i N ( 3 I , U ) ) R f c 1 U K ! V S ( r i X E D 8 i { 1 , U ? ) ; P K O O F X P 9 
O C t - { P R u D t x P 1 0 
L G P R u D t X P 1 1 
) L M 1 K V ( C H A F ( i ) j F l X E U , 0 ) F F I A F F 3 I K ( 3 1 J U ) 3 P K O D I X P 1 2 
T U K N s ( r I X i . a D 1 i \ { 3 i » u ) M P R G J i : X P 1 3 
D C L 
t 4 P R O O F . X P 1 ^ 
^ • i A D n T P , i N L S T k P R O D E X P l b 
) c N l R V ( f i X L u J j } I a F D fO ) ) P R U D t X P i fc 
R t T L R , M S ( F I X F O a i f V ( 3 i , 0 ) ) ; P R U J i : X P 1 ? 
D C L { P R D D L - X P 1 8 
L U ? K L i P K O D F X P 1 S 
) i i 1 T { 1 ) ; j ^ R G O t X P 2 0 
I ) C L I K A I S T F N T R Y ( F l X t J B I K ( 3 1 , U ) ) ; P K U D E X P 2 1 
i . - u U A i i ( H A 0 N l P ( S l K » 2 ) + i ) ; P R O D h X P 2 2 
A U N T ( { L ) f 1 ) ; P R O D E X P 2 3 
f 1 - U U T i L ) > P R C O E X F 2 A 
I'M - i i u 1 ( S T K ) ; P K C D F X P 2 5 
P R O O t X P 2 < ; 
I F S U 5 S I ' s i U N S P t t ( T d P ( K ) i , 2 4 / = U l \ S P h C ( ' G u J ' } T F F ^ i B ; P R U O t X P 2 7 
I R b U - i S T N i U i \ S P h C ( T L P { N ) ) ? v ) = U K S P L . C ( ' ^ J J ' j T H t N P R D O t X P 2 a 
i F - i L o L - ' K U i H t ; - ^ b = l G ( ' ; P K O U f X P 2 9 
i F L U a K u T H E N 6 = iG( , b C T { M ) , b U T ( N ) ) ; P R D D L X P 3 G 
I F L U € - R U T H E h B ^ L G ( ' L ' , L o I ' S o i J T { H I J N j 5 0 I ; P R D D i X P 3 1 
i. F • n L u T H t i \ B = L G ( ' u S t G ( - u U l 1 fv } J J U } 5 P R O D E X P 3 2 
L A L = I H A L S 1 ( i i ^ L S T R ( L G t ® : * , A ? b ) ^ r - T L i S 1 ( S T K i ) ) f P R O D I X P 3 3 
LNiJ P K c u t X F ; P R G D E X P 3 4 
P R O C C S ' l K ) ; P R U D I N l 0 
S L t l iUN - pK .XeDUKeS Uf i H t C O l t e C T i N G PftOCtbb 49 
SIK i S A STRUt lURE i^nH GPuhATUH ^' , I I IS ASSJr^tD THAT T h t 
L th r AND R I'cH'l PAHl ARL i N CAKGNl t ruHK A.\l) i i 
CONVERTS FHfc STRUCTURE 10 CAiXONiC fORl^. * / 
L t R f B K . C A L J S T K 
i F i x h u l i i N i ' i i iO) ; 
0 C L ( 
i"L , i i 
I C H A k ( ; 
DCL( 
bOb bT , HAD i^ jTP , i NLS FK , PROD ,SUt ST P , N-X T LFT 
) LNTHY(MXhJ J d i N( 31 ,0) , r l ALD B i N l 3 I , u n 
KeTcR i sS (F iX f r ) .>I iM(31 ,0 i ) ; 
UCL { 
LG 
/ENTUY(CHAK1 n . F IXED l i i N U l ) ,F lAEC S i N J i U U ) ) 
^£ T ORiMS( r i XE0 bI N ( 3 1 ,0 5 ) ; 
i)CL ( 
S fi"4H 
) c N l R y { F i A h O 3 l K ( 3 I , U ) ) R t F u K N S ( C H A R f U ) ; 
COi\'] ST r U.;P,Bu1 . L IST )cImTRY(F 1 XtD b i N t i i ,0) ) HtTUHA'3{FlAfcC BIN ( 3 1 , 0 ) ); 
DC 1. I 
)fciv'IKY| r-I AbO D i N { 3 i , u n RE Ujk N5 | Bi M 1 ) ) ? 
:JCL< vvL .ftR) CHAK( I ) ; 
JC L (L f f RT) c h a r ( 3 ) ; 
OCL C h A R ( l ) ; 
L=CuiN } ( KsAO WTP ( ST i< ,2 ) + I) ; R = t3C"S(STR); 
UriSPt-v: ( TL) =Ui>iSPLC ( TuP{ i J ) ; UNSPcX (T R) =U SiS PEC ( T OP { K ) ); 
WL = SO:i ST-^i Tl. ,2 ,1 ) ; rtR-SUSSTR (7 K ,2 ; 
L i -$U3 S1R{TL ,2 ,3) ; RT = SU3STK(TK ,2 , 3 ) ; 






































S V S I N 
L)u; L = P K a D ( L , R ) ; GOTO R £ T ; hND ; 
L T - ' o C u " t. ' THEN DU ; 
Ui^SPtCf i^KAj = S U B S T k ( US'; SPEC (1 CF ( dGT ( L I ) i ,9 , 6 ) ; 
iF a K A ^ U ' I h h N DO', L ^ P R C D i L f k ) ; GuT IJ R f f ; thi 
END 
' I ' u RT «UOU * TnfcN DC ; 
ONSHEC ( rtRd ) " S U 6 S T K ! u N S P t C (TL:P ( bUT (K} ) ) ; 
ftKt?' ' IHfcN DU ; GuTC H^T; fci^o: L = P R J D ( i , h ) 
E J ; 
L T = ' G G U ' £ IHEN DL ; 
UNSPLC i ttKA) = S U 5 S T k { UNSPfct {1 LP ( bCT ( L H J t9 , tJ ) ; 
UNSP tC ( « K 8 ) = S U t 3 S T R ( u N S F E C { T C H ( BuT {R ) ) ) , 9 » 8 ) ; 
I F vvRa=«I • ' I HhN DL ; 
I = P k U O { L fK) ; GUTJ R E T ; &NC » 
END ; 
--NTEKi^(L) b - N T b R H ( K ) THhN R E l U K N ; 
L T = « I O O * j iT = ' I 0 ' 1 K T = M G U ' i R l ^ ' i 0 ' 7 hEN 
I s r ( 9 ) c A L = NXTLrT ( oNSPLC ( H) i O O M , !..) ; 
DU; 




END R k O D I N T ; 
SUii STk ( TK , i ) i ^ THEK UC; 
S U B S T R ( T K = « O G u ' THEN uG ; 
f R . L ) ; buTU R L T ; EMD; 
PKUOINT 
PROD INT 
P R O D l U l 
PRUD INT 





P R O D I N T 
P R G D I N T 
PRQ01\ 'T 
PROD IN 1 
PRDOiivlT 
PRODliMT 
P R G D I N T 
I^RGOIiXiT 
P R u O l N T 
PKuOliMT 
























PRJi>PEC : PKuCC STR » L S T ) K E C G R S l v E ; 
/i^ T H i b PxuCEDURh Tr^ANSFCRFS ThEi 
i N l u A L lNEAf i L I 5 l OF L I S I b. 
IG n-IL e^PTY ^ i S T L S I . { 
C A L 7 NL L f N GH ? b TR f L S T ? L A 5 L JR 
) f I X b u S i M 3 i tU) ; 
:)CL i-^ GA FLOAT bl 53) ; 
DLL { 
blTwiRy STRUCT.;RE S I R 




PRO SP EC 
PRO SP EC 
PRO SPEC 
PRO SP EC 







SiuTiJN 13 - PHGCiuOUKtb UF IHf^  CCLLECTIKG FHCChSS 31 
SYMri 
)b.\lKY(r I ril N{31 ,0) ) KtTUKNS ( LH/it^  { I ) 
Jul i 








C G M :1 , LI ST , s^ T 
)E.NlK5{f-lXE!.) 31i\{31 ,u) ) R t TUk\S i F 1X e L BIN(31,v;J ); 
!\J LNTKY(hiXci} 6IN(31 f a) ) kE1uKNS(FLlAT 6Ii\(b3)); 
iDiVT LNTRYiFixtD BiK(3itO)i ^lT JHNS { b IT { 1 ) ) ; 
iD^>niSTR) THEN RETUkN; 
SYM3{ STK) Tiit^ i 00 ; 
,A = L I S U 9) ; STR) ; 
iE3iB; !vUH = hl;A™l\tL- ILBlb; 
CAL^M/TLF T { ; CAL = NXT LFT (i\UR, LA) ; 
CAL = ;"UTLf T( STR sLA) ; CAL = NAT LF T / AT (ST k ) ,LA) ; 
IF T( LA rLSl) ? K L T U k M 
END ; 
L=Cui\T{ K,ADf^TP{ SlK ,2 )•«-]) i R ^ o C K STK) ; 
CALL PKUSPEC(LfI ST) ; CALL PRuSPEL!K,LSIi; 













































R EO ^  PRiJC( SIR ??-tOD ) ; 
Ki GHT cAPUNE NT GLT 
\ IS THE G K l A T E S I INTEGER SUCH THAT 
a K A H N . '^lib) X HOL 
Oct. K r I XEi) bi N( 3i J C) ; 
uCLi 
SIR ftAO\) ,A,B,X,8X,N,L,LA,Lb,j,CAL,ftTA,wTB,tiErS. 


















3 " Pi^  OC-iJof-i:. S LF THfc C U L L L C I ' N G Pi^lCbSS 5 2 
U L L ( R EO 9 
. , T ? U Q M T , B U T j L i bT, .- !TLl ;>•! , T G P R E O I G 
j C^^ITH V i r 1 X L J H.. T u k N S ( r 1 X L 0 3 i) ) ) i R Eu 1 1 
•JC L / R EO 12 
M T uF T .;-:MUKTP LS 1 k i:G 1 U 
) H R R I K V < F I N { 3 1 , F U T : 0 b l N ( 3 l ) R EO i 
•<F; T u K a S { r 1 a l D i i • 0 ) ) ; R E E 1 5 
LJ O L. 1 \ RED 16 
LG R EO 17 
) E N T k V I C H A R { ] ) J F I X F C J ) , F i X t C S I R ( 3 1 , 0 ) } R E O I c 
RTI£TUKNS(FLX£0 A I N T I L , 0 ) ) ; n EG 19 
uC L l.MT 3 1 T ( 1) ; R EO 20 
O^L KL L M A K U O ) f { K 1 , NA ) C H A F T J 2 ) ; R E G 21 
J C L P k N T I i l T { U E X T ; R E O 2 2 
iJwL i .St 3 23 
bis-. PiM R E G 24 
) rivTRYi. F i Acu i i i ^'131 f U) r F I X L C ii IM ( -3 'i, ? u U J i< t u 2 b 
Jw L i t R E O 2 c 
w A NUI'vC L K EG 2 7 
T k H r 1 AtL u i »U) t F l a l D B i N i s l , 0 ) 3 « RED 28 
a c t oLTA F i XbD b i N {31 jO) EX f ; K Ev,- 2 9 
IJLL SLisF i i N i K Y C f i X c O viii-<(31 fOi , F I X E D b 1 N ( 3 1 9O ) F REG 3 U 
F i X £ D B i I\ ( 3 I «U ) » r i X £ D B I N { 3 1 » I « f U i < S R EU 3 1 
I JC L NCR t N T R Y C c h A R U ) ) KbTURMS (F J X t D RI I N I 3 1 J 0 ) ) ; REU 3 2 
i F P R N T i IHEN PUT S K i P ( 2 5 L I S T { '(ENTER KEO' ) f REO 33 
J. r P k ; m THcW UALL STKPN ( STiS iU / ; REO 3 4 
R E O 3 5 
=L Ui\ T1 r;AO ^  T p 1 s T R 5 2 i U ) ; b X-B C T { i: 1 H J ; R EO 3 6 
'' C ijR T 1 -i/^  J T P {b A , ) +11 ; X^ b J T (V A 1 ; R EG 3 7 
- i. 1 iT f -.} ; C k l ^ n x i Lr T ( L vISPcC^ ^JuUu M , LA) ; REL; 38 
_ i.; ( A ) ; REG 3 9 
I F SU i S l K i ;.iSiSPFC( Lu) jV^ft) ^U,\SS'£C{ * i « ) THLN CCi REO 40 
J N S PSu { N X) - SUd S T R { UH SP E C 5 L' i ) ? 17 , l o ) ; ItviT R E O 4 i 
I F SUi ib lK ( N X , i » i ) - ' J ' T H E R S U D S T K (NX » 1 » J. REO 42 
SfcCT iUiM i.; - PK-.JthOUKE S Of iHt LLi-LtCT i.\G PKJLtSb f; 3 
t N D ; R E U A 3 
i F i ; T \ H LIS; I F THLN GuTU ; K E O A 4 
P( 1 V* i \ ) ; •»."} b --v T {i>) ; I F V;TP+V%T6>= ,MUC 1 h L ^ GOTO S/ ! ; •iBO 45 
I F L R I T I \ S I G I M A L C U \ D I T I C N ( A L P H A ) ; K EU 4b 
^ L S T ! L A ) ; k t O 4 7 
' , ' , b ; -^EO 4 B 
I r f ^ k U I "IHfcri C A L ^ S T K P A ( L F J ) ; K E O 49 
U L ] A = L ; C /M.L C A^^^NC L ( L , MOD ) ; R E G 
;J A ^ LA = L ; K E G 5 1 
5 ^  J L ) ; K EM 52 
! A — I. L 9 LAL .L C^ ^ ( LC , K J D ) ; i^cU 53 
s (_. F Lu ; S R ED 5 4 
r^ K I TncfN w/. LL S") R- i^x ( LA f o i I R E G 55 
•.LTA=LA ; C A L L LAivciNCi. i L A , ) ; H E C 56 
= L i l u O - l -FTIAI ; V ; ' L « M ' I R E D 57 
.i .-i r> u •= w i KEO 58 
MO J = ^ U ; • » K EU 5-J 
' 1 M K i = SU.J STH ( KI, tb } ; << E(3 bO 
IR : RH TriLiNi 1 F '•VA<KT THE-.V G U T , . •» i ; KEF: fcl 
? S L , t •) , R E D 62 
I R I I T H t ^ L M L L iTHHiv f L , U ) ; K E O 6 3 
i iL T A - L ; C A L L CAi\Gl\CL( t »HQD} ; HEC 64 
I F ^ = 2 IHbrs B A O ^ L ; i f J = i T H F K IIAT;L = L ; R E G 6 5 
i r ihl THt:i\ i r iSA'^KT THEi\; UL i K E U 66 
L^i - L I S T ih) ; C A L = l \ X l L f T i urgi ,PEG C u I ; J i ' ) » L L ) ; K E G 6 7 
Lb - L G ( • : ' , i - » L G ( ' U ' f L b , 0 ) ) ; KEO 66 
T A ! P R i M l I l H t , \ C A L L S T R P ^ ( L L S J ) ; k E O 6 9 
? T T A " L B | C H L L L A N G N L L { S FU I I ) ; R E D T U 
LA = ^  A ' « ® J t ' i f Lb ) i R EO 7 1 
I T' P K W T I C A L L S I I-IPR. C L A ] ; k E U 7 2 
G T I 5 i 5 T: N R* F R E U 7 3 
it I M T H F ^ I L U - : V C K 1 iMX , KT ) ; R E O 7 4 
E L se ) u ; L B ^ L L S T I V I ; LAL=^R^XTLFT ( U N I P E C C A I « ) i K T J , i. . c ) ; R E D 7 5 
R E D 7 6 
B&CT lu.v I J - J^K'Jl t u L K t h 0\R I r iE C Q L L E C I i KG P R O C E S S 54 
S I : 
tNC ; ftEU 77 
Lu'^LGi ' s S L f Lb \ « I S Lb , u n ; RED 78 
Ih P K N l I THEN •I.ALL S T k P , \ { L o , 0 ) ; RED 79 
b t l A ^ L S ; CALL L.A,\bKCL i LB f MOi:) ; REO 8U 
LA -LG^ ' = % LA ? LB ) ; R £0 81 
E.v D ; REG 82 
REO 83 
il- < HGD THEK QU ; RED 84 
L^LGt « f » jBAb fbA) ; RED 85 
B E I A ^ L ; CALL CANONCL(L ,MUO) ; REO 86 
L i = L I S l l S i ) ; C a l = N X T L F T (U-V ISPTL ( it; i » 3 L 1 ) ; REO 8 7 
c i = = L I S T { S ) ; C A L ^ N X T l F K U N S P F H ' u i 0 3 ' ) , L 3 ) ; REO SB 
I E i N i THEN DC; RFO 89 
KT = Su t i STR (CnAk tNX-f * 0 i ' J »8 ,2 ) ; KFU 90 
LC^.^Ck'; KT t U ; REO 91 
^ETA = LC ; L A L L CAivuNCE ( LC ,MUD) ; REO 92 
E ND ; REO 93 
L L S E D G l REO 94 
Ll- = LG( M ' »i.G{ *+ » , X , L 1 ) , L 3 ) ; REO 95 
END ; REO 96 
L = L G ( ' : ' » L F L C ) S REO 97 
B E T A ^ L ; C A L L C A N U N C L { E T M Q D ) ; REO 98 
L A - L G ( S ® F LA F L ) ; REO 9 9 
END ; REO l o G 
I F + < MGU THEN DO; REO 10 1 
I E I>Mbti = 0 T H E N G u T O S 2 ; REO 102 
L = EG( ' , » ,8Abb , BA ) ; R E O 1C3 
bfcTA = L ; CALL uANCNCLtL fHOOl ; REG 104 
^ Z ^ L l S T t S ) ; C A L ^ N X T L F T ( U N S P E C t 1 0 2 ' ) , L 2 I ; R EO 105 
L 4 = L 1 S T ( 9 ) ; L A L = I \ X T L F T ^ U N S P E C I )^ L ^ ) ; REO 106 
i.F I N I T H E N REO 10 7 
LC = N C K { KT J U ; K E Q 108 
U E I A ^ L C ; C A L L U A N C K C L C L C J M D I I ) ; K E O 10 9 
E NI) ; R E O 110 
S t L l i G N 13 - P k U C l D U K E S OF THL C CL LLC T i i\G P R G C t S S t , c. 
S2 
E L i E DO ; REO 1 1 1 
L C = L u i ' p { ' ,X f L I ] M REO 112 
tfMO ; R t U 11 3 
L = LG( ' : ' a » L C ) ; REO 1 1 4 
i E T A = L ; L A L L C A K C N C L U tMGD) ; RED 115 
L A = L u { ^ » « , LA , LJ ; REO 1 1 6 
ENO ; REG 117 
REO 118 
U L TA^LA ; RED 119 
LA L S C UPi LA J L.A ? 0 ? MGD ) ; REG 12 0 
I F PKiNili THEN u A L L S l R P i U L A , 0 ) ; R EO 11- I 
i K A L S T t I N L b T R ( L A , K T L I S T { b i h ) ) ) ; REO 122 
t5L VA=Ht I s ; REO 12 3 
I F P i s H M I H E N P U l S K I P ( 2 i L i S K ' F A l T k h L ' i ; RED 12 4 
E'MD H E Q ; REO 1 2 5 
Kl - iVuiUTt ^TK MIUD ) ; 
( j S ® ) - > { A jO; M B s A , 8 M 
t) i. L 
A f B ? C A L } S I R , M O D 
) F I A t D d l N ( 3 I , 0 ) ; 
UCL ^ 
LG 
J t N l K Y i C H A R C 1) XED 3 i N f ;U ,U ) . F i A 10 B l M l i U O ) ) 
: i c lUK iMS f f i X c D d I N O l , 0 ) ) ; 
J U L ? 
.JUT , C 0 N 1 , s v T f M l L I ST 
) t W T K V C F I X L O t i I f v ( 3 l f J ) i kt 'TUP NS C F i X ED d l M i 3 1 ? u ] ) ; 
JCl. { 
rtADNTP,IULS1K 
i XhD 6 i , F I a E D 
k £ T u K N S ( F i a L D B l N ( J l t O i ) ; 
R INVDUT 0 
R I N v t i U T I 
R I N V C U l ? 
R I fM VO u T 3 
R i N V G u T 4 
R I N V O U T 5 
K I N V O U I 6 
K i N V u u I 7 
K l i W L U l 8 
R l i^VOUT 9 
R I^ iVOuT 10 
R I N V U U T 11 
R I ^ V u u T 12 
R l N V G u l 1 3 
R i N V D u T 14 
R I N V L U T l b 
ShCilO-'^ i i - HKOCEaUKES THir COLLECTING PKuCtSS 
A-CU.4T{MAD'-4TP( STK , 2 ) -H ) ; 
L i=auT(BCI i S IK I ) ; 
L = LG{ ® • ' S L u ( ' fO) ; 
IF ftTI A ( u) <!^ GL3 THEN 
L = LG{ ' a ^LC i S S L.G ( S ' 
CALL I R A L S T i i N L S J r i i L . M T L I S T C S I R ) ) ) ; 
ENO R i N V D U T i 
B p A ) ? LG ( ' « ' S o « U } ) ) ; 
R INVuuT 
K IN VGoT 
R iuVL JT 
K iNVOUT 
R 1^^ V^0UT 
R INVUUT 








KPKDUUTJ PHOCiS 1R ,MQD) ; 
(A ,C ) i M t B M A f b f C ) 
UCL ( 
A td fC f S T R f L f C A L ?MGD » wA fV<H ,WCt8l2TS i LA 
) F I AED B i N i . s i ,05 ; 
iJCL 
LG 
I t N l K V iCHAfU i ) XLC J R i t i l jO ) iXhD d I N ( 3 i ? 0 n 
Rt lUKiSiSi M XcD Bi iSiCil ) ; 
OCL C 
601^CONl J NT , L I ST ,M l L i ST 
) ENTkVCf 1 aLD B i N ( 3 1 , 0 ) } RE TuR^b ( F 1 X t C B I N ( : 5 1 , u n ; 
UL L 
HADNTP |i\XTLf- T J iKLSTH 
)h '^iKY(P i XLO 6INC31 lO i f r i X L D 
kETURi\-S{ FIXED BIN (31 , 0 ) 1 ; 
UCL { STRPN,CAi\UNCL) tNTRY (F IXED BI { 3 i »U ) , F IA ED 6 I N ( 3 1 , 0 ) ) ; 
UCL PRNT i B I T ( i ) t X I ,BcTA F l X t C fal \i(. i i , U )EXT ; 
IF Pk.MTi IH tN PUT SKIP(2} L I S T M F N T E R RPKDCUTM; 
IF PRNT l THEN CALL S T k P N ( S T H , 0 ) ; 
i3t I S=^DETA ; 
A=CUiMr{ KADNTPi STR + ; 
b^CONTIHADNTP{BD1(STR) ,2)^1) I 
C = bUT{bUTC S l K l ) ; 
RPROCuT 
RPRDUUT 















































b t u ! ily4 13 - p-i O C i : D U R L S OF ThL C O L L E C T I N G PROCESS bl 
nA = vi T ( A ) I Arf = W 1 ( b ) ; i^ C = T ( C } ? 
I F rtA+wij MUO •''HtiX D L ; 
L ^ L l S l i ^ ) ; LFT< UKSPEC ( ' u u a u ' ) 9 L ) ; E N D ; 
I F ftA-^tvB < f4ui.) T H L N U J ; 
L = LG ( S S a ,B j ; 
U - i^kivTI T H t r ; C A L L S T R P W ( L j D ) ; 
B t l A ^ L ; C A L L C A N L N C L ( L ; E N u ; 
ir- viA+t^B+'/X <v KL'D THciM DU ; 
LA = LG( » , • , L , L ) ; 
I f PkAfl Ihth C A L L S T k F N { L A , 0 ) ; 
d t T A = LA ; c a l l CANUNCi . ( LA fHOC ) ; 
L = L G ( « . s L , L A u t N O ; 
IF < HJD THEN DO; 
L a ^ L G { ' ^ s A , C ) i 
i r PHiNTi THLfSi C A L c S T K P N { LA ,0 ) ; 
B L T A ^ L A ; C A L L C A K O N C L { L A j M U L s ; 
L - L b { ^ 0 ' » LA f L ; ; 
IF PKNTI Tht.M LALL SI K Pi\ (. L fU .) ; 
BfclA^LI CALL C A N u N C L ( L , M O O ) ; E N O ; 
LALL I R A L S T f i : \ L b l K ( L , r l T L i S T i SIR) ) J ; 
IF PRN1I THtN Put S M P i 2 ) L I S K ^ L a H k P k D J U T ' ) ; 
















































SCAN t PROC i STR f S T R U L L j P u S tMCD) H t c u K S i v e ; 
/ 
P u s = l " > STK L h F I OF S T k U L D ' i V 
P U S = 2 - > STk HGH7 OF S T R C L O 
P O S ^ C - > STK IS MAir^ S T R U C T U R E */ 
STR IS S T R U C T u R t TO BE S C A K N t i ; W 
i l R U L O IS S l R u C T U R E FROH kHICh oTR 
DC L 1 
IS D t R i V L D 
















S E C T L U N LO - P ^ O C E D U K E S U F I H T C C L L F C C T L N G P K U C L S S 58 
u i J 
) F i X LU ;>i N ( 3 1 , L ) ; S C A N 8 
JU L ( SCAN 9 
b f f i SCAN 1 0 
) C H A K I N ; S C A N I L 
U C L ( S C A N 12 
Hit Kri SCAi^ 1 3 
) T N i R V ( r l X L U in SI. ,0)1 K i l L R N S ( B i T { 1 n ; SCAiM 1 4 
U C L ( SCAIV 1 6 
SVi^ B^ S C A N i o 
) L N f r U t S - L AhC 6 I N T . U f O ) ) K T T U k N S ( CHAR { i N ; S C A N 1 7 
UCL. ( S C A N 18 
d e l , C J N T SCASM i ' i 
) h N l H Y ( F I X b D d l i \ i 3 I , 0 n R t l U R N S ( r lA ED B 1 N ( 3 1 , U ) ) ; S C A \ 2 0 
U u L ( SCAIN J 
CANuNCL s S T k P N S C A N 2 2 
) E N T R Y ( F l A t U , u ) tF i A L U S C A N 2 3 
UCu ( S C A N 2 4 
dADNTP ? S U B S T ? S U b S B T S C A N 2 5 
i E i^ lKV CF 1 ALD B I N ( 3 1 jO) • F l A t l i B i N { 3 l , 0 ) ) S C A N 2 6 
U H N S ( L - I X H D o I N ( 3 l 5 0 ) } ; S C A N 2 7 
DCL SCAiv E N T K V i F l X f c D b 1 N ( 3 1 , 0 ) , F I X E J B I N ( 3 l i O ) j SCAN 28 
F I X C U 61 i S i (3 i , 0 ) f F l X E O B I N ( : > 1 , G } ) ; SCAN 2 9 
I F - . N T E R M ( S T R ) T H E N K E T U H N ; S C A N 3 0 
MuDL^i'^OO; ^UDK-MGO; S C A N 3 1 
hAniMTPi S T k K 1 ) ; ( S I K ] ; S V H^ S^ V f4B 1 S T R ) ; S C A N 32 
I F 1 i H r h . GOTu L i ; SCAN 3 3 
I f - T r r i x i SCAN 3 4 
J u ; r : ; : ; L = H) ; : { L ) ; ENO; SCAN 3 b 
it- L) THE h CAll SChwiL ySIi^. ? i ,?-'eDL) ; S C A N 3 6 
I F g l v R F i K i 1Ht,.N CALL SC AN ( R , I k j ? ?' lUDF 1 ; SCAN 37 
" i F S T K ) = ' L SVFa i S T K C i n ? . ® u S T R - = S T K L L D THEN K L T U R N ; SCAN 3 8 
u A L L CAKUNCL l b i f . . H L D ) ; SCAN 3 9 
K c T U K N ; SCAN 4 0 
Lixit) sc A^l; SCAN 4 1 
iLCTION 1j> PROCEDURES Oi- THE COLLECTING PkUCtSS 
S TK GN : PH3C I b l P N v , ) f I X h D B I N ( 3 1 ? U ) RECURSIVE; STRGK 0 
i A 1 IHC E i R S l L L V c L OF l A E ^ T l i i S PRUCEOJRE "lAKCS A STR CN 1 
S Tk i Hh l i i - T SIRNG , 01 VI OE S 11 I N T.vO PARTS SEPARATED BY S TR GN 
mN APPkuPRIATE O P L R A l U k ^ I T 1 PEN oLKEHATLS A STRUCTURE SIR Gi\ 3 
cittSEO UN THESb T^H PARTS AMS THE D I V I D I N G QPERATJK. STRGN 4 
JCL { S TR (r-i\ 
^ , S , SA , SB ? SC 9 SO ,BC , Lk , PNT ,ST PNG»F A ,CAL , P, N? PC, PNC S T R GN 6 
) h i X c D , i i N { 3 1 , 0 ) ; STRGN 7 
DCL ( STRGN 6 
NuL S I R , SEQLR S l K G h 9 
) E N i R Y ( F i X b b b i 3 1 , 0 ) sF1AEC B I N ( 3 1 , 0 j ) STRGN IC 
RETURiVS(!- i AED b i N i j i j O ) ) ; STRGN i I 
DCL ( STRGN 12 
CUNT, S TR GK I 3 
SEORUi^ ,S i K&N , LNKL , LNKR, PCPT C F , POP BOT , D E L E T E , ! TP, BC"T STRGN 14 
h £ i S l R Y ( r i A L D B i N { J l , 0 ) 3 RE T URNS { F I X EO b l N ( 3 i , U ) } ; STRGN 15 
DC L ( STRGN 16 
Ch ,ChC ,C ,CC iTRGN 17 
) C H A R i 1 } ; S TR GN 18 
OCL ( STRGN 19 
Lb STRGN ZC 
} E N T H ¥ ( C H A R { 1 ) , F IXED i5 iN( i l , 0 ) , F I X E D ci 1 N { 3 1 , • j ) ) STR GN 2 1 
KL T LRNSC F I XLD 6 i N ( 3 I ? ( J i ) ; STRGN 2 2 
u .^  L PR£C ENTRYiCHAh { I ) ) RETURNS { F iXbO B i ! \ i { 3 1 , 0 ) ) ; STRGN ^,3 
• CL ( STRGN 2 4 
.^TERi^ STRGK 25 
) c N T R Y ( F I X E D 3 I N ( 3 i , 0 ) l RE T U R N S ( B U ( 1 ) 1; S T R GN 26 
STRGN 27 
STR GN 2 8 
IF -.i'NlTERMi STRNb) THEN RETURNUCP { STRlMG ) ) ; STR GN 29 
S TR GN 30 
o t X T I u M - P H O L t O L R t b T H f e C O L L E C T I N G P K G C E S S t u 
s e w 
P K E C 
i f - S u J S T k ( U i ^ b r t L ( B l T ( S T R N b . ) ) f b J = J : \ S P f c u ( M « ) i . S T R G K 3 1 
i u d S T K i ' o N S P c C ( V o P { i l R i ^ j G J ) ^b ) - U . X i P e C C ' { ^ ) T n t i M i T R G h 3 2 
U u ; C A L = P O P T G P t S I R N G n C A L = P 1" P 3 C T ( S T ) 1 S 1 R G K 3 3 
K F T u K i v ( S T K G N ( S T K N G ) ) S 1 K G ! \ 3 4 
c i v i o ; S T R G N 
S T R G N 
3 5 
3 6 
d C = = u ; P C = l w ; C L = ' G ' ; S T R G N 3 7 
i - S n U K O k ( S T H N G } 5 S T K G N 3 b 
P . \ i T = L N K K ( S ) ; S a ^ S L U L k ( S ? F A ) ; S T R G i V 3 9 
i F P a > 0 T H c i N ! D O ; S T R G N 4 0 
L K = N L L S 1 K ( P I s L , S T K i \ G ) ; C A L = r C F T L P ( L R ) ; S I K G N 4 1 
E i i A S L K L m U L K S T R G N 4 2 
K L L G i C h i . f S T K G M t S T R N G ) ^ S l k b K J L K ) ) ) ; S T K G ^ ; 4 3 
E N D ; S T R G N 4 4 
I F F A = O T H E N G u l o s e w ; S T R G N 4 5 
U N S P E L i C H ) = S U t J bJRl U i v S P t C ( S A i , 2 5 , 8 ) ; S T R G N 4 6 
i i - C H = « { ' T H E N D i j ; i 3C = i > C + l ; G u T O S C N ; E N D ; S T R G ( \ 4 7 
i r T H h i \ 0 0 ; i . 5 C = t i C ~ i ; b U T C S C N l L " i \ : ; S T R G N 4 8 
I F i i L < 0 T H L N S i G i . A L C U N D I T i a ! \ ( A L P H A ) ; S T R G N 4 9 
I F . ^ O U T H E N G O T O S C N ; S T R G N 5 U 
P = P R E G 1 C H ) ; U ( \ i S P e C ( C J = S U i i S I H i L N S P t C ( S A ) , 1 7 , 8 ) ; S T R G N 5 1 
I F 0 P^PC T H f c N S T R G N 5 2 
I F C > - - = C C T H E N S T R G M 5 3 
D O ; c c = c ; P N C = P N i ; C H C = C H ; G O T O S C M ; E N ; ) ; S T R G M 5 4 
fc L S b G o 1 u S C N ; S T R G N 5 5 
I P f)<=-- P C T H E N S T R G N 5 6 
i 3 ! j ; P G = = P ; P i ' v C ^ P N l ; C i i C = = C H ; C C ^ C ; G U T C S C N ; E N D ; S T R G K 5 7 
G u I J S C N ; S T R G N 5 8 
P H D L C S ^ F I X L D i 5 i N f 3 I s O ) ; S T R G N 5 9 
O C L 1 F 1 AEL . ) i i i f \ ( 3 1 f c i ; S T R b N 6 U 
J C L S C H A K C I ) ; S T R G N 6 1 
O C L C H { 9 ) C H A k U ) S T A T I C S T R G N 6 2 
s » S T R G l \ u 3 
U u T C 9 ; I F C H i n ^ i T H E N R E T U K N ( U ; E N O ; S T R G N 6 4 
b i i C S i O ; ^ l i - P K O C E O U K f c S u F T H t C O L L E C T I N G P R O C E S S 6 1 
P u T L i S I S ® I N V A L I D o P c K a T O K M ; R E T U k N ( ^ . J ) ; 
E N J l > R E C j 
t.NO S T K G ' N i ; 
S T R G N 
S I R G M 




S T K K G E T ' 
N U C n 
H X J l 
P K I J C » L ^ A I W i ; 
T H I S R U L T I N E T a k e s LC^i^XJT b X P K L - S S I o K F K U " 1 C A R D 
A N U g e n e r a I t S U i E C u K R h S P G N D i N o I I S I b I R U C T U R E . 
D L A N K S flM Y D E t f S E U F O R 
T H t t X P k l - b S l u N i M J S I B E 
L c T ' ( E k S a - > L A R t 
S P A C i N u A R d l T R A h U y 
T H E 
T H E 
iJCL 
D C L 
D C 
U C L 
- > A U 
T E K K : l N A T t L i B Y 
A S b U i M E U I E B E 
A S S U ^ ^ E U T U d E L E T T c K S 
f 
G t > L ( 1 2 ) , I M d - ^ ) , C f C H , C H A , C A 
j C H A R U ) ; 
I 
\ 
G P A ( 1 2 ) K A l 1 4 } , t t L M A l M , ! , J , C A L 
) f I X E D H I W C::;! t O ) 5 
n X I L F I J S U E S B T 
) E « ^ T R Y ( F i X t D 61 . \ ( 3 l , 0 ) , F I X E D 6 i N { - > I , U ) ) 
k E T u K r j S C F i X E O B l N ( 3 1 f U ) ] ; 
G R O U P E L E M E N T S , 
I n t e g e r l i t e r a l s 
L i S I . S l K G N f N A i ^ T S T > B Q T 
5 £ N T K Y ( F i A t D ) R E T U R N S { r l X f : D B i N ( i L f U ) } ; 
D C L C H I C H A R I 1 0 ) » C H F C H A K ( 4 ) : 
C A L = L 1 S T ( L M A i H I ; J 
I F J = i T H E N ! ) J J 
G E T E D I T ( C J ( A C i ) i ; 
•U 
J - u 5 
5 
G O I G S O R T ; F N D ; 
I F C = * « T H E N G C T i N X T ; 
I F 5 'J 5 
1 
L = ' 
C H > = «A 
I F 
T H E N 
A i 
R E T U K N ; 
C H < = ' Z ^ T H E N 
{ C > = ' A ' a C T H E N 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
b T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R i N i G E T 
S T R N G c T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G - T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G c l 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 
S T R N G E T 



























SECUiJN Li - PROCLlJuKEb UF IHE COlLbCTiNG PKUCtSS 6 2 
Su k1 
UPK TK : 
LA 
bp EL 
IN IL i • 
o u ; J = l , GCTU Cpkth ; end ; 
IF L i. I THEN 
uu; J^I ; GOTO GPKTI<; LMU; 
c h=c ; 
lb O ' Z ' THE l\ GLTlJ I HI ; 
K=o; 
IF C A ' IHcN OUTU l p r y h ; 
i ! C< 'M' LuTC GPEL; 
iP L < » a ' Trii-. N GLiTu i M L I F; 
SlGiJAL CUNOn i ALPHA) ; 
1=BUT(LhAlK) ; 
WAi''»TS1 { i » =0 THEiN GOTO LA; 
dMi SPfcL ( CHA l = STK{ oNSPfcC U ) ; 
i i- L ri ~ CHA^ ^ ' , ' THt N OU ; 
uiSiSPi-. ChF ) -U^MSPdC { 1 ) ; 
Cnr=» uUOCOOUOj' i I Subi>TK(uHF v'3 tlJ ; lHT=CHT i» ; 
i^^JNSPtC ( ' It oUbSTlUChl t 9 , i ) li ChA ) ; 
CA l = Soc> SB T ( i » LHAi ^ ) ; GGTC i>i'JCh ; 
ENO ; 
LAL=.\lXTt.FT( UMSPtC I •000' | |CH) ,LtMAlNJ I bUTO NUCH; 
DO 1=1 TO I I I 
iF bC.L(n=CH THEN 
DO; LAL=NX1LFT(GPAf1) . lyAlM ; bCTo MUCH; tND; 
IF GPL( i ) = ' ' TtiFN CO ; 
CAL==fMXTLF 1 ( bMSP£X ( H)GO M i CH ) ,1-1 ST i L 3 } ; 
GPL{i)=^CH; CAL = WATLr T( L , LNAIN) ; GPAtii^LJ GbTu NJLH 
Ei^ iO ; 
iiuivAL CUiMDl l lUNi ALPHA) ; 
DO i = i TO 
IF iiSL(i)=CH THEN 
uu ; C A L^NX n.f 1 { i NA a ) , LMAi K) ; GCTC NUCH ; fcNC; 
iF INLi 1 ) = • • THtN i}L ; 
C a l - N X T L F T ( U N S P c C ( ®uLO' j jCH) , l i S T { L J ) ; 




































































iiECliJN - PKQCrJJURLb LiF THL CCLLECTIAG Pf^GCbSS 
CAL~I\XTL^ It L . L i^Al N) ; GCIC iSLCH ; ti\U; 
£Ni,5 ; 
S i GNA L C JNO I T i UN ( A L PI-A ) ; 
iA T : ir 1 THt b U 1 u i rvti ; 
CaI^NATLP 1 ( UNSPbC ( '0 lu ' N L A ) , l.l'iA 1 N) ; v.UTG NuCH; 









SlKPiNi: P^ i^Ji. { S FK ) RECURSIVE; 
This PKUu HkINTS a STkGCTlHE, STR, SJPPLIEJ 
FUKi^Al. LEET NuKMiN^ uh C CHflUi Al UkS lb ASSUMED. 
DCL { 
A ,GAL t i ,,\r.uP' ,STR ,fM,PA »FS 
) F i XEU Lii ,n;{ 31 ,05 ; 
.)CL ( 
S ViMB 
)ENTRVtFIXED b l N ( i l , U ) J AtTURNS(CHAR(1)); 
i:)C L ( 
SVH 
S GHAKi l ) ; 
ix: L i 
COMCNT 
iENIRXriXED k£ T UK ( CHAR { 1 ) ) ; 
OCi. { 
PRlC 
) Ui'^ TRYv F I XED tU s\i( 3 I , 0) ) RE TURNS i F i X ED B i N { 31 , U ) ) ; 
uCL i 
lENlKYlF i aELJ BiN(31 »0) ) !<E lURNS ( BIT (1) ) ; 
uCL ( 
BOT jCL'NT ? TU» 

















































SEC"? lUN l i - PKuC tUUKho o l THE CQLLeCT ING PROLcbS 
iJ's. L { STKPN 24 
MAUHTP Tbrkpw STRPN 25 
)cNTv^YiF i Xc^ d l N{31 ,0) . r i A t D STRPN 2fc 
STRPN 27 
DCL lijfV] t i V l K V i F l Xi£0 U ) i KLTvjR^b ( B I T ( 1. } ) ; STRPN 28 
IF W>-:!vO rhbN STRPN 29 
Du; PUT SN i P ( iM -5 tC ) ; CAL=i,Ui^CNT <bTK); N=i.; END; STRPN 30 
I f N = bCC IH -N DU; CAL^CLMCrxf ( S IR ) ; N = l;S:Ni:; STRPN 31 
IF iNi>>UU THtiM DO; C A l =CCMCi\!T (ST K) ; tNO; STRPN 32 
iF i\>b7 THEN D U i P L l SKI P (2 ) ; N = 1 ; EKD; STRPN 33 
IF isi^ O iHi:i\ Du ; PUT S K l P ( 3 i ; CAL CMCM" (S T K ) ; N= 1 ; FiMU; STRPN 34 
SYH-SY.-iri ( SI k) ; STRPN 35 
IF - ' N l LRHCSTk j TlifcN Du ; STRPN 3 6 
IF 10 , \ n STK) THEN DG; PuT E t ; i T ( »1 • ) {M) ; KETUAN; END; STKPN 37 
IF Suo STR( UhSPtL ( FLJPI S T R H jB ) ^ UhiSPhL 1 ' i ' ) THEiM UU; STRPN 38 
uNSPEC{SVM)=SUBSTK(UNSPEC(T CPI S T « ) ) , 1 7 , d) ; STRPN 39 
IF SVH-= 'VJ' ^ SYH^=» » THEN DU ; PUT l D T i (SYT^) (A} ; isi=W+l ; EiMO; STRPN 40 
SYM-SYHBt STR) ; P u l HOi T( SYK) {AJ ; i>i=t\+i ; RETURN; END; STRPN 41 
PUT EDITC S Y M H A< ; ; RETURN; STRPN 42 
t NO; STRPN 43 
A^C JMlC had:-'TV 1 STr< ,2 K 1 ) ; i^  = buT{ STKJ ; STRPN 44 
P S^PKLC ( STK ) ; IF S Y H = M ' THEN rS = P b r i ; STRPN 45 
P A = P R c C U ) ; Pi5 = PKEC (b) ; STkPN 46 
STRPN 47 
IF SY,4=* ' » • i SY.M="s.* t h e n g o t o l i i /^U.NAkY C P t k A l ION STRPN 4« 
STkf^N 49 
/ V ST:< i S HON TEkMI NAL U 31 NARY STKPN 
Ir PS^P^ IHEN c c ; PIT EOlli ' ( ( A ) ; K-h+i; £N0; STRPN 51 
C A L = j 1 K P K 1 A . ?^ J) ; STKPN 52 
IF Rb>PA TdcN i.)L. ; PuT FOIT { « ; ® ) { A) ; = EiMD; STkPN 53 
IF SY.i= ' . - THEN G O l u L2 ; STRPN 5 4 
IF SYr i -^ ' , « THEN DC; S T R P N 55 
PoT E D I K S Y H K A ) , ; GGTC L2 ; END; STRPN 56 
.^L = ( 27) ' 0 H SUi iSTRi INSPECT TUP i S T R M T2 i ,4 ) ; STRPN 57 
i>ECT iuN I ' i - PnDCtOUKEb I'lr 7H(-, COLLECTING PKOCtSS 6: 
L i 
OiJ 1 = 1 TLi NCU,^; PUT c D I 1 { ' , ' ) I A) ; N=N + I ; END; STRPN 58 
I f PS>P6 THEN D u ; FLT t u l l ( M ' J ( A ) ; = EI%O; STRPN 59 
CAL==S rKPN{ b ,N) ; STRPN 60 
IF THEN D b ; PLT E 0 I T { ' ) ' ) ( A) ; N = N - H ; ENO; STKPN 61 
<E Tu;<N; STRPN 62 
iv- ' • ' THLK OU ; STRPN 63 
it PS^PA THEN o u ; PLT E O l K ' O t A ) ; N = N + 1 ; END; STRPN 6 4 
C A L == 5 1 K P N { A , N ) ; STRPN 6 5 
If- ys>PA Tr iE^ O u ; PuT E J r n ' ) « ) t A } ; e n d ; STRPN 66 
PuF ; KFTUKN; E^MD; STRPN 67 
It- THEN D u ; STRPN 6 8 
PUT E J i H ' M a ) ; w - N - H i STRPN 69 
I r PS>PA Thfci^ o u ; PUT E D I T ^ M ' M A ) ; n=N:+1; END; STRPN 70 
CAL=^S ! KPN( A ; STRPN 71 
IE ;>S;>t-A THEiM DO; PLT E i T ( M ' ) ( A.) ; N = N+1 ; END; STHPN 72 
X L T J K M ; ENf3; STRPN 73 
EisD STKPN; STRPN 74 
P K Q C i A ? B ) F IXED B I N ( 3 1 , U ) ; bUM 0 
ADOS Two INl fcGfckS 1 i\ L I S T FQHKAT AND RETURNS THE SUM SUM 1 
I.;NS L I S T FiJKMAT SUM 2 
uCL l A K j B K i o i T ( 1 ) ; SUM -3 
UCL F iX t .U D E K i f O ) ; SUM 4 
DCL (A , L , K t t A L ) F I X E D B 1 N ( 3 1 , 0 ) ; SUM ^ 
DC L L 1 LHAsU 2 ) 1 SUM 6 
DCL( SUM 7 
. . I ST,dOT SUM 8 
) £ N T R V I F I XtD SiNC 31 lO) ) ftf TUI^  NS I F iX ED B i N i i I , u ) ) ; SUM 9 
UCL { SUi« 10 
5 y 6 SUM i i 
i c N T K y t F I X f i i . 0 ) ) RET URNS ( CHAR ( 1) ) ; SUM 12 
r-i { SUM 13 
ShuTI'JiM l i - P R J C t J u K E S U - iHL C C L L l - C l l N G P K J C L S S 
r^TEKM SUH 
) c : iM l R \ ( F I X t U B I K ( 3 1 , G ) ) R h TUk r^ S { c 1 U i ) ) 5 SUN'i 13 
DCL ( SUM Ifc 
17 
)»:N"ikY{F i XID N ( 3 1 , 0 ) , F I X t o SU^i 18 
Rt 1 UK N S ( M AC D B i iv { 3 I »u ) » » SUM 19 
L { SUH 20 
LG S oh 21 
) t f ^ l k V ( C r i A K ( 1 ) j t - i X b D i U N ( 3 i ,L ) , F i x EC u i ^ a S i f J ? ) Sun 2 2 
K L T U R i M S t F I X b D 1 f u ) ] ; SUM 2 3 
A M = ' 0 » r t ; B M - ' 0 > l ; SUH 
l i - i M l c K F i A } Ihth I f SY,'4o { A) = ' U ' T mCK SUM 2 5 
L)U; A r ^ ' l - b ; L^ i i C l i HUT ( A) ) ; LNC; Suf i 2 6 
LL : iE S I G N A L CUFO i 1 I Gf\i 1 AL PhA ); SUM 2 7 
i: i SL L^uCT { A) ; Sur-: 2 3 
I F N T c H M i B ) T H t F I F S Y M a i u ) = ' U « THEN SUM 29 
D u ; H H - ' l ' d ; R = DLT ( BCT ! D n ; ENC; SUM 3u 
ELi>t S I G N A L L CNC IT I UN i AL P H/ i ) ; SUM 31 
c L S E R^BGT (B ) ; SUM 32 
UNSPEC ( t T ) ^SUD STK( Ui\SPEC ( I ) , 1 7 , 1 6 ) ; SUM 33 
L i L = t T ; I F M-'i THEW • j t = - D L ; SUM 3 4 
uNiSPcX 1 C T) =SUb S T K i u N S P E C ( K ) , 1 7 ,1 fc ) ; S UH 3 5 
Uf<=CT ; IF B.-4 THi -H !JH = ~DK ; SUM 3 6 
1.) L =0 L K ; SUM 37 
I F n L > 5^  THEN S i G N A L C u N D l T 1 ON{AI PHM) ? SUM 3 8 
IE D L - U THCN DU ; SUM 39 
K = L i S T { S} ; C A i . = . \ a T L F T ( UN-SPEC { ' U I ^ O ' ) , H ) ; S UM 
K E T U K N ^ R ) ; END ; SUM 4 1 
I F DL<C THEN DO; SUM 42 
SUH 43 
k ^ L i S U Y] ; CAL^ iMXTLFT IUNSP f cC < I « | j SU bST R t CHAR ( OL >, 7 , 2 ) k ) ; SUM 4 4 
K^L^i ' U S K » U ^  I SUM 4 5 
->.cTUHN( k ) ; E i s u ; S UK 4T-
i r DL>0 THEN D C ; SUM 4 7 
StCTiO.M 1 3 - PKOChDUKES OJ- fHb CCLLtCTiNG PROCirSS 
H^^Li S1( 9) ; CaL = i^XTLFT( UixSPEC t 'v 1 ' | ISUl^ST h { l h AR ( DL) ? "N 2 5 ) , H ) ; 
KE TURMi R ) ; 










SUIEX: PRUClSIR} FIXED B I 3 1 , 0 ) ; 
/ * i A :M) (A - > A : (f^+N) 
UNARV MINUS I S RbPLAC&U BY BINARY NUS CK RAlStC 
Tu THl t u p ur THE r e s u l t I , I M f c G R A L STRUCTURE 
iJCL ( 
SIR «A T3 9 f N f i, f R f CAL 
) Fi XtU a i M{31 ,05 ; 
UCL ( 
BUT , TOR ,CUNT j M U i SI ^LI SI 
IcNTRYIFIACD B i N { 3 l ? 0 } ) RtTURNS{f lAcU B i N ( 3 1 , o ) ) ; 
DCL ( 
LG 
)cNTRyCCHAR ( 1) XEC ^ I ( 3 1 ,0 ) , H 1X £ D B £ N ( 3 i ^ U ) ) 
RtTURNSCt- I XbU di Ni 31 fO) } ; 
DCL i 
,'!ADi\T? f IKLSTR ,NXTi.F T 
) c ( \ l R Y l f j XtD SI N ( 3 i , 0 ) ,FIXED 8 l N { 3 1 , U ) ) 
URNSiFiXfcU d I N ( 3 1 j O I } ; 
DCL ( 
L U f K U 
) Bf Ti i ) I 
DCL IRAiST ENTKViFi XtO B I N ( 3 i , 0 J ) ; 
UCL( 
SVM8 
)HNIKy{Fi XhU B l N O l j O U RLTURMS t CHAR {1) ) ; 
DCL WlfcKH EnTkYU-IXEO B I N O I ,0 i ) RETUKiMS ( BIT (1 ) ) ; 
























































3 - f.-iOChOuRL S OF IHfc wOLLt.CTiNG PKOCfcSS C8 
uL f GK = ' C ^  D ? SUM EX 2 7 
SUM EX 2 8 
IF SYMbi L) = « : • THfc.si A = C U M (.^lAOHT P U. ,2 ) + i ) ; SUf-'iEX 29 
EL St A - I ; SUM EX 30 
if SVi^ii { A) ^ " » 5 « THEN i)C ;A = bijT < A ) ; GL = ® i ' b ; t hi); SUM EX 31 
iP SVHdi L i ^ : ' SUM EX 32 
THuN iJO; M = L i S ] ( 9 ) ; CAi.=NXTLFT (UNSPcCi ' 0 10 1' ) ,M ); ; SUiMEX 33 
ELSE r-'^ ^BUT i 1 ) ; SUMEX 34 
K - a u n STK ) ; SUKiEX 35 
IF SUiMEX 3 6 
I r i t i ^D lJ ; N ^ L l S M v ) ; CAL = N A T L R (UMSPfcCi ' 0 lu SUM EX 37 
IF SYKB{P} = » • ' » TH'cK GP = « l ' b ; SUM EX 36 
LMJ ; SUM EX 39 
LL^E DU ; k) ; SUtMEX 40 
SYM3(CGN1 IMADNT iMK f2 ) + i ) ) = ' 3 5 8 THEN GR - 9 1 — i ' B; SUM E X 41 
LND ; SUM EX 42 
SUMEX 4 3 
IF SUBSTK( UNSPF.C { 7UP(^W ) ,245 =UNSPEC( »uuj ^ } THEN LU = ' i ' B; SUM EX 44 
IF Sut3STP{ UNSPtL (TCPJ N) ) , » 24 ) =U.NSPEC ( » UOu S 1 THEN R'J = 1 2? I SUMEX 43 
IF uL L - i lU IhfcN J C ; H^LG ( ^ U Si'^ sO ) ; b; G uT 0 K 1; (J; S UM E X 46 
i f GL 6 LU THc'iv DU ; iM-:iUT{M) ; LU= '0 ' B; tNi) i SUHEX 4 7 
IF GK L -iKL Tht N DU ; N = LG ( ' G « » N ) 5 H u ^ ' P > GOTO R2; EN D; SUMEX 4 8 
IF GR € kU THEN DU; N=bCT<N} ; 6; END » SUM EX 49 
SUMEX 5C 
IF Lu C KU THFi^ ^ B = LG { ^ G S LG i «+' tbOT ( ) , BOT ih))10); SUi^EX bl 
IF Lb t -.RL THEN 3=L&1 ,N ,8Cf (M) ) ; SUMEX 52 
IF -t lu I HU THEN B = LG{ fri,iiC'J IH) -5 ; SUMEX 53 
IF -tEU t -^RG THEN H = L&i * i SUMEX 54 
LAL= i R A L ^ l i I r,Lb IRa,G \ ' : ' fB) ji^TLlST i S r K) ) 1 1 SUMEX 55 
cNo sr^tAi SuMEX 5o 
SU?1 IN T : PHUC{ STR ) ; SUM INa 0 
1 3 - P K G C t D u K t r S UP TUL C C L L f c C T i N G P R u C F S S 
S A STKUCT .^KE ^ i T H ' i P L K A l G i ^ Ct^  IT A S S U M E D 1 HAT S U M I N T 1 
i hb L t r T ANU H i b i i l PAF<TS A k t L A N u M C f- uRrt ANO IT SUM irxiT 2 
CUNVL^ITS IHL S l K t C T u R t TO CA^l:^\ lC Fuk:^. SUM Ifv T 3 
D C L ( SUf-'i IN T 4 
L , R . b K , C A L , S T iN SUi'i l!\ T 5 
) F 1 Xti J i3 I N( 3 1 ; S U M I M 6 
SUM I N T 7 
I L s If; SUfMlKT 8 
i C H 4 k ( A ; ; SUM ii\ T 9 
SUri I NT I G 
S U b i T ^HADi-.TP , i ixiLSlK t b t P . S L b S T P SUM IN 1 1 1 
i t N l K Y ( F i X L u b i N ( 3 I »U) j F I A L L S u H i N T 1?. 
K b 1 L k N S ( F-IXt.U lil iv|{ 31 , u ) ) ; S U M I N T 13 
U C L ( SUM I N T 1 4 
L G S U M I h l 15 
) L i N i T K Y l C H A R { l ) j h l X c D a i i S ! ( 3 l .v ) l A E C b 1N J 3 1 . 0 } } S U i ^ I M 16 
KE Tuk:\!S( F i AfcD B i i \ ( 3 1 , U } s ; S U H I M 17 
OCL ( SUM I N T 13 
SYHB SUM IN T 1 9 
)L: iMTKYU-1 At i ) 3 ] N ( 3 i r O ) ) R£1 URAiS ( CriAK ( I ) ) ; SUM I N T 2 0 
SUhliNiT 2 1 
C G I ^ ^ T ^ . i TL i ST t l U P f B U T S U H I N T 2 2 
)EiN;l HY { P i XLD i H N ( 3 1 , 0 n K t l U R N S { F I X tU B I N { 3 i , 0 ) ) ; S U M I M 2 3 
U C L 1 S U F ' . I . N T 2 4 
NTEH)^ S U H I N T 
)T:NTRVLF IXED B i N O l , 0 ) ) K E T U k NS { 8 i f ( 1 ) ) ; SUN I N T 2 6 
L)CL. f rtL »i^K ) CHAR ( 1 5 ; Suf-'iINT 21 
D L L ( L T F R T } C H A K 1 5 ) I SUM IK. T 28 
O C L SUM I N T 2 9 
L = K A D R ^ T P ? S T K » 2 ) + ; K = D L 1 ( S T H ) ; S U H I N T 3 0 
i F SY^NiM STH) « THth OL ; SUM I N T 3 1 
I h THEN DC; SUM I N T 32 
R = t iGT (K} ; WAL = S L B S T P { U N S P t C ( ®UGu+-« ) SUM I N T 3 3 
END ; SUK i INT 34 
S EL 1 U N 
KET i 
PRUC EiJuRc S LlF IHfc C C L i h U T l N G PROCtSS 7G 
ELSE R = L G ( • U ' t i< »U ) ; SUM INT 35 
t:!\t) ; su^'^^!l 36 
iJ->iSPfc:C{ TL)=U.NiSPtt { TUP{ L) ) ; UNSHt t Pt:C<TOP(K j ) ; SUM Us' T 37 
WL- SUb S l R i TL ,2 f l ; ; wR = SUBSTR(T R t2 , 1 ) ; SUH ih T 38 
L T -- SI iU TL • 3 1 ; K'i "SLBSTR < T R j3 ) ; SUH I.S T 39 
IF = ' i » ] H E i\ SUt^  IKT 40 
J U ; L ^ b J M i l f F ) ; GCIC NET; END; SUf' INT 41 
IF I 5 THEN DL ; SUKIRT 42 
JNSPtC(KkA ) ^SUBSTRIUivSPECaCPlBOT ( L ) ) ) ? 9 r a ) ; SUiM IN 1 4 3 
iF W R A = ' l ' lHt:N Ji. ; L=SUM{i. , R ) ; GOT U RET; I N D ; SUf. INT 44 
END ; SUi^JM 4 5 
IF KL= ' I ' c. HT ^"COi , ' THEr^ DO; SUFtINT 46 
UN SPEC ( ftkii) ^SuUSTRf UNSPEC( TCF(bLT (R i ) ) i ; SUMIR T 4 7 
i r ^ i ' THEN DO; L=^SUM(Lfh) ; GDI U U E T ; i-NOi SUM IN T 43 
ti^iD ; SUM I N T 4 9 
iP R l ^ ' C U U ' THtK D u ; SUM iF;T bO 
UN SPLC(WKA ) = i u b S l k ( U N S P E C { T C P { B L i T { D M S 9 , a ) ; SUh Ih T 5 1 
UN5PLi. i wRa ) = SU[ASTR(URSPECnuF(c;uT (R) ) ) f f b ) ; SUMIMT 52 
IF t .wRb= ' I • THEN DO; s u m i n t 53 
L - S U K ( L f l<) , GCTG RET ; END ; SUM INT 54 
END ; SUMIRl 65 
iF - X T c k F C L I ?A "•NTEKF-IH) THEN .-^ETUkiv; SUi^ i INT 56 
IF i v ' I H t N DU; L=K; bOTG RcT; END; SUhlKT 57 
ii" R T ^ n o O ^ i K1^ n U ^  IHFN GUTG KFT; SUH lET 58 
i r Sud STK{TR ) = ' i ^ THE: N OL ; L^ LG i ' f ' ? R , L j ; GOTO RET; fcND; SUiM INT 5 9 
IF SLB S I R ( T H 53) ^ ' u O U ' "(HEN Db ; SUM INT foO 
[( H ) ; f L f o R ) ; SUHINT 61 
GO TO RC 1 ; END; SUhlN T 62 
RE l UR;M ; SUM INT 63 
CAL I R A L S U INLSTRt I jMTLi ST ( S I R 5 ) ) ; SUM INT 64 
iiNO s SUl^iNT; SUHINT 65 
5 Y:4b ; P RU C i S 1 R ) C H A R ( U ; SYhB 0 




)cNTRt {F I Afcu b i i\ (3 i , 0 ) ) RETURNS i 1-1 X l;C B i N { 3 1 , U ) 
UCi. ( 
STi^  
I F I At:D D1 31 , 0 ) ; 
DCL Cii LHAKX l i ; 
U/sibFbC (CHi ^SUbSlK l LNSP&C ( TOP (STk) ) t^t^fS) ; 
Kt 1 i CH j ; 






















WT PKJC F IXED a i K ( 3 ] . j O ) RtCUKSiVL:; 1 0 
OCL ( AT 1 
C > P ? n T T ? V 1 b T v^  T Mi 2 
) F IXEU B l N ( i i sU) ; wT 3 
OCL ? WT 
IDkUGRPL 5 
) t N l K Y ( F i X t D B1 M 3 1 sO) ) RfcTURNS 1 e i T ( I ) ) ; WT 6 
• CL { a J 7 
YHB wT B 
^ e N T R V i F i X t O 3 1 N ( 3 i f O ) ) RETURNS(CHAR a ) ) ; T rt \ 9 
DCL ( wT 10 
TOP ,BCT,LCCT jCQNT WT I 1 
lENTRYCr iXhO B i N O l tO) ) khTUK\S(F ix&L) B I N O I j U ) ) ; wT 12 
UCL { 1.3 
!>5ADiMTP AT 14 
leNTRVCFIXbU 8 i 31 »0) , F I X t D i3 i N C ^ 1 , u ) } Sf^T 15 
H E I t R N S C F I X t D B l N i j l f 0 ) ) ; wT 16 
DCL ( «T ] 7 
SYMBOL 18 
) CHAP{1) ; WT 19 
L i'-i KP = LOCT(CKiXPJ ; WT 20 
S EC i ilJ;\! 13 P R I X E O U K E S GF THt: C O L L L C T i N G ^HOCtSS 72 
IF G K P L i C M X P ) THEN K E T t R K C l ) ; G R C U P GEiNicRATOR 21 
IF lO,^T(Cr-l)<P3 ThirN Kt T bkN ( ' 0 ' b | i (3 1 ) ' i 'b); /^'KAX PCS NUHOfcK 'i^T 22 
CMX P , 2 ) + 1 M ; WT 2 3 
IF SYi-'iaUL = ' « « » THEi^ RETlHi\ i'f.ltA); INVEKSf ft T 24 
IF ThLN Kfc TURN { '.^ JM J ; LAP=J=/ WT 25 
i dC'TtCMXP ) ) ; WT 26 
IF SVKiiOL^® IHL N wT 27 
ih wTtH < 'rtlb SHLN HE TLKN ; ELSE WT 28 
IF THF(\ KE T L R M VTM+wT B) ; tCM^iJTAliJR w T 29 
olGNAL CCfNOI TICNv ALPhAi ; W T 30 
r ; i^T 31 
S E C T I O N 14 - SAMPLE C A L C U L A T I O N 
( A t J ) : 4 
ENTER OR CPROD 
AB 
Ae 
E X I T OR DP ROC 
( A d ) : 4 
AHABABAB 
ENTER UHOPUJL) 
AKA f lAHAO 
AAI3( d , A) HABAb 
A A A b ( B , A ) ( i 3 , A ) ( B , A , A ) B ( b , A ) B A L i 
A A A A D ( B , A M B , M ) ( b , A , A ) ( B , A ) ( b , A , A ) ( B , A , A ) { B , A , A , A ) 6 ( B , A ) ( B , A M B t A t A ) B ( B , A ) B 
A : 4 B ( B , A ) : 2 ( B , A , A ) ( B , A ) ( B , A , A ) : 2 ( b , A , A , A ) B ( B , A ) : 2 ( B , A , A ) B { B , A ) B 
ENT ER L EO 
( B, A) : 2 , B 
ENTER ORCPRUO 
( H, A , B) : 2( B , A , B , ,B ,A ) 
{ B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , t B , A ) 
SECTION 14 - SAMPLE C A L C U L A T I O N 2 
EXIT ORDPROD 
( E t A , B ) : 2 ( B t A , B , t B , A ) 
E X I T LEO 
ENTER L EU 
( B, A , A ) : 2 , B 
( B , A, A , B ) : 2 
E X I T LEO 
A: 4 8 B l d , A ) : 2 ( B t A , l 3 ) : 2 ( 8 , A , b , , 6 T A M B , A , A ) ( i 3 , A , A , B ) ( B , A ) ( 8 , A , B ) ( B , A , A ) : 2 ( l 3 , A , A, B ) : 2 ( B , A , A , 
A ) ( B , A , A , A , B ) ( B , A ) : 2 ( B , A , A ) B ( B , A ) B 
ENT ER L to 
{ B, A » : 2,13 
ENTER ORDPROD 
( Et A , B ) : 2 ( e , A , B , , B , A ) 
( B, A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) 
E X I T ORDPROD 
( 8 , A , B ) : 2 ( 6 » A , B , , B , A ) 
E X I T LEO 
ENTER LEO 
S E C T I O N 14 - SAMPLE C A L C U L A T I O N 
( B , A , B ) : 2 , B 
( B , A , B , B > : 2 
E X I T LEO 
ENTER L t o 
( B , A , A ) : 2 , B 
( B , A , A , B ) : 2 
E X I T L E O 
ENTER L EO 
( Bt A , A , b ) : 2 t B 
( B , A , A , B , 3 ) : 2 
E X I T L E O 
ENTEK L E O 
( B , a ) : 2 , B 
ENTER ORDPRCU) 
( e , A , S ) : 2 ( 6 , A , B , , B , A ) 
( B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , » B , A ) 
E X I T O R C P R O C 
( B , A , b ) : 2 < B , A , B , , B , A ) 
S E C T I O N 14 - SAMPLE C A L C U L A T I O N 
E X I T L E O 
A : 4 B B B ( B v A ) : 2 ( B , A f 3 ) : 2 ( B , A , B , « B , A M & t A , B ) :2 ( B »A , B , B) :2 ( B * A , B , , Bf A) ( B* A, A ) ( B» A , A , b ) ( b , A , 
A , B ) ( B , A , A , B , B ) ( B t A ) ( B , A t B ) ( B , A , B ) ( B , A , B f B M B , A , A ) : 2 ( B f A , A , B ) : 2 ( B t A , A » B ) : 2 ( 6 , A , A , B , B ) : 2 ( 
Bt A , A , A i ( B t A , A , A t B X B t A t A , A , B ) ( B , A ) : 2 ( B f A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B » A ) 1 B , A , A ) < B » A , A t B ) ( B , A ) B 
ENTER L E O 
( B , A ) : 2 , B 
E N T E R GRDPKOO 
( 8 , A t B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) 
(e» At 6 ) : 2 ( Q t A t B t t B t A ) 
E X I T . OR OP ROC 
( Bt At B ) : 2 ( B t A t b t t B t A ) 
E X I T L E O 
< Bt At B ) : 2t B 
( B , At Bt B ) : 2 
E X I T L E O 
E N T E R L E O 
( B t A , B ) : 2 t B 
( B t At Bt B ) : 2 
SECTION 14 - SAMPLE C A L C U L A T I O N 
EX IT LEO 
ENTER LEO 
( e . A , B , B ) : 2 , B 
(B> A , B , B , B ) : 2 
E X I T LEO 
EN r Eft L EO 
( B t A , A ) : 2 t B 
( B , A , A , B ) : 2 
EX IT L EO 
ENTER L EO 
(B f At Af B ) : 2 , B 
( B»A , A , B , B ) : 2 
E X I T LEO 
ENTER LEO 
( B » A t A , B ) : 2 f B 
( B , A t A , B t B ) : 2 
E X I T LEO 
ENTER LEO 
SECTION 14 - SAMPLE C A L C U L A T I O N 6 
( B , A ) : 2 , 8 
ENTER ORDPROD 
( B , A , 8 ) : 2 ( B , A , 8 , , B , A ) 
( 6 , A , 8 ) : 2 ( B , A , 3 , , B , A ) 
E X I T ORCPKOC 
( B , A, B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) 
E X I T LEO 
ENTER LEU 
< B , A , B ) : 2 , B 
( 8 , A , 8 , B ) : 2 
E X I T LEO 
A : 4 B : 4 ( B , A ) : 2 ( B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , 8 , A ) ( 8 , A , B i : 2 C B , A , B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) < B , A , 8 ) : 2 ( B , A , B , B ) : 
8 , A, 8 , B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , 0 , , B , A ) { 8 , A , A ) ( B , A , A , 3 ) : 2 C B , A , A , 8 , B ) ( 8 , A , A , 8 ) ( 8 , A , A , B , 8 ) : 2 ( 8 , A ) { B , A , 3 ) : 
2 ( 8 , A , B , B ) ( B , A , B H B , A , B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , B , B ) ( 8 , A , A I : 2 ( B , A , A , 8 ) : 4 ( 8 , A , A , 8 , B ) : 2 ( B , A , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , 
A , B , B I : 4 { B , A , A , A M B , A , A , A , B ) : 3 < 8 , A ) : 2 ( B , A , B » : 2 ( B , A , B , , 8 , A ) ( B , A , B ) : 2 ( 8 , A , 8 , B ) : 2 ( 8 , A , B , , B , 
A H B , A, A) ( B ,A , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , A ,B ,B) (8 , A ) { B , A , B ) 
ENTER L E O 
( B , A , B ) : 2 , , 8 , A 
( B, A, B, , B , A } : 2 
SECT ION 14 - SAMPLE C A L C U L A T I O N 7 
E X I T L E G 
ENTER L E O 
( e » A , B ) : 2 f tO,A 
( e , A , B , , Q , A ) : 2 
E X I T L EO 
ENTER L EO 
( Bf Ar ti) : 2> > Bt A 
( e , A , B , , B , A ) : 2 
E X I T L E O 
A : 4 B : 4 ( B , A ) : 2 ( 6 , A ) ( B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , b , » B , A ) : 2 ( 8 , A , 8 , , B , A ) ( B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) : 2 ( B , A , B , B ) : 2 ( 
H, A, B , , B, A ) ( B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) : 2 ( B , A , B , B ) : 4 ( B , A , B , B , 8 ) : 2 ( B , A , B » , 8 , A n 8 , A, A ) ( e , A , A , , 3 , 
A ) ( i 3 , A , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , A , B , B ) ( B , A , A , B ) ( B , A , A , 8 , 8 ) : 2 ( B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , B ) { B , A , B ) { B , A , 8 , B ) : 2 ( 3 , A , 
B , B, B ) ( B , A , A ) : 2 ( B , A , A , B ) : 4 ( B , A , A , B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , A , B , B ) : 4 ( 8 , A t A , A } ( B f A , A i A , B ) : 3 < B , 
A ) : 2 ( B, A , 3 ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A M B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , 8 , B > : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) ( B , A , A ) ( B , A , A , B ) : 2 ( 8 , A , A , B , B ) ( 
Bt A ) ( Bt A , B ) 
ENTER REO 
( Bf Af B ) : 2 , ( Bt A ) : 2 
ENTER REO 
B , A , ( B , A , 8 ) : 2 
S t C T I O N 14 - S A M P L E C A L C U L A T I O N 
t 8 , A , B , , B , A ) : - 2 
E X I T REO 
( e , A , B , , 8 , A ) : 4 
E X I T REO 
ENTER REO 
( B , A , b ) : 2 , ( B , A ) : 2 
ENTER KfcO 
6 , A , ( B , A , B ) : 2 
( e , A , B , , B , A ) : - 2 
E X I T REO 
( e , A , Bt f B , A ) : 4 
E X I T REO 
ENTER REO 
( B, A , B ) : ( 3 , A ) : 2 
ENTER REO 
B , A , ( B , A , B ) : 2 
( E , A , B , , B , A ) : - 2 
EX I T R EQ 
SECTION 14 - SAMPLE C A L C U L A T I O N 
f B, A , 6 , , d , A ) : 4 
EX IT REO 
ENTER REO 
Bt A» A, ( B, A ) : 2 
( B , A , A , , B t A ) : 2 
E X I T REG 
ENTER REO 
< B, A , B ) : 2 , ( B , A ) : 2 
ENTER REO 
B, A , ( B , A , B ) : 2 
( B , A , B , , B , A ) : - 2 
E X I T REO 
( 8f A , B , , B , A ) : 4 
E X I T REO 
ENTER REO 
B, A, 8 , ( B , A ) : 2 
( B, A , B , , B t A ) : 2 
E X I T REO 
SECTION 14 - SAMPLE CALCULATION 10 
LNTEK REO 
( 6, A, A ): 2, ( B, A ) :2 
ENTER KEG 
B, A, ( b, A, A ) 
(B,A,A,,i3,A):-2 
EAlT REO 
{ B, A, A, ,ri,A ): ^  
EXIT REO 





(B, A,A,A,B>:3(H,A,ri):2(B,A,B,,b,A)(B,A,B) :2{B,A,b,B):2(B,A,B,,B,A)(B, A,A)(B,A, A,B):2(rt, 
Af A, B, 8)(B,A)(BtA,B ) 
ENTER LEU 
( B, A,B):2,,B,A 
(e,A,B,,B,A ) : 2 
bXlf LEO 
S E C T I O N 1 4 - S A M P L E C A L C U L A T I O N 1 1 
E N T E R L E O 
( Bv A , B ) : 2 , } B , A 
( e » A t B « t b , A ) : 2 
E X I T L E G 
E N T E R L E O 
( e , A , b ) : 2 , , B , A 
( e , A f B , , ti , A ) : 2 
E X I T L E G 
E N T E R L E O 
( E , A , B ) : 2 , , A 
( Bt A , B , , b , A ) : 2 
E X n L E O 
E N T E K L E;J 
( B t A , A ) : 2 , » B , A 
( B , A , A , , Q , A ) : 2 
E X I T L E U 
E N T E R L E O 
{ B , A , 6 ) : 2 , , B , A 
SfcCTION - SAMPL t C A L C U L A T I O N 12 
( B» A, bt t Bt A ): 2 
EXIT LEO 
ENTER L FO 
( e , A , B ) : 2 , , 0 , A 
{ e, A, B, , 0 , A ): 2 
EX IT LEO 
A : 4 B : 4 ( B , A ) : 2 ( d , A ) { a , A ) : 2 ( B , A ) ( c J , A , a ) : 2 ( t 3 f A , B , , B , A ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , Q , A ) : 4 ( B , A , B , , B, y 
3 , A ) ( D , A , H ) : 2 { B , A , B , , i J , A ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) : 4 ( b , A t B , , B , A ) : 2 ( B , A , 3 , B ) : 2 ( B , A , r i , , b , A ) ( t i , A , n : ^ 
( 8 , A , B , , B , A ) : 2 ( B , A » B , , 3 , A ) : 4 ( B , A , B , » 8 , A ) : 2 ( B , A , B , B ) : 4 { B , A , B , 6 » 0 ) : 2 ( 8 , A , B , , B , A ) ( b , A , A ) ( i , 
A , A , , B , A ) ( B , A , A , , b , A ) : 2 ( 8 , A , A , , B , A ) ( B , A , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , A , B , B ) ( B , A t A » B ) ( B , A , A , a , B ) : 2 ( 0 , A , r n : 
2 < B , A , B , , B , A ) : 2 ( B , A , B , t b f A ) : 4 ( B , A , b , B ) ( B , A , 3 ) ( B , A , B , , B , A ) ( 8 , A , B , , B , A ) : 2 I B , A » H , B ) : 2 { d , A , 
B , B » B > ( B , A , A ) : 2 ( B t A , A , , B , A ) : 2 ( B , A , A , , B , A ) : 4 ( B , A , A , B ) : 4 ( B , A , A , B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , A , B ) : 2 { B , A , A M . S 
B ) : 4 { 8 , A , A , A ) ( B , A , A , A , B ) : i ( B , A , B ) : 2 { B , A , B , , B , A ) : 2 { B , A , B , , B , A ) ( B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , e , A ) : 2 ( D , 
A , 8 , B ) : 2 ( e , A , B , , B , A ) ( B , A , A ) { B , A , A , t B » A ) ( B , A , A , B I : 2 ( B , A , A , B , B ) ( B , A , B ) 
A : 4 B : 4 ( B , A ) : 6 { B » A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , b , , B , A ) : 9 ( B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) : B { B , A , B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) ( B , A , 
8 ) : 2 ( B t A , B , , B , A ) : 8 { d , A , B , B ) : 4 ( B , A t b t B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , 6 , , B , A ) ( B , A , A ) ( B , A , A , , B , A ) : 4 ( B , A , A , B ) : 2 ( 
B , A , A , B , B ) ( e , A , A , B ) { 3 » A , A , B , B ) : 2 ( b , A , B ) : 2 t B , A , B , , B , A ) : 6 ( B , A , B , 8 M B , A , B ) ( B , A , B , , B , A ) : 3 ( B , 
A , 8 , B ) : 2 ( a , A , B , r t , B ) ( B , A , A ) : 2 ( B , A , A , , B , A ) ; 6 ( B , A , A , B ) : 4 ( 8 , A , A , B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , A t 8 ) : 2 ( B , A , A , B , 8 ) : 
4 ( B , A , A » A M B , A , A , A , B J : 3 ( B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , 8 , A ) : 3 ( B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) : 2 ( B , A , b , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , 
B , A ) ( B , A , A ) ( B f A , A , , B , A ) ( B , A , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , A , B , B ) ( B , A , B ) 
S E C T I O N 14 - SAMPLE C A L C U L A T I O N 13 
A : 4 B : 4 ( 6 , A ) : 6 { b , A t A ) : 4 ( B , A , B J : 2 { B , A , B , , B , A ) : 9 ( B , A , B ) : 2 { B , A , B , , B , A ) : 8 ( B , A , B , ' B ) : 2 ( 8 , A , B , , 
B , A ) ( B , A , B > : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) : 8 ( B , A , b , B ) : 4 ( B , A , B , B , B ) : 2 ( 6 , A , B , , B , A ) ( B , A , A , , B , A ) : 4 ( B , A , A , 8 ) : 
2 ( B , A , A , B , B ) { B , A , A , B M B , A » A , B , 0 ) : 2 ( B , A , 8 ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A > : 6 ( f l , A , 8 , B ) ( 8 , A , B ) ( B , A , B , , 8 , A ) : 3 
( E , A , B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , d , B > ( d , A , A , , B , A ) : 6 ( 0 , A , A , B ) : 4 ( b , A , A , B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , A , 6 ) : 2 ( 8 , A , A , 8 , B ) : 4 ( B , 
A , A , A ) ( B , A , A , A , B ) : 3 ( 3 , A , 8 ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) : 3 I B , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , b , , B , A » : 2 ( B , A , B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) ( 
B , A , A , , B , A ) ( B , A , A , B ) : 2 ( B , A , A , 8 , B ) ( B , A , B ) 
A : 4 B : 4 ( B , A ) : 6 ( 6 , A , A ) : ^ ( b , A » b ) : 1 4 ( B , A , B » , b , A ) : 1 7 ( B , A , b , B ) : 2 ( B , A , B t t 8 , A ) : 9 ( B , A , B , 8 ) : 4 ( B , A , 
B, 8, b ) : 2 ( 8, A, B , , F i , A ) ( 6 , A , A , , B , A ) : 4 ( 8 , A , A , B ) : 2 ( 8 , A , A , B , B M B , A , A , B ) ( 6 , A, A, 8 » B ) : 2 ( B , A, B , , b , 
A ) : 6 ( B , A t B , B ) i d , A , B , , 6 , A ) : ? ( B , A , b , b ) : 2 ( B , A , 8 , 8 , B ) ( B , A , A , , B , A ) : 6 ( B , A , A , B ) : 4 ( H , A , A , d , B ) : 2 
( 8 , A , A , B ) : 2 ( t 5 , A , A , B , c i ) : 4 ( B , A , A , A ) ( B , A , A » A , B ) : 3 ( B , A , B , , B , A ) : 5 ( B , A , B , d ) : 2 ( B , A , B » , 3 , A ) { 8 , A , 
, B, A ) ( B , A , A , B ) : 2( b , A ,A ,8 ,B ) A, 
A : 4 B : 4 ( B , A ) : 6 ( B , A , A ) : 4 ( 8 , A , B ) : 1 4 ( B , A , A , A ) ( B , A , A , B ) : l l ( 8 , A , B , 3 ) : l l ( B , A , d , , B , A ) : 2 6 { B , A , B , 
3 , 8 ) : 2 ( 8 , A , b , t Q , A ) ( B , A , A , , 8 , A ) : 4 ( B , A , A , B » B ) : 3 ( a , A , B t , 8 , A > ; 9 { d , A , B , B , B ) ( B , A , A , , B , A J : 6 ( B , 
A , A , B , d ) : 6 ( B , A , A , A , B » : 3 l 3 , A , B , , B , A ) : 6 ( B , A , A , , B , A ) ( B , A , A , B , B ) k , d ) : 6 ( B , A , A , A , B » : 3 l , , , , 8 , ) :
A : 4 a : 4 ( B , A ) : o ( d , A , A ) : ^ ( 8 , A , b ) : i 4 ( B t A , A , A ) ( b , A , A , 3 ) : l l ( B , A , B , b ) : l l ( 8 , A , A , , B , A ) : l l ( B , A , B , , 
6 , A ) : 2 6 { B , A , b , B , B ) : 2 ( B , A , b , , B , A ) ( B , A , A , B , B ) : 3 ( 8 , A , B , , B , A ) : 9 ( 8 , A , B , 8 , B ) < B , A , A , b , B ) : 6 { B , A , 
A , A, b ) : 3( B, A, B , , B , A ) :6 ( 8 ,A , A , 8 , 8 ) 
A : 4 B : 4 ( B , A ) : 6 ( B , A , A ) : 4 ( B , A , 8 ) : 1 4 ( B , A , A , A ) ( B , A , A , B ) : l l ( B , A , B , H ) : l l ( B , A , A , , B , A ) : l l ( B » A , B , , 
B , A ) : A 2 ( 8 , A , B , B , 6 ) : 2 { B , A , A » B , B ) : 3 ( B , A , B , b , B ) ( B , A , A , B , 8 ) : 6 ( B , A , A , A , 8 ) : 3 ( B , A , A , B , 0 ) 
SECTION - SAMPLE CALCULATION 14 
A : 4 B : A ( B , A ) : 6 ( B , A , A ) : ^ ( B , A , 6 ) : l 4 ( b , A , A , A ) { B , A , A , B ) : l l ( 8 , A , 8 , B ) : l l ( B , A , A , , B , A ) : l l ( B , A , R , , 
t i , A ) : 4 2 ( d , A , A , A , c i ) : 3 ( B , A , r i , 5 , B ) : 2 ( b , A , A , B , B ) : 3 ( B , A , B , B , B ) ( B , A , A , B , b ) : 7 
A : 4 B : ^ ( B t A ) : o ( t 3 , A , A ) : ^ l B t A , B ) : l 4 ( B , A , A , A ) ( H , A , A , B ) : l l ( a , A , B , d ) : l l ( B , A , A , , B , A ) : l I ( b , A , r f , , 
6 , A ) : A 2 ( B , A , A , A , b ) : j ( 8 , A t A , 8 , t i ) : l G ( b , A , B , d , D ) : 3 
A : 4 3 : 4 ( 8 , A ) : o ( 8 , A , A ) : 4 ( 8 , A , B ) : I 4 ( B , A , A , A ) ( 8 , A , A , B ) : I U 8 , A , B , 8 ) : l l ( B , A , A , , b , A ) : l l ( 8 , A , 0 , , 
8 , A ) : 4 2 ( i 3 , A , A , A , B i : 3 ( B , A , A , 8 , 5 ) : l U ( B , A , B » 8 , B ) : 3 
EXIT URCPROD 
A : 4 B : 4 ( b , A ) : o ( b , A , A ) : 4 ( b , ^ , b ) : l 4 ( b , A , A , A I ( B , A » A , 8 » : I l ( B , A , B , B ) : I l ( B , A , A , , B , A ) : l l ( B , A , 8 , , 
B , A ) : ^ 2 ( B , A , A , A , 8 ) : 3 ( 3 , A , A t B , b » : I C ( B , A , B , 3 , B ) : 3 
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